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The Koadgoes ever on and on
Downfrom the door where it began.
N ow fa r ahead the road has gone,
A n d I mustfollow, i f I can.
Pursuing it with eagerfeet.
U ntil it joins some other wq^
Where many paths and errands meet.
A ?id wither theid I cannot say.

J.R.R Tolkien
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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the design and development o f compact, all-solid-state
femtosecond pulse lasers with low pump power requirements. A number o f directly-diodepumped laser systems based on the gain materials Cr^^iLiSrAlFe (chromium-doped lithium
strontium aluminium fluoride) and Cr^^.LiSrGaFe (chromium-doped lithium strontium
gallium fluoride) pumped with AlGalnP laser diodes are described.
The motivation behind this work was the development o f portable, low-noise and lower cost
ultrashort pulse lasers for a number o f low-power applications such as the characterisation of
electron-optical streak camera systems. The investigation into the modelocking o f lasers with
modest intracavity powers was also an important challenge. The achievement o f a batterypowered, compact and efficient laser system represents an excellent outcome for this research
programme.
Major consideration is given to the key factors that determine both the cw and modelocking
thresholds o f an ultrashort-pulse laser. In particular, the reduction o f intracavity optical losses
by designing the laser to operate with fewer cavity elements, the optimisation of second-order
and higher-order dispersion for efficient modelocked operation and the inclusion o f a
semiconductor saturable absorber mirror for increased stability are discussed. This has
enabled pump thresholds to be reduced to a level permitting, for the first time, the use o f
diffraction-limited, narrow-stripe laser diodes for efficient, low-power optical pumping. A
number o f laser oscillators with novel cavity designs and progressively lower pump
thresholds are described. Pulses as short as 57 fs and average output powers as high as 9 mW
for only 80 mW o f incident pump power are reported for a battery powered femtosecond
Cr:LiSAF laser. This represents an overall electrical-to-optical conversion efficiency o f
approximately 1% which is excellent for a femtosecond pulse laser system. In addition, the
amplitude and phase noise performance is shown to be exceptionally good and is believed to
be the best yet reported for this type o f ultrashort pulse laser.
The design and demonstration of highly compact, ultrashort-pulse lasers incorporating novel
resonator configurations and simplified dispersion compensation schemes are then described.
These lasers produced sub-ps pulses at cavity frequencies as high as 450 MHz.
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Synopsis
The format of this thesis is as follows.
In chapter 1, an introduction to the field o f femtosecond optics is given; specifically the areas
of pulse definition, propagation, and characterisation will be briefly outlined and then a
summary o f various pulse laser systems will be presented. In addition attention is paid to the
properties and behaviour o f the specific gain media Cr:LiSAF and Cr:LiSGaF chosen for this
investigation. The aim o f this first chapter is to give an overview of the wider field o f ultrafast
optics but issues that are important or specific to this work are also singled out and presented
in more than casual detail.
In chapter 2, a more focussed approach is taken to some of the theoretical aspects pertaining
to designing a short pulse laser with low-pump-power requirements. A discussion on the
reduction of the cw and modelocking thresholds, and the stabilisation of pulses at low
intracavity powers is presented. Two o f the initial low-threshold laser systems are then
described, including the pump laser used during their development and that of the laser
systems described in the following chapter.
Chapter 3, concentrates solely on resonator designs with three cavity mirrors. These cavities
have been shown to enable a more compact and efficient femtosecond laser to be achieved
without degrading the modelocking performance over more traditional cavity designs. Two
specific three-mirror cavities each with a marked threshold improvement over previous
ultrashort pulse systems are detailed and selected results taken from each system are
presented. The low-threshold o f these systems permitted the use o f an alternative highly
compact pump scheme incorporating narrow stripe diffraction limited laser diodes\ The
measurement o f the phase and amplitude noise o f a femtosecond laser is then discussed. The
three-mirror lasers exhibited impressively low noise properties and were used in the
characterisation o f electron-optical streak camera tubes.

* G. J. Valentine, J-M. Hopkins, P. Loza-Alvarez, G. T. Kennedy, W. Sibbett, D. Bums and A. Valster, Opt. Lett. 22,1 6 3 9 (1997).
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In Chapter 4, further improvements o f the laser system involving a new resonator
configuration and the inclusion o f a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM)^ will
be detailed. The combination of a novel resonator design and diffraction-limited pump source
and intracavity saturable absorber led to the demonstration o f an efficient sub-100 fs laser
system which could be powered by six AA-type batteries for over 14 hours^. Using this laser
cavity as a building block, intracavity doubling was carried out to demonstrate the further
capabilities of the system. Using a 500 pm crystal o f BBO placed between two curved mirrors
femtosecond pulses with over 1.5 mW average power at 430 nm were generated.
Chapter 5 describes the development o f more compact ultrashort pulse laser systems using
standard optical components. By placing one o f the dispersion compensating prisms on each
side of the gain medium cavity frequencies as high as 400 MHz are achieved. An
investigation into the origin o f the dispersion contribution due to this prism configuration
leads to the conclusion that only one prism is necessaiy. Subsequently, a more simple and
easier to align laser system laser producing ultrashort pulses at cavity frequencies as high as
450 MHz is demonstrated.
In Chapter 6, the main achievements and general conclusions o f the work are presented in a
short summary. Consideration is then given on the future directions of compact and efficient
femtosecond lasers with a view to obtaining higher average output powers.

' D. Kopf, A. Prasad, G. Zhang, M. Moser and U. Keller, Opt. Lett. 22, 621 (1997).
' J-M. Hopkins, G. J. Valentine, W. Sibbett, J. Aus der Au, F. Morier-Genoud, U. Keller and A Valster, Opt. Commun, 154,54 (1998).
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Chapter 1:
Introduction and Background

1.1 Dinner plates to Atom bombs
One 10*^th of a second, a femtosecond, is a short amount o f time, really short, in fact it
is so short that gaining a conceptual understanding of this timescale is nontrivial, to say
the least. It is often helpful in our understanding o f such mind-boggling concepts to
somehow scale them into the more familiar universe we know. For instance, there are
actually more femtoseconds in one second than there have been years since the
beginning of the universe, although that said, we do not really have a fair idea o f how
long that is either. To try to gain a better understanding o f scale we can transform
ourselves from the dimension o f time into a dimension of length. If we consider a
typical ultrashort pulse laser which can routinely produce a hundred million pulses
every second each with a duration o f the order of 100 fs then each pulse has a length o f
about 30 pm and will be separated from the next pulse by 3 m. Scaling our 30 pm long
pulse to the width of a typical dinner plate would mean that the next pulse would be
over 5 km away!
The microscopic dimensions of a femtosecond laser pulse and some of its unique
associated qualities have fuelled an increasing research effort into the design and
operation of ultrashort-pulse (USP) sources. Many atomic and molecular events, which
define the macroscopic universe, occur on timescales o f the order o f femtoseconds to
1-1
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picoseconds (10'*^ s). Using the USP laser as a tool, we have been able to observe some
o f these fundamental events for the first time. They have allowed us to gain a better
understanding of how light interacts with matter and how this may be manipulated in
new ways. To stop at this point would be justification enough for the growth in the
number of ultrafast laser sources but femtosecond pulses also exhibit other unique and
exploitable properties rather than just their physical dimensions. Ultrashort pulses have
characteristically large bandwidths (~ THz) associated with them and in many instances
can be thought of as a source o f broadband ‘white light’ or continuum radiation. This
has been exploited in the generation o f terahertz pulses for electro-optic sampling*,
spectroscopy, imaging^ and remote sensing for environmental monitoring applications.
Femtosecond pulses have very short coherence lengths, which can be used for highresolution medical and biological prompt imaging^. Two-photon absorption effects have
been utilised in confocal microscopy"* and florescence imaging^ to investigate living
tissue in three dimensions with increased resolution.

Although femtosecond pulse

lasers have average output powers similar to that of many cw lasers, the peak powers
associated with the individual pulses are very high allowing the precision machining
and ablation o f a variety o f materials^. Using these high powers other nonlinear and
high intensity phenomena may be studied. In a scheme known as chirped-pulse
amplification (CPA)^, focussed pulse intensities o f 10^** Wcm"^ have been produced
resulting in electric fields strong enough to dissociate electrons from their atoms and
higher intensities than if the entire solar flux incident on the earth were focussed on the
head o f a pin. These types o f high power systems, both benchtop^ and larger^, have been
used to generate high XUV and X-ray harmonics*** from solid** and gas targets*^ with
the possibility o f attosecond (10 ***s) pulse durations. The National Ignition Facility*^ in
California will be able to irradiate targets with 1.8 MJ pulses to investigate fast ignition
in inertial confinement fusion experiments simulating nuclear weapon detonation!
The femtosecond laser in all its guises has proved itself to be an amazing tool but just
like all tools (the personal computer for example) we are always looking for
improvements over the one we had access to yesterday be it faster, smaller, cheaper or
more simple. This thesis and the work presented herein represents the improvement of
ultrashort pulse lasers in at least some o f these categories.
In the following chapter, some of the fundamentals o f ultrashort pulse propagation and
generation will be presented and particular attention will be paid to areas more relevant
to this work.
1-2
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1,2 Pulses and pulse propagation
To begin a discussion on the design and optimisation o f ultrashort pulse laser systems
we must first understand something o f the structure and behaviour o f light pulses. In the
following sections, the form and some o f the fundamental propagation properties of
such pulses will be introduced.
It is mathematically convenient to represent the temporally dependent electric field
associated with an optical pulse with a complex field amplitude
E(i)=
Equation 1.1

where COq is the optical carrier frequency, S (/) is the time varying electric field
envelope and ^(l) represents the phase variation across the pulse. Equation 1.1 contains
the slowly varying envelope approximation*"* that the pulse envelope is slowly varying
with respect to the carrier frequency COq i.e Aq/cOq « 1. Primarily, the pulse envelopes
referred to during the course o f this thesis will have a temporal envelope 8 (l)
characterised by a hyperbolic secant function and may be represented by the general
form
£*osech|
Equation 1.2

where 6o is the real electric field amplitude and
duration

is related to the FWHM pulse

by
= AXp/1.763
Equation 1.3

This pulse shape is also referred to as a sech^ pulse as the intensity /(/) is o f the form
l i f ) ~ I £•(<)!'=
Equation 1.4
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The temporal and spectral characteristics o f a pulse are Fourier transforms o f one
another, hence the bandwidth

and pulse width Ar^ cannot vary independently.

Due to the bandwidth theorem there is a limit to the simultaneous spectral and temporal
resolution achievable resulting in a finite duration-bandwidth product

Am^Af^ = I tiHs v pùsTp

> I tiC ^
Equation 1.5

where Cg is a numerical constant o f the order of 1 depending on the particular pulse
shape, (Cg «=* 0.315 for a sech^ pulses). Pulses that are free from modulation or
frequency ‘chirp’ and for which the above equality holds are said to be ‘transform
limited’ or ‘bandwidth limited’. These pulses exhibit the shortest possible durations for
their particular spectral extent. The Fourier transform o f a sech^ pulse profile implies a
spectral profile o f the form
/(m)oc sech^(%(DTg/2)
Equation 1.6

with a transform-limited FWHM bandwidth of
Am, =1.122/%g
Equation 1.7

A pulse in the presence o f frequency chirp, i.e. non-zero

will exhibit a larger

spectral bandwidth than that necessary to support its duration and will have a durationbandwidth product greater than Cg. Figure 1.1 below shows the pulse envelope
/(f) = I

and transform-limited spectral profile or power spectrum l(X ) for a 30 fs

sech^ pulse with central wavelength Aq= 855 nm.

1-4
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■
h
I

î

I
Wavelength (nm)

Time (fs)

Figure 1.1 Temporal and spectralprofile of a 30f s seclf pulse with a central
wavelength o f 855 nm (a tenporal profile o f a Gaussian pulse with identical
pulse duration is also shownfo r co?nparison).

Table 1-1 summarises the fijndamental properties o f sech^ and Gaussian pulse shapes.
àû)p

Field
envelope

Intensity profile

sech^

sech^(^/Tg)

1.763r^

sech^(7cmTg/2)

1.122/r^

0.315

Gaussian

Q-'dpha'f

1.177 t^

^-{(OTafp

2.355/T(,

0.441

(FWHM)

Spectral profile

(FWHM)

Table 1~1 Summary o f the terms and relations associated with the temporal
and spectralpwfiles of sec^ and Gaussian pulse shapes where Tq is related to
theF W H M Gaussian pulse duration

hy Tq ~

• \j2 \n 2 .

Pulse propagation
The ultimate pulse duration achievable from a laser system is determined by the linear
and nonlinear responses to the propagating pulse o f the reflective and transmissive
elements within the cavity.
The application of an electric field to a dielectric medium induces a polarisation
response p{É), which we may expand to a power series described by
P = P l + P nL = S o X ( i) ^ + S o (x (2 )£ ’^

+ ...)

Equation 1.8

where

is the permitivity o f free space, X{\) is the linear susceptibility which gives

rise to the linear optical effects such as refraction, diffraction and dispersion and X{j) is
1-5
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the jth order dielectric susceptibility representing weaker higher-order nonlinearities in
the response o f the medium. The X{2 ) intensity dependent term relates to nonlinear
processes

such as second harmonic,

sum/difference-frequency generation and

parametric amplification and is zero for typical ‘centro-symmetric’ laser gain media.
The third-order susceptibility X(3 ) is however non-zero in most dielectric materials and
results in the nonlinear propagation phenomena.

Pu/se propagation in linear dielectric media
Firstly we will look at the consequences o f the linear (low intensity) term in the above
expansion on a pulse propagating through a length Z o f a given transparent material.
The phase change at a frequency co on propagation through a medium o f length L is
described by

Equation 1.9

where Z(m) is the frequency-dependent propagation constant

for the material and the

linear refractive index is related to its first-order susceptibility by
« o W = l + |-R etc(,)W ]

2

Equation 1.10

Away from optical resonances the linear refractive index of the material may be
described by the empirical Sellmeier equation

Equation 1.11

where

is the wavelength o f the % optical resonance with strength represented by the
i

constant A ..

I

I

It is the frequency dependence o f the first-order susceptibility in Equation 1.10 that

\

gives rise to linear dispersive effects in dielectric media. When considering a pulse with

|
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a finite bandwidth it is convenient to expand

in a Taylor series about the central

frequency o f the pulse

- (f>Q+ (/>’x\(d-

y^[co- co^f +

x[<y-

f + ...
Equation 1.12

(j)' is the first-order derivative o f (j>((o) with respect to co evaluated

where

at Co-(O q and so on. The terms in the expansion determine the behaviour of a pulse
propagating in a dispersive dielectric medium and may be interpreted in the following
manner. The first term

is a phase delay o f the optical carrier and is related to the

= L{COqI(I>q), the speed at which the central carrier jfrequency COq

phase velocity

propagates through the medium. The second term (j>' is related to the group velocity
Vg =L{da>ld^) and represents the speed at which the pulse envelope propagates
through the medium. The

or ‘quadratic spectral phase’ term is related to the first

derivative of the group velocity, which is termed the ‘group velocity dispersion’ (GVD).
While the first two terms do not represent a distortion of the pulse shape, GVD leads to
simple pulse broadening, as the spectral components o f pulses with significant
bandwidth will experience a distribution o f group velocities. Although in the strictest
sense quadratic phase and GVD are mathematically different and related by

d(S)

2nc L
Equation 1.13

the term GVD or second-order dispersion has come to refer to (f>". The GVD o f most
materials is positive at visible and near-infrared wavelengths resulting in simple
broadening of unchirped or positively chirped pulses. Higher-order GVD such as the
‘cubic phase’ term
order terms

(often referred to as third-order dispersion - TOD) and higher-

etc.) result in more complicated pulse distortions. Table 1-2 details the

form and physical significance o f the first four terms o f the expansion in Equation 1.12,
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Physical parameter

Term in Taylor expansion

Phase Velocity
Uo J
L(

1

dn^

\

L(

Group Velocity
^dco^
Vj = L

. dn\

d&
( dn
d'^n\ (
2 +o>o 1
C \ dm
dm ) [^2nc) c {

l

—

d^n
d^n'\
f X„ Y i f
V d » ^ ^ “ "d«=J = "i2,rcJ
Table 1-2

second-order or
‘group velocity
dispersion’ (GVD)

i d ‘^n\
1
dX J

%d^n

3 d^n^
dv]

third-order
dispersion (TOD)
dGVD
d(o

Form and physical interpretation of the terms in the Tailor

expansion of

An initially unchiqjed Gaussian pulse with a FWHM pulsewidth
duration by a factor of Vz after a propagation distance

will increase in

given by

A t pQ

°

[41n2M ® o)
Equation 1.14

where k" is the second-order derivative o f the propagation constant Z(co) from
Equation 1.9 with respect to co evaluated at co~w^^.

d(d

Z

Equation 1.14 implies that for a 100 ps pulse travelling through a typical dielectric
medium this length will be roughly 10 km while for a pulse o f 100 fs this distance
becomes ~10 mm which is comparable to the length o f the gain medium. A chirped
pulse will undergo broadening or compression depending on the initial sign o f the chirp
and sign o f A:".
A Gaussian pulse with linear frequency chirp may be represented by^^

Equation 1.15
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where the chirp parameter a is negative for a positive ‘up’ chirp (a frequency shift from
low to high through the pulse) and positive for a ‘down’ chirp as
c/(j)

_ - 2at

Equation 1.16

Figure 1.2 below shows the electric field E{t) for a heavily ‘up-chirped’ 30 fs pulse
with a - -1 0 and a central wavelength o f 855 nm.

Time (fs)

Figure 1.2 Electric field E {i)a n d power spectrum l{X )fo r a heavily up
chirped 30 f s Gaussian pulse with central wavelength of 850 nm and chirp
parameter a = —10.

Figure 1.3 below describes the pulse width behaviour o f a positively chirped, a
negatively chirped and an unchirped pulse on propagation through a length o f Cr.LiS AF
crystal { k ” positive).
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Figure 1.3 Behamour of a positively chirped (a—2), negatively chirped (a—2)
and an unchirped (a—0) Gaussian pulse with an initial pulse duration
of 30 fs on propagation through a cystal of C r.U S A F ( k ” — 22.7 f/mm^).

The values of (j)" and (j)*' for some relevant prism and gain materials are given in Table
1-3 on the following page. For most materials t})" and (j)'" are calculated by
differentiating the standard Sellmeier expression for «(Z) and using the relations in
Table 1-2. In the case o f Cr:LiSAF however, the widely used Sellmeier equations'^
n jk )= f9 8 4 4 8 +

-0.10936

-0.01057X-

/iJX )= I l .97673 + 2
----- 0.008283."
' V
À" -0.00935
Equation 1.17

where

and

are the refractive indices for light polarised parallel and

perpendicular to the crystal c axis respectively, have been found to produce large errors
in the quadratic and cubic phase curves'* (see Figure 1.4). Uemura directly measured
the quadratic and cubic phase in Cr.LiSAF with an optical dispersion analyser'^. The
behaviour of ())' in Cr LiSAF in the plane parallel to the c-axis is approximated well by
the expression
L
c. +86.7495 ÏÔ

rc )
-,
-632.87 ( -c Y +4785.1
U J

3

Equation 1.18
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where (f)' is in fsm m '\ L is the length o f the crystal in mm,

is a constant, and X is in

|j.m. Differentiation of Equation 1.18 yields the correct experimental quadratic and cubic
phase curves over the wavelength range 700 nm to 1000 nm^°. Using these corrected
dispersion curves and by carefully considering the higher-order dispersive effects pulses
as short as 12 fs have recently been produced from a Cr LiSAF laser^\ It is these values
that are quoted in the remainder of this thesis.
Measured
Calculated

Measured
Calculated

E 280

I
Wavelength (nm)

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 1.4 Quadratic and cubic phase curves fo r C rL iS A F parallel to the
crystal c-axis, directly measured^ and calculatedfrom equation 1.17.
Material

(j)'' (fs^mm ')

(j)*^ (fs^mm ’)

CrLiSAF

9.7

28.6

Ti:sapphire

52.0

44.7

Fused silica

32.2

29.4

BK7

40.0

33.9

LaKL21

53.4

45.2

LAK31

63.4

50.8

F2

95.9

65.3

LaFNlO

96.8

70.4

SFIO

145.5

98.0

SF14

162.7

110.2

Table 1-3

Calculated material quadratic and cubic phase fo r various

media andprism materials calculated at

= 850 nm.

Dispersion compensation
In order for the shortest pulses to propagate within a laser cavity it is necessary to
include some form of compensation to balance the dispersive effects o f the intracavity
elements. To this end various geometric optical systems that provide a net negative
dispersion have been used to control or compress the pulses produced from laser
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systems. These include diffraction gratings^^, Gires-Toumois interferometers (GTIs/^,
systems of prisms^"^ and chirped mirrors

25

Prism Pairs
The standard method for achieving sensitive intracavity dispersion compensation is to
use a system of Brewster-angled prisms^"^. The angular dispersion associated with a
prism, while much smaller than a grating, is more than adequate for the compensation
required in most ultrashort pulse lasers. The insertion losses associated with Brewster
prisms are also typically much lower than gratings or GTIs making this system more
attractive for a low threshold femtosecond laser systems and for this reason were used
exclusively throughout this project. A typical 4-prism sequence used to compensate for
quadratic phase is shown below in Figure 1.5. The individual, temporally dispersed,
frequency components associated with a chirped incoming pulse may be made to
experience sufficiently different optical path lengths to recompress the temporal
envelope o f the pulse. The prisms allow the quadratic phase to be carefully adjusted by
translating more or less prism glass into the path o f the beam while the output o f the
system is undeviated and undispersed with respect to the input.

Figure 1.5

Symmetric 4 -prism sequence with negative dispersion used to

compensatefo r material dispenion arisingfrom intracavity elements.

The plane MM^ in Figure 1.5 indicates a point at which a slit may be placed to permit
tuning of the laser or, in a linear cavity, a mirror may be placed producing a spatially
dispersed output beam.
Fork et a f^ showed that the quadratic phase contribution or GVD of a prism system
could be written as
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d ^P
d(o^

2tiC‘

,
+ L.

Equation 1.19

where

is the length of the beam path in the prisms, d^ripjdX^ is the material

contribution to the dispersion due to this intraprism path and d^PjcD^

is the

geometrical contribution given by
d \
d^P
+
=4
(/A"
(/A"

\^dÀ j

n

L sin

- 8

dn.
y

L QOSp
Equation 1.20

With the correct choice of prism separation and insertion the prism pair may be used to
zero the quadratic phase at the desired operating wavelength (see Figure 1.6 and Figure
1.7).
1 4 00 -
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Figure 1.6

The mund-trip quadratic phase contributions of a 10 mm

C rL iS A F crystal (black) and LaKJI prism system with 4 mm total
insertion set at a separation fo r î^ro quadratic phase at 850 nm (red) and the
net round-trip quadratic phase of the combined crystal and prisms (blue).
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¥igure 1.7
(a) The màiAdual contributions of a 10 mm crystal
C rU S A F and various prism pairs again set fo r ;^ero quadratic phase
850 nm with 4 mm insertion, (h) the net round-trip quadratic phase in each

of
at

case.

More recently, advances in semiconductor growth techniques have permitted the
fabrication of Bragg mirror structures with near angstrom

(A) precision.

These advances

have led to mirrors capable of introducing negative dispersion into a laser cavity^^.
These ‘chirped’ mirrors reflect different wavelengths at different depths in the mirror by
increasing the thickness of the Bragg layers deeper into the structure^^ Chirped mirrors
offer more exact control over the intracavity dispersion and ‘impedance matched’
double chirped mirrors (DCM) have been shown to permit compensation of higherorder cubic phase allowing a smoother compensation across the lasing bandwidth^^.
DCMs have been used in conjunction with a prism pair to produce the shortestpulses
from a

Ti:sapphire laser with a measured pulse duration o f 6.5 fs^^’^°. Providedthe

insertion losses associated with chirped mirror structures (usually arising from the
requirement o f multiple reflections) can be reduced, then for reasons highlighted later,
they will offer the most simple and compact method of dispersion compensation for
low-threshold femtosecond lasers.

Nonlinear pulse propagation in dielectric media
In centro-symmetric crystals where

is zero the nonlinear polarisation response is

dominated by the Xs ferm^^ in Equation 1.8. This term is responsible for non-resonant,
nonlinear effects such as the Kerr effect, third harmonic generation, Raman and
Brillouin scattering and resonant nonlinear effects where the applied field frequency lies
close to a material absorption. The strength of this term depends greatly on the strength
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of the applied field and in the case o f lasers often only becomes significant for the
intensities experienced at the peak o f an ultrashort pulse.

The Kerr effect
With a significantly strong DC electrical field S{t) applied to a transparent dielectric
medium the Xz nonlinearity will give rise to a refractive index change related to the
field by

Equation 1.21

where

is the linear part o f the refractive index and

is the nonlinear index

coefficient, quoted in m^V"^

Equation 1.22

Usually the field strengths required to provide a significant refractive index change are
very high (lOO’s kVcm'^) but the electric field associated with an intense optical pulse
can be sufficiently large for a notable refractive index change. This is referred to as the
‘optical Kerr effect’ where
n = «„ +n„l{t)
Equation 1.23

where

is quoted in m^W’^ in S.I. units and is related to

by

Equation 1.24

In most materials where

is positive, an increasing intracavity intensity results in an

increase in refractive index as

Equation 1.25
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The optical Kerr effect gives rise to some important temporal, spatial and spectral
behaviour in ultrashort pulse lasers that will be discussed briefly in the following
sections.

Self phase modulation
Assuming the Kerr effect is instantaneous the refractive index change will follow the
incident pulse profile reaching a maximum at the peak or centre o f the pulse. For
materials with a positive n^j this will correspond to an increase in n. The resulting
phase shift due to this refractive index change is given by^^
%
Equation 1.26

where I(t) represents the intensity profile o f the pulse, and L is the propagation length in
the material. During the leading edge o f the pulse the material effectively becomes
longer delaying the arrival o f the optical cycles and hence red shifts the frequency
components at the front o f the pulse. Conversely the trailing edge o f the pulse is blueshifted by the reduction in the optical path length. Neglecting dispersion in the medium
a smoothly varying input pulse will acquire an instantaneous frequency profile in time
shown in Figure 1.8 below given by

, dt )

X

\ dt )
Equation 1.27
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Figure 1.8

The phase (black) and instantaneous frequency (red) shift in a

C r.U S A F crystal (equal in length to the confocal parameter of the focussed
Gaussian beam)fo r a 100 f s pulse centred at 850 nm.

The result is a spectrally broadened pulse with a linear frequency chirp across the
central portion of the temporal envelope. This chirp is positive (low to high) for positive
n^j

and negative for negative values of

. This spectral effect although

approximately equivalent to propagation through a dispersive medium occurs
independently of pulsewidth and instead results in a broadening of the spectral
bandwidth. The spectrum broadens by a factor of Vz on propagation through a material
length given by^^

Equation 1.28

where I q is the peak intensity. This is referred to as self-phase-modulation (SPM). To
allow the shortest pulses to propagate in a laser system where the pulse peak intensity is
sufficient to produce significant phase shifts the SPM must be compensated for. To
allow an approximate compensation SPM may be crudely viewed as a dispersive effect,
which may be balanced with appropriate quadratic phase, introduced into a cavity. The
dispersive contribution from SPM in a laser system may be approximated by
differentiating the power spectrum /((o).
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Ln^
'■21

2 - ^ + co..
d(ù

d(Q^

d(ù
Equation 1.29

Evaluating Equation 1.29 at the central frequency cOq gives a value for SPM in fs^ that
may be compensated for by appropriate quadratic phase compensation. In crystals with
negative material dispersion a balance may be achieved between the SPM and the
quadratic phase without the need for additional geometrically dispersive elements.

Solitonic pulse shaping
It is the interplay between the quadratic phase and SPM in an ultrashort pulse laser
cavity comprising discrete optical elements that permits soliton-like pulse formation to
occur. As in the case of optical fibres the broadening o f the spectral bandwidth due to
SPM will permit the propagation o f shorter and shorter pulses (Equation 1.5). The
dispersion may then be used to remove the group delay between different frequency
components and recompress the temporal envelope o f the pulse. Once the pulse reaches
a minimum duration and starts to broaden again, SPM acts to remove the now opposite
frequency chirp. If correctly balanced short, unchirped pulses may propagate within a
laser over many round-trips that act somewhat like a fundamental soliton^"^’^^. This
solitonic modelling predicts sech^ pulse-shapes with durations limited by higher-order
nonlinear and dispersive effects.

Self-Focusing
The intensity-dependent optical Kerr effect which produces SPM can also result in selffocusing, which is a very important effect in modern ultrashort pulse lasers. The optical
field inside a laser resonator will have an approximately Gaussian cross-section with a
higher intensity on axis than off axis. In a material with a positive Kerr coefficient the
phase fronts in the centre of the beam will experience a larger phase shift and become
retarded with respect to those at the edge (see Figure 1.9). This results in the formation
o f an intensity-dependent ‘Kerr-lens’ within the laser resonator that acts in much the
same way as a graded index lens. It is this lensing action which is exploited in the
revolutionary self-modelocked lasers described later.
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Figure 1.9 The intensity dependent self-focussing experienced by a Gaussian
spatial field distribution in a nonlinear Kerr medium.

1.3 Pulse characterisation
Before the major methods of producing pulses from laser cavities are examined it is
useful to briefly investigate some o f the fundamentals of pulse measurement. It is
widely understood that in order to measure an event that occurs with a given time
duration, a faster event is required, for example, the camera shutter speed to capture a
fast moving object or event. So how then do we measure the fastest man-made event the ultrashort pulse? Using a photodiode and oscilloscope can give us useful
information about the pulse train and pulse-to-pulse effects but given that the fastest
photodetectors operate at ~ 50 GHz we are still restricted by their response times
(lO’sps)^^. The electron-optical streak camera^^,^* which will be described later,
provides direct linear measurements o f optical pulses at a resolution close to 1 ps (or
-0.5 ps in a single-shot mode^^). The measurement o f an ultrashort pulse with duration
significantly shorter than 1 ps is a challenging problem. Until recently the measurement
o f pulses o f the order o f -100 fs duration and below required less direct and more
ambiguous measurement techniques

SHG autocorrélation
One widely used technique and the method used throughout this thesis is that of second
harmonic (SHG) autocorrelation'”^'^^ '^^. The SHG autocorrelator uses a copy o f the pulse
in the measurement process, which cannot by definition be a faster event than the pulse
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to be measured. This results in ambiguity and the unfortunate necessity of assuming
something about the pulseshape before the measurement is made. Acquiring spectral
data alongside an autocorrelation helps to corroborate the assumed pulse shape although
only a qualitative assessment of any chirp present in the pulse may be made.
The incoming train o f pulses is divided into two trains o f equal intensity in a Michelsontype delay line arrangement (see Figure 1.10). The pulse trains are recombined and
made to interfere in an SHG (non-zero X2) crystal. The nonlinear response of the SHG
crystal provides a signal that is proportional to the degree o f overlap o f the pulses in the
interferometer. By varying the delay between arrival o f the pulses from each train, a
temporal measurement is transformed into a spatial (delay) measurement. Significant
distortion o f the pulses due to the measurement process may be eliminated'^^''^ provided
the group velocity mismatch (GVM)"^^ in the SHG crystal is minimised by using
suitably thin crystal combined with tight focussing for efficient second harmonic
generation.
We may define the electric field corresponding to the two overlapping pulses as

E {f ) + E {t- z)
Equation 1.30

where

x

is the delay o f the second pulse with respect to the first and

E(p) - S(t)cos((OQt + (])(/?)). The recorded second harmonic signal is given by

G{x) = Ç J ^ { f ) + E { t- s ) Y '( d t =

j ^ |[S(/)cOs((B(,/ + (|)(«))+ 8(< - ■t)cos(c00(<- t) + (])(?- x))f

dt

Equation 1.31

For the pulse measurements made during the course o f this project the SHG
autocorrelator shown in Figure 1.10 was used. The SHG crystal was a 200 p.m thick
KDP crystal cut for Type-I phase matching and the variable delay in one arm o f the
interferometer was provided by a loudspeaker driven at 1 0 - 2 0 Hz. The SHG signal,
after appropriate filtering was detected with a sensitive photomultiplier (PM) tube and
recorded on a storage oscilloscope. Calibration o f the autocorrelator could be made by
altering the delay in the second arm by means o f a translation stage to which the corner
cube reflector was mounted. The colinear Type-I phase matching used in the
autocorrelator results in a background level as an SHG signal is produced even when
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one arm o f the interferometer is blocked. Background-free autocorrelation may be
achieved using opposite polarisations (Type-Il/^’"^^ or by non-colinear propagation of
the pulses'"^
Loudspeaker drive circuit
and

PM tube power supply

Loudspeaker

Corner cube
reflector

steering mirror
Beam splitter

Visible filter
SHG crystal
IR filter

From laser
steering mirror

PM tube
To oscilloscope

Figure 1.10

Schematic of the S H G autocorrelator used to measure pulse

durations

In the case of a slow frequency response o f the detection system (oscilloscope and PM
tube) the rapidly varying terms in Equation 1.31 may be ignored. The autocorrelator
will record the time-averaged intensity autocorrelation described by
G,( t)= 1 + 2^ ( t )
Equation 1.32

where g(x) is the background-free autocorrelation function defined by

Equation 1.33
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As the above expressions are purely functions o f intensity, it follows that the intensity
autocorrelation is unaffected by the presence o f frequency chirp in the pulse. Care must
be taken when measuring an autocorrelation trace as it has been shown"^^ that only slight
deviation from a perfect contrast ratio (2.92:1) results in a large decrease in the
percentage of the intracavity power contained within the pulse.
3 .0 -,

2 .5 -
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0.0

-100
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Yigure 1.11

Intensity autocorrelation trace of a 30 fs duration ptilse at

830 nm

As indicated earlier, a pulse-shape must first be assumed in order to arrive at a pulse
duration from an autocorrelation. The relationship between the measured intensity
autocorrelation width A?, and the FWHM pulse duration At ^ is given by
At
Equation 1.34

where

is a constant depending on the pulse shape. As the autocorrelation is

symmetric about

t = 0

and therefore gives no usefiil indication o f the pulse shape it is

necessary to measure the pulse spectral profile and use the duration bandwidth products
outlined in
Table 1-4 to make a more informed guess o f the pulse temporal profile. It has been
shown that if the pulse duration is prone to fluctuation then the autocorrelation will
underestimate the pulse width. Provided a correct assumption o f the profile and absence
o f noise can be assured an intensity autocorrelation will give a definitive pulse duration.
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A fringe-resolved autocorrelation can be obtained by improving the response time o f the
measurement system. This was achieved by impedance matching the oscilloscope and
the PM tube with a suitable termination resistor. This is known as an interferometric
autocorrelation and is described by
r |[8 (/)cos((Do/ + (j)(^)) + 8 (^-x)cos(a)o(?-T)+(l)(^-T))f I dt
----------------------------'Equation 1.35

where Gy(x) corresponds to G(t) normalised to give a unitary backgiound. For
unchirped pulses the addition and subtraction of the electric field amplitudes o f the
pulses correspond to the envelopes that define the upper and lower bounds o f the fringes
described by

C M ')-# -)'"
Equation 1.36

As Gy (x =

o) = 8

for an unchirped pulse the contrast ratio o f an interferometric pulse is

8:1 compared to the contrast ratio o f 3:1 for an intensity autocorrelation. This higher
contrast ratio and the fact that the phase information is not averaged out result in a
measurement that is more sensitive to pulseshape and chirp as the interference between
individual fringes can be resolved. For this reason extreme care must be taken when
interpreting an interferometric autocorrelation. Due to the faster response time o f the
measurement, pulse-to-pulse stability will also have more influence on the trace. Figure
1.12 below shows a fringe resolved interferometric autocorrelation o f a 30 fs sech^ pulse
at a wavelength o f 850 nm.
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Figure 1.12 S H G interferometric autocorrelation of a 30 fs sech2 pulse at a
central wavelength o f850 nm

The duration o f the measured interferometric autocorrelation width

is related to the

FWHM pulse duration Ax^ by

Equation 1.37

where

depends on the pulse shape and chirp. The interferometric autocorrelation is a

more powerful measurement technique but also more prone to error and for this reason,
iterative pulse fitting schemes which involve both the intensity and interferometric
autocorrelation and pulse spectrum have been developed'^^’"^^'*^.
Table 1-4 below summarises the values of k^ and k^ for some more common pulse
shapes.
Pulse profile

Duration bandwidth
product Ax^Av

Gaussian

0.441

sech^

0.315

Table 1-4

K

kf
1.697

1.543

1.897

Intensity and inteferometric correction facton fo r unchirped

incident pulses
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Other pulse characterisation schemes
More recently novel pulse characterisation schemes have been demonstrated that
remove some or all o f the ambiguities associated with autocorrelations®'^^. One o f the
most seminal of these was work carried out by Trebino et a l into frequency resolved
optical

gating

(FROG)^^^

^^d

derivatives,

TREEFROG®®,

TADPOLE®^ and

POLYWOG®^. These methods employ intensive but unambiguous computational
recovery o f amplitude and phase o f the ultrashort pulse.
TrebinoS"^ realised that if a pulse were chirped in the frequency domain then a
measurement of the power spectrum o f the SHG correlation signal would give added
information about the chirp and subsequent pulse shape. By then using mathematical
modelling and in an iterative comparison with the measured signal (spectrogram), a
single solution entirely describing the pulse shape and phase could be ‘retrieved’.

1A Ultrashort pulse lasers
Various methods exist to force or persuade a laser into releasing its stored energy in a
periodic manner, that is, in a steady stream of pulses. These methods, which will be
briefly outlined in the following sections generally, involve some form o f cavity
modulation that is either externally applied (active) or induced by the laser field itself
(passive). Active methods that induce a periodic cw laser field to be produced by
effectively switching on and off the laser in some way include Q-switching®^, gain
switching^® and cavity dumping^\

Modelocking
To produce the shortest pulses (sub picosecond) from a laser it is necessary to ensure
that the intracavity field is continuous, taking the form o f an oscillating pulse that
produces an output pulse at each cavity reflector. The method o f creating this
specialised intracavity field is called modelocking.
As previously mentioned, for a laser to emit temporally short pulses o f the order of
femtoseconds, it must support a large oscillating bandwidth, Av, in the frequency
domain (~ THz). The shorter the pulse, the larger the range o f frequencies that is
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required. The frequency spectrum emitted by a laser system depends on the spectral
components permitted to oscillate, the cavity configuration and on the gain bandwidth
o f the active medium^^’^^. For a particular frequency (or wavelength) to be supported by
a laser cavity, the field must interfere constructively with itself after every round-trip.
Hence a linear standing-wave cavity will only allow a number o f discrete ‘longitudinal
cavity modes’ to oscillate.

The frequency separation Av o f these allowed modes is

related to the cavity round-trip optical path length P by
Av = —
P
Equation 1 J 8

Several o f these longitudinal cavity modes will fall under the gain bandwidth o f the
laser medium and be permitted to oscillate within the cavity.

Once oscillating the

modes will normally exhibit a random phase relationship resulting in a noise-like
output. If however, the modes are forced (or encouraged) to develop a fixed phase
relationship with one another i.e. ‘locked’ together then their amplitudes will add
constructively at one point in time to produce a short pulse. This ‘modelocking’, also
called ‘phaselocking’, is accomplished by introducing some form o f modulation into the
laser at the cavity frequency. The modulation can either be introduced to the laser
actively by an external source, so called ‘active modelocking’, or introduced passively,
‘passive modelocking’. This latter method is achieved by utilising the laser’s fluctuating
intracavity intensity to modulate itself in some way and is know as ‘self-amplitude
modulation’ (SAM)^"^^^.

Active modelocking
Active modelocking involves a modulation o f the gain or loss o f a laser cavity at a
frequency equal to the reciprocal o f the cavity round-trip time (or a multiple thereof.
The resulting mode relationship ensures that they add constructively forming an
intracavity pulse, able to pass through the modelocking element when its loss is lowest.
Another way of looking at this is as an addition to the cavity o f a frequency Vm equal to
the frequency separation o f the longitudinal modes Av.

Each mode will therefore

acquire modulation sidebands that coincide in frequency with the adjacent modes.
These modes, in turn, have sidebands that overlap with their adjacent modes and so on.
In this way, power is transferred coherently from the central mode to its neighbours, and
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on to their neighbours.

This has the effect of fixing the amplitude and phase

relationships o f the modes, which results in a periodic stream o f discrete pulses. Active
modelocking is typically achieved by modulating the amplitude or phase^^ o f a laser
either by incorporating an active loss modulator such as an acousto-optic^® or electrooptic^® modulator or by gain modulation^\ synchronous pumping^^ and hybrid
modelocking^^. These latter three methods involve modulating the gain in the cavity to
lock the longitudinal modes together.

Passive modelocking
In passive modelocking, a nonlinear intracavity element, which exhibits an intensity
dependent loss, is included to allow the circulating radiation to modulate and
subsequently modelock itself. This is because the phases o f the modes in a laser will
self-adjust to produce a field that experiences the least loss as it travels through the
cavity. This phenomenon is called the maximum emission principle^'^ and ensures, given
the correct circumstances that a pulsed laser field will build up from ever-present
amplitude noise. The pulse durations obtainable with passive modelocking techniques
are typically shorter than those from actively modelocked systems, as the pulse
shortening mechanisms are driven by the laser itself. In picosecond passively
modelocked lasers SAM is the dominant pulse shaping mechanism but for shorter pulse
generation the dispersive processes and soliton like pulse shaping described earlier
begin to dominate. In these systems SAM serves only to initiate and/or stabilise the
modelocking process.
The femtosecond lasers presented in the following chapters all rely on passive
modelocking techniques to produce ultrashort pulses.

Regenerative modelocking and regenerative initiation
In regenerative modelocking, a loss modulator, commonly an acousto-optic (AO)
modulator, is employed to provide mode coupling in the laser. Regeneratively
modelocked lasers therefore have more in common with actively modelocked lasers
than with other forms o f passive modelocking. When using an AO modulator in a
purely actively modelocked cavity, a sinusoidal current is applied to the transducer
producing a standing wave within the modulator that depends on the driving signal.
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This standing wave alters the refractive index o f the quartz and produces an intermittent
optical diffraction grating, acting as a periodic loss within the cavity. If the modulating
frequency matches the cavity round-trip frequency then after a number of round-trips an
intracavity pulse will form.
The major difference o f a laser operating in a regeneratively modelocking regime over
an actively modelocked laser is that the driving RF signal for the modulator is derived
directly from longitudinal mode beating in the cavity output. In this way the system may
track any small changes in the cavity dimensions which result in a shift o f frequency
mode spacing and re-apply the corresponding amplified signal back into the laser^^. The
ability to track minute cavity length changes permits pulse durations o f the order o f 50lOOps to be produced using this method.
Although this method o f modelocking cannot produce ultrashort pulses directly it may
be used in conjunction with other modelocking methods to either provide an initiation
mechanism or an added degree o f stabilisation. This is especially useful for the
nonlinear passive modelocking methods employed in cavities with moderate intracavity
powers described in chapters 2 and 3. The specific details o f the particular regenerative
schemes used will be described later.

S/ow saturable absorbers
The use of saturable absorption to produce pulses in a laser cavity is a field almost as
old as the laser itself®^’*^’*^. A saturable absorber adds a selective passive loss into a
laser that suppresses low intensity cw laser operation while a more intense intracavity
field saturates or ‘bleaches’ the absorber experiencing less loss. If the recovery time of
the absorber is long compared to the pulse-duration, the front o f the pulse will be
attenuated but the pulse tail will be allowed to pass freely through. This effect is called
‘slow saturable absorption’. Early solid-state lasers modelocked with saturable
absorbers tended to produce Q-switched modelocking as the upper state lifetime o f the
gain medium was long compared to the recovery time o f the absorber.
The first CW ultrashort (fs) pulse lasers in the mid 1970’s, used organic dye solutions as
gain media and slow saturable absorbers (SSAs). The slow saturable absorption was
used in conjunction with the pulses ability to deplete the gain in the dye ‘je t’ attenuating
the tail o f the pulse which resulted in a short net gain window and a pulse shortening
mechanism*®’®®(see Figure 1.13). These dye-lasers emitted ~300fs pulses with average
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In the 1980’s, pulse durations were improved below 100 fs

using a technique dubbed "colliding pulse modelocking’ (CPM /^ and in 1988 pulses
were shortened to less than 20 fs by the inclusion o f intracavity dispersion
compensation in the form o f a sequence o f prisms^"^^^.

L oss
Gain
gain w indow I
tim e
Figure 1.13 Schematic of the saturable absorption and tfnam ic gain
saturation pjhich give rise to a short net gain window in a CPM tpie laser

These lasers were used extensively in the study o f ultrafast phenomenaduring
1980’s^^.

the

However, due to their low energy storage densities (~lm j/cm -l), necessary

for gain depletion and pulse shortening, these lasers were limited in tunability and
output power. In addition dye-lasers used hazardous chemicals and were fairly complex
to operate, requiring constant attention.

f a s t saturable absorbers and synthetic fast saturable absorbers
For solid-state materials with characteristically smaller gain cross-sections errand
therefore little or no dynamic gain saturation, it is necessary for the saturable absorber
alone to produce the short net gain window. This results in the need for an absorber with
a fast recovery time^®’^^ (see Figure 1.14).
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Figure 1.14 Schematic offast saturable absorption which give rise to a short
gain window in a laser system.

With the advent of new broadband solid-state gain media^°^ such as Ti: sapphire
(TiiAbOs)^^^ modelocking schemes based on reactive non-resonant nonlinear effects
were increasingly used to produce short pulses from modelocked lasers. Utilising an
almost instantaneous nonlinear effect to induce amplitude modulation resulted in a
synthetic fast saturable absorber action and very short pulses. The following sections
detail some o f the most common methods used.

Coupled-cavity modelocking
The first successful cavity configuration to produce synthetic fast saturable absorber
modelocking relied on SPM to shift the phase o f a noise feature or ‘spike’ from the cw
background. By placing a nonlinear element in a second interferometrically coupled
cavity, the intensity o f the noise feature in the first cavity could be magnified by
constructively interfering the centre o f the feature while destructively interfering any
wings. This results after a number o f round-trips in a modelocked pulse train. This
coupled-cavity modelocking (CCM) or additive-pulse modelocking (APM)^°^ was
demonstrated for the first time in 1984 in a synchronously modelocked KChTl^*^^ colourcentre laser^®^ producing pulses as short as 60 fs^®"^. Using this type of modelocking the
wavelength regions directly accessible to ultrashort pulse lasers were extended into the
IR (~ 1.5 pm). CCM/APM systems offered numerous advantages over the CPM dye
laser including higher powers, greater stability and wider tunability. The drawback o f
these CCM lasers was the requirement o f precise alignment o f the two cavity lengths,
which often required active stabilisation.
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Self-modefocking - “the first ultrashort pulse revolution"
It was during an optimisation experiment on a CCM Ti:sapphire laser that the field of
ultrashort pulse lasers was revolutionised. Spence et al

observed short (~ 2 ps)

pulses with excess bandwidth from the laser while the coupled-cavity with nonlinear
fibre was blocked. With appropriate dispersion compensation included in the cavity this
pulse duration was shortened to the bandwidth limit of 60 fs, the laser was producing
ultrashort pulses without a visible modelocking element! Initially the nonlinear
mechanism in the Ti:sapphire crystal behind this aptly dubbed ‘self-modelocking’
(SML) behaviour was unclear. It was soon realised however, that the optical Kerr effect,
specifically self-focussing, was the major contributor o f the SAM that initialised and
sustained modelocking^®^’^*^^. A spatial modulation o f the transverse beam profile within
the cavity due to the induced Kerr lens in the gain medium could be made to favour the
higher intensity pulses over the cw background. Research effort across the world was
focussed on this new modelocking mechanism which could produce output powers from
a Ti: sapphire laser equivalent to the intracavity powers o f many o f the CPM dye lasers.
As a result large commercial laser manufacturers quickly adopted the attractive
simplicity o f this modelocking phenomenon^^^'^ 10,111 Although this modelocking
process has come to be known as Kerr Lens Modelocking (KLM)^^^ due to the
influential nonlinear process in the gain medium, the term self-modelocking better
incorporates the

self-focussing,

self-amplitude

modulation

and the

self-phase

modulation all necessary to generate the shortest pulses. Two main types o f selfmodelocking have been identified^^^, hard-aperture^^"^’^^^ and sofr-aperture^^^. A third
process called gain guiding^

has also been identified as being influential in both o f

these processes.
Hard-aperture self-modelocking occurs when a physical aperture is placed within a laser
cavity at a point where an increase in laser intensity inside the gain medium will cause a
reduction in the cavity mode size (in one or both transverse planes)^

The loss

inside the laser will therefore reduce preferring the higher intensities associated with an
intracavity pulse (see Figure 1.16). A number o f useful models have been suggested by
Magni and co-workers for the design o f practical hard-aperture s y s t e m s ^ a n d these
will be described in more detail in chapter 2. Figure 1.15 below shows a typical
Ti: sapphire laser cavity designed for hard-aperture self-modelocking^^^. The two curved
‘folding’ mirrors, M2 and M3, focus the cavity mode tightly inside the gain medium to
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ensure as high an intensity as possible for the most efficient Kerr lens.

M2

M3

ML

S2

M4
Modulator drive
circuit

Figure 1.15
A . dispersion compensated, regeneratively initiated selfmodebcked Ttscpphire laser. T —Bmvster-angled Tiiscpptire crystal,
P - intracavity dispersion compensating prisms, M L - modelocker (quarti^
acousto-optic modulator), S 1 - tuning slit, S 2 - hard-aperture self-modelocking
slit.

Soft-aperture, self-modelocking allows pulsed operation to be achieved without a
physical aperture in the c a v i t y T h i s modelocking method uses the pumped volume
of the gain medium as a virtual aperture and relies on the self-focussing in the gain
medium to improve the extraction o f gain in the inverted region by the laser field. This
results a power dependent gain, which again favours a pulsed mode of operation over
CW lasing. The pump mode volume in the gain medium may be viewed as a virtual or
‘sofl;’ aperture and the ability of a particular laser system to work in a soft-aperture
regime implies a good (near-diffraction-limited) quality o f pump laser beam. Soft
aperture self-modelocking is employed in the low-threshold laser systems presented
later in chapters 2 and 3.
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Figure 1.16 Graphical representation of the mechanisms of both hard and
soft-aperture sef-modebcking in an ultrashortpulse laser caritj.

Gain g u i d i n g ' i s more complicated and is present in both hard and soft-aperture
modelocked lasers. The spatial gain profile created by the pump beam may be thought
of as a Gaussian aperture that does not produce loss but causes a transverse
redistribution o f the radiation in the cavity mode. This mode redistribution alters the
spatial and stability properties of the resonator and hence can favour one temporal mode
over another.
Although purely self-starting, self-modelocking is possible'^^ more commonly some
form of mechanism is employed to provide enough perturbation or noise (typically with
picosecond structure) to invoke femtosecond pulse build up, even if it is just the tapping
of an end mirror"'^. A variety o f methods have been used to initialise self-modelocking
including the use of resonant effects such as saturable a b s o r p t i o n m o d e
b e a t i n g r e g e n e r a t i v e modelocking (described earlier)*^ and even synchronous
pumping'^'' although this can interfere with the self-modelocking once initiated. Selfmodelocking has been demonstrated in a wide variety o f other materials and cavities
some of which include: Cr^^icolquiriites'^'’'^^'^^’'^'', Nd:YAG'^^, Nd:YLF'^^'^\
N d:glass"^ Cr‘*"forsterite'^^’'^ , Cr^^:YAG''” , NaCkOH '^", and a Rh6G dye la se r'll
The relative ease of use of self-modelocked lasers over earlier femtosecond sources has
prompted an impressive growth in the research o f ultrafast phenomena. The wavelength
range now available to researchers has been widely extended using harmonic''*^ and
parametric*''^ generation. Using Ti:sapphire lasers as a source, wavelengths shorter than
200 nm*''^ and longer than 5 pm*'*^ have been reported. Careful consideration o f higherorder di s per s i on*a nd improvement in Ti:sapphire crystal growth technology has
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permitted the routine generation o f sub-20 fs pulses from self-modelocked lasers*'*^'*'*^
with peak powers measured in megawatts*^^. Self-modelocking is presently responsible
for the shortest pulse duration o f 6.5 fs directly from a laser*^*. The limitation to the
achieved pulse duration is still thought to be dispersion*^^’*^^ as the gain bandwidth o f
Ti;sapphire can theoretically support pulses as short as 3 fs! Work in this field is also
being directed towards using these short pulses to generate wavelengths at which the
pulse duration corresponds to a single optical cycle, or less!*^'*

Other synthetic fast saturable absorbing schem es
A number of alternative methods o f achieving fast saturable absorber action have also
been demonstrated. Ti.sapphire lasers have been successfully modelocked by taking
advantage of Kerr induced polarisation rotation to provide saturable loss*^^’*^^. Stankov
et

used a second harmonic generation (SHG) crystal in a Nd:YAG laser to provide

intensity selectivity. By placing the crystal in front of a dichroic mirror (low reflectivity
at the fundamental at 1064 nm and high reflectivity at the second harmonic) and
ensuring correct phase matching between the reflected fundamental and the harmonic
signal for efficient back conversion via three-wave mixing, -1 0 ps pulses were
observed. This impressive technique has since been demonstrated in a Nd:YLF
system*^*. In a similar arrangement where the dichroic mirror was replaced with one
highly reflecting at both wavelengths and a slit mask placed between the crystal and this
mirror short pulse operation has also be achieved*^*’*^^.
These latter two methods are very useful for decoupling the gain and modelocking
mechanism or for laser systems with low peak intensities.

Soliton Modelocking
The models suggested to describe the soliton like pulse shaping in CPM dye
lasers*^**'*^*’*^^ and synthetic fast saturable absorber modelocked systems^^'^^ specifically
self-modelocked Ti:sapphire lasers*^^’*^'*’*^^ do not incorporate a shortening mechanism.
A stable solution of these models always requires the presence o f a gain window whose
duration is o f the order of the pulse duration. Keller and colleagues*"^^'*^^'*^^ have
suggested a third type o f passive modelocking based solely on soliton formation and
propagation with compensated dispersion and SPM. In this model they call ‘soliton
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modelocking’, based on soliton perturbation theory*^^, such short gain windows are not
necessary and the soliton formation itself is thought to be the dominant pulse shortening
mechanism. This permits the saturable absorber to have a recovery time significantly
longer than the final pulse duration (see Figure 1.17).

G ain \

gam w indow

Figure 1.17 Schematic o f sbw saturable absorption in a laser incorporating a
gain medium with a long tipper state lifetime giving rise to a longer gain
window.

In the soliton modelocking model*^^'*^^ the presence o f a saturable absorber in the
cavity (treated as a perturbation term) acts only to initialise the formation o f a soliton
from background noise bursts and to stabilise the soliton once formed. As a
confirmation o f this new modelocking theory Keller and co-workers claim that pulses as
short as 300 fs in cavities where self-focussing was deemed not to be assisting the
modelocking and the loss modulation was provided by an AO modulator*^^’*™. The
modulator provided a gain window o f up to ten times the pulse duration. Soliton
modelocking has been demonstrated in a number o f systems

incorporating

semiconductor saturable absorber structures*^^’*^^ that will be discussed in the following
sections.

Semiconductor saturable absorbers
An interesting and innovative branch o f ultrafast laser physics that has grow up
alongside that o f self-modelocking is the field o f semiconductor saturable absorbers and
related structures.
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Saturable absorbers based on semiconductor materials were first used in 1974 with CO2
lasers*^* followed by the modelocking o f semiconductor lasers in the early 80’
The recovery times of these absorbers could be engineered to an extent by introducing
damage processes during fabrication. The reliability o f the saturable absorbers was
improved by the ability to use nonlinear excitonic absorption in multiple quantum well
(MQW) structures*^'*'*^^. The first non-diode solid-state lasers to benefit from
semiconductor saturable absorbers were passively modelocked colour-centre lasers
Although, as in the case o f the diode lasers, the final pulse duration was determined
jointly by the absorber and dynamic gain saturation.
The increasing push o f the electronics and optoelectronics industry lead to remarkable
improvements in semiconductor fabrication technology. The arrival o f techniques such
as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic chemical vapour deposition
(MOCVD) allowed the production o f saturable absorbers with greater sophistication
which could be exactly tailored for specific laser systems by precisely controlling the
growth process. One o f the most notable advances was the ability to incorporate the
saturable absorber directly into a high quality mirror structure thereby providing a
compact saturable loss mechanism that could be easily incorporated into a laser cavity.
These semiconductor saturable absorber structures (SESAMs)*^^’*^^’*^^ were initially
used with long upper state lifetime materials such as Ti;sapphire*^** and Nd;YLF*^* in a
coupled-cavity configuration called resonant passive modelocking (RPM) to produce
picosecond pulses. Femtosecond pulses were achieved when RPM was used as a
starting mechanism for self-modelocking**^’*^^. RPM however was quickly superseded
by advances in fabrication that allowed intracavity incorporation o f the SESAMs and
the production o f stable, Q switch free cw modelocking from Nd. YAG and Nd. YLF
lasers**'*.
The ability o f the semiconductor saturable absorbers to initialise self-modelocking
addressed some o f its remaining disadvantages. Although self-modelocking solved
many of the problems o f ultrashort pulse propagation and revolutionised laser cavities
in terms o f simplicity and availability, “real world” laser requirements are tougher still.
As will be discussed in chapter 2, often a self-modelocked cavity requires precise
alignment to provide pure self-starting operation and self starting o f a laser with pulse
durations less than 50 fs has not been demonstrated due to the very large distinction
between cw and modelocked operating conditions. SESAMs offer a robust and cheap
method o f self-starting and hence improving the performance o f such systems. It is the
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marriage of SESAM initiation and self-modelocking that has produced the shortest ever
modelocked pulses from a Ti:sapphire laser with a measured duration o f 6.5 fs*^*.
SESAMs have also helped to develop ‘turn-key’, more ‘hands o ff laser systems in the
picosecond regime using purely passive saturable absorber modelocking and in the
femtosecond regime by initialising and sustaining soliton modelocking and also the
initiation of self-modelocking. A summary o f SESAM structures and laser systems will
be given in chapter 4 where a laser system based on Cr:LiSAF will be presented for
which the inclusion of a SESAM dramatically improved both the operation and noise
properties.

1.5 All-solid-state ultrashort pulse lasers
The transition in recent years from hazardous dyes, large discharge tubes and
cryogenically cooled systems back to room temperature solid-state and all-solid-state
operation can almost be described as the second revolution o f ultrashort pulse laser
systems. This renaissance has been made possible firstly by the development o f solidstate gain media with broad emission spectra covering wavelengths from the visible
well into the near-IR (~3 pm) and by the development o f high power, long lifetime
semiconductor diode pump lasers. The demonstration of efficient and more compact
‘all-solid-state’ ultrashort pulse lasers has increased the potential market and
applications of this type o f laser.
One o f the most recent and major breakthroughs in this particular field has been the
emergence o f all-solid-state pump sources for the ultrafast material Ti:sapphire. Until
recently the advantages and simplicity o f a self-modelocked Ti: sapphire laser were
overshadowed somewhat by the necessary mainframe argon ion (Ar^) laser to produce
cw pump powers (-10-15 W) in the blue-green (420-580 nm) region o f the visible
spectrum. These bulky lasers use large, highly inefficient, water-cooled, gas discharge
tubes producing -2 0 W o f light for about 50-60 kW of electrical power (the amount
consumed by roughly 100 average households). With high annual running/maintenance
costs and large initial outlay Ar^ lasers represent quite an unattractive pump source for
many potential users. Due to a massive academic and commercial research drive
efficient diode pumped solid-state laser (DPSSL) pump sources for Ti:sapphire and
other broadband solid-state gain media*^^ have emerged that outclass the previous pump
sources on almost every front. Air-cooled DPSSL and frequency doubled DPSSL giving
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output at 1064 and 5 3 2 nm for pumping Cr^^:YAG and Ti:sapphire

respectively are now commercially available^^^. These lasers occupy a footprint less
than a tenth of that for large frame pump sources and can be run from a wall-plug
supply incurring much lower running costs. DPSSL are generally quieter^^^ (<0.05%
rms- noise to 2MHz) with greatly improved beam quality and beam pointing stability.

Directly diode pumped femtosecond lasers
Although these DPSSL systems are a giant leap forward towards more compact and
efficient pump sources, the ultimate in potential simplicity, efficiency and compactness
is offered by the ability to directly pump an ultrashort pulse laser with the output from a
semiconductor diode laser. Excluding fibre lasers this has been achieved in broadband
n e o d y m i u m a n d ytterbium^^^ doped glass and in the chromium (Cr^^) doped host
materials LiSrAlFe

(C riL iSA F)^ and LiSrGaFe (CrEiSGaF)^”^ which are based

around the colquiriite^®^ structure o f Cr^^ doped lithium calcium aluminium fluoride,
Cr^^-.LiCaAlFe (Cr;LiCAF)^®^. CW operation o f a directly diode pumped Cr^ :YAG
laser has also recently been demonstrated^®"^. Ti.sapphire is unsuited to direct pumping
with diode lasers because its absorption region is centred in the blue/green area o f the
visible spectrum where, as yet, the operation o f diode lasers with any sort o f feasible
reliability and output power have not yet been reported. Ti: sapphire is also unsuitable
because its emission-cross-section (a) upper-state-lifetime ( t) product is relatively
small, resulting in higher CW thresholds and making the direct diode pumping of
Ti: sapphire in the near future highly improbable.
As will be shown in the remainder o f this chapter and thesis the Cr^^ doped colquiriite
vibronic gain media are ideal materials for the production of a directly diode pumped
alternative to Ti:sapphire^®^. They are also well suited as the basis for a study o f lowthreshold femtosecond lasers with modest pump power requirements for a number o f
specific short pulse applications.

The C /* doped vibronic gain media
In a transition metal vibronic laser gain media^®®, the relative positions and broadening
o f the electronic energy levels o f the active dopant ion are determined by their
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interactions with the crystal lattice vibration. Depending on the strength o f the crystal
field at the ion site, in particular host materials these interactions can produce large gain
bandwidths and long upper state lifetimes. The lasing action and precise relationship
between the energy levels o f the chromium ions varies from host to host but is o f a
similar general form for broadband laser gain media.
For broadband vibronic gain media containing Cr^^ ions there are two principal pump
absorptions corresponding to the

"*Ti and "^A2

"^Tz energy level transitions. Due

to a displacement of the "*Tz energy level with respect to the "^Az ground state electrons
are excited into high vibrational energy states o f the "^Ti and "^Tg levels. These electrons
will rapidly relax through non-radiative phonon processes into the lowest energy states
of the "^Tz upper laser level. The electrons then drop back to an excited lattice state of
the "^Az ground state emitting photons. This excited lattice rapidly relaxes by phonon
emission to return the system to its overall electronic and vibrational ground state. Due
to the fact that the energy gap between the two laser transition levels varies across the
vibrational distributions a comparatively large distribution o f photon energies is
produced representing a vibrationally broadened 4-level laser system.
Although the first laser gain media was comprised o f Cr^^ in a sapphire host (ruby) this
was a narrow linewidth gain medium with minimal tunability^®^. The principal
difference between ruby and broadband vibronic gain media doped with Cr^^ is the size
o f the crystal field at the laser ion sites. The high lattice field strength present in ruby
results in the "^Tz level lying above the

level which becomes the upper laser level.

This level originates from a spin-orbit interaction among the Cr^^ ions electrons and is
centred on the same vibrational potential as the ground state. During lasing electrons
excited from the "^Az ground state to the "^z level quickly decay down to the % level
and lasing occurs on the %

"^Az transition. The wavelength o f the emitted light is

constant regardless o f the vibrational state o f the host lattice and the transition is
essentially independent of the sapphire host^®^.
The lasing o f Cr^^ transition metal ions has been demonstrated in over 20 vibronic oxide
and fluoride host materials including the aforementioned colquiriites. The reason for the
successful broadband lasing o f Cr^"^ in so many crystal hosts compared with many other
transition metal ions can be attributed to^®^ 1) its broad absorption and emission bands,
2) its resistance to both oxidation and reduction due to the trivalency o f its oxidation
state, 3) The flexibility o f the available host materials in acceptance^^®, structure and
growth, 4) the resistance o f the "*Tz level to non radiative decay and 5) the ability for the
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ions to exclusively occupy octahedral sites in a host giving rise to long upper state
lifetimes^^V
In some specific host materials, Cr^^ ions provide a crystal structure with increased
suitability for laser gain materials. They have been shown to provide virtually colourcentre free materials with unpopulated high lying terminal laser levels implying a low
threshold. They exhibit resistance to ESA, and other non-radiative decay processes (at
least at room temperature) and are virtually free from ground state and other anomalous
absorption within the lasing band as they have minimal emission and absorption band
overlap (sometimes a problem in Ti:sapphire). Also, in some host materials it is possible
to easily achieve very high doping levels o f Cr^^ approaching the stoichiometric limit
(100%) without degrading the optical quality o f the crystal. This is highly advantageous
for close coupled diode laser pumping as large absorptions can be achieved in a short
crystal length increasing coupling efficiency for non-diffraction-limited beams while
minimising scattering losses aiding a low threshold. The Cr^^ hosts, can however, often
suffer from poor fracture toughness, which results in an increased likelihood o f
mechanical failure at higher pump powers, but are suited to the relatively lower powers
available from diode lasers.
The most promising host material for Cr^^ to date seems to be Be3Alz(Si03)6
(Emerald)^^^*^^^'^^"^ because its fluorescence efficiency remains high at high temperatures
it has a high fracture toughness and it has a large pump conversion (slope) efficiency >
60 %. Unfortunately, laser grade emerald has proved exceedingly difficult to grow. The
next two promising materials are Cr.LiCAF and BeAl204 (Alexandrite) these materials
both exhibit high slope efficiencies (>50%) and low ESA^^^’^^^ although the % level lies
below the

^ 2

level in alexandrite which requires heating to overcome. The oxide hosts

also tend to have larger refractive indexes and hence lower ax products than the fluoride
hosts.
The work detailed in this thesis concentrates on two o f the most promising Cr^^ laser
gain media Cr:LiSAF and Cr.LiSGaF. Although these materials exhibit lower slope
efficiencies than emerald. Alexandrite and Cr:LiCAF indicating some ESA is present.
They come into their own because the principle absorption o f the chromium ion is
shifted in the plane parallel to the crystal c-axis from the "*^A2

^Ti transition at ~ 350-

480 nm to the "*A2 -> "^Tz transition ~ 580-720 nm. This absorption band in the red
region of the visible spectrum is directly accessible to GalnP/AlGalnP laser diodes and
thus makes these colquiriites attractive materials for direct diode pumping. The
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absorption and emission spectra for Cr:LiSGaF are almost identical to those of
Cr;LiSAF which are shown in Figure 1.18 and Figure 1.19 respectively. Both materials
exhibit large fluorescence/emission bandwidths (-200 nm). Both materials exhibit
strong absorption in the red region o f the visible spectrum leading to their characteristic
greenish appearance and absorption is strongest in the plane parallel to the crystal c-axis
(7t or p-pol ). The sharp absorption features are due to the

and ^Ti levels and typical

o f most Cr^^ doped materials^^^.
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Figure 1.18 Absorption spectra fo r C r:U S A F of p-polarised light (soM
Ii?ie) atid s-polarised light (dashed line).
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Figure 1.19 Emission spectra of p-polarised light (solid line) and s-polarised
light (dashed line)fo r C nU SA F .
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The coefficients of expansion for the directions parallel to the crystal c-axis and a-axis
are more isotropic for Cr.LiSGaF than Cr;LiSAF and hence it is less prone to thermal
damage and the introduction o f scattering losses during growth, the thermal
conductivity is also slightly higher making this material more suited to higher power
applications. The attractiveness o f these particular colqumites has meant that the growth
processes have been refined to a point where scattering losses less than 0.1% cm'^ for
Cr:LiSAF and less than 0.05% cm'^ for CriLiSGaF have been reported. CriLiSAF has a
marginally higher ax product making it a good gain-medium candidate for a laser
system having a low cw threshold and modest pump power requirements. In Table 1-5
the material and laser properties o f some o f the chromium-doped colquiriites are
summarised.
Properties

CriLiCAF

CrLiSAF

CrLiSGaF

Emission peak (nm)

763

846

835

Lifetime at room temp, (gs)

170

63

88

Emission cross-section (x 10'^° cm^>

1.3

4.8

3.3

Intrinsic efficiency (%)

67

53

52

Quantum intrinsic efficiency (%)

82

67

66

Nonlinear refractive index (x 10'^'* esu)

—

2.9 ±0.9

4.3 ±0.9

—

1.1

1.1

810

766

716

ac = 3.6

CXo = -1 0

OCo =

aa = 22

aa= 25

Ota ~ 12

Ko =

Kc =

Upconversion microparameter C d a

(x

lO'^^cm^/s)

Melting point (°C)
Expansion coefficient (IO'®/“C)

Kc

Thermal conductivity (W/m°C)

= 4.58

K a=

CF ' segregation coefficient

5.14

—

3.0

0

3.4

= 3.3

Kg = 3.6

k = 0.94

k = 1.3

Ka

Table 1-5 Optical and laserproperties of some colquiriite crystalf^\

The first colquiriite lasers to produce femtosecond pulses were pumped with pumped
with krypton ion
659 nm on the
absorption

at 647 nm and Nd:YLF DPSSL (hybrid modelocking)^^^ at
absorption or with Ar^ lasers at 488 nm on the

-> "^Ti

Although the cw first demonstration of diode pumped Cr:LiCAF^^^,

Cr:LiSAF^^"^ and Cr.LiSGaF^^^ preceded the first modelocking results the output powers
o f commercially available laser diodes were low ( - 10 mW @ 670 nm diffraction
limited and -100 mW cw multimode^^^) and were not sufficient to allow femtosecond
pulse production. The first femtosecond directly diode pumped Cr;LiSAF laser was
demonstrated in 1994 by Mellish et

This laser used an intracavity multiple
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quantum well absorber as a passive modelocker to produce 220 fs puises. The first
directly diode pumped self-modelocked Cr;LiSAF laser was demonstrated soon
afterwards by Dymott and Ferguson^^^ in a regeneratively modelocked X-fold cavity.
The laser produced 97 fs pulses at an average output power o f - 3 mW with a single
250 mW pump laser diode and exhibited a modelocking threshold o f - 160 mW. This
initial result was quickly improved to 34 fs pulses at an average output power o f 42 mW
(although not in a single output beam) by the same group^^^ using two 400 mW pump
diodes and extracavity dispersion compensation.
The major drawback o f moderate and high power, single emitter laser diodes (at any
wavelength) is the poor quality o f the output beams. As the output intensity o f a diode is
limited by either thermal loading or optical damage o f the output facet it is necessary to
increase the emitter area. The depth o f the facet is fairly fixed by the structure o f the
laser so the only dimension o f ft"eedom is along the length o f the facet, parallel to the
waveguide layer. Expansion of the facet along this axis results in a broad emitter area
capable of producing higher powers but in a multi-spatial-mode and poor quality beam.
In the plane perpendicular to the active region however, the beam is highly divergent
but can be very nearly diffraction-limited. In other words, the divergence angle may be
characterised by a plane wave incident on an aperture o f the same dimension as the
emitter facet. The output beam in the plane parallel to the active region, while not as
divergent, exhibits a divergence angle many times (as much as 2000 times) the
diffraction limit for the larger aperture in this plane. This is due to the oscillation of
many spatial modes within the laser in this plane. The non-diffraction-limited nature of
the beam from a broad aiea diode implies that tight focusing over any reasonable
distance will be impossible as brightness can only ever be conserved in any lossless
system o f lenses. Laser systems that incorporate broad area pump diodes often require
complex and extended coupling optics to provide some sort o f acceptable pump and
cavity mode overlap. The modelocking thresholds o f these systems, however, remain
relatively high, resulting in the requirement o f higher power pump beams and cooling o f
the gain medium due to the onset o f thermal quenching o f the upper state lifetime
( - T > 5 0 X in Cr:LiSAF)^°.
A second problem particular to diode pumped colquiriite lasers is that thermal and
optical damage issues are exacerbated in GalnP/AlGalnP devices over and above other
laser diodes by absorption effects at the emitter facets. This has hampered the
development o f higher power diodes with improved beam properties. In uncompensated
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laser diode structures the bandgap decreases at the facets leading to increased absorption
and heating. The thermal and electrical resistivity is higher in AlGalhP^^^ leading to socalled

catastrophic

optical

mirror

damage

(COMD)

at

lower

intensities

(1-5 MWcm-y^^.
Despite these problems, the advantages o f diode lasers over mainframe ion lasers in cost
and performance and the fact that not all ultrashort pulses applications require high
powers (the dye lasers mentioned earlier typically produced only ~10’s mW), have
ftielled much work in this area. Improvements in non-absorbing mirror structures have
increased performance o f laser diodes from that o f 0.5 W from a 250 pm active stripe
width^^^ to over 0.5 W from a 50 pm stripe^^'^ the brightest high power AlGalnP laser
diodes demonstrated so far. Sub-lOOfs pulses from diode pumped colquiriite lasers have
been demonstrated for a wide variety o f cavity and pump diode configurations in
different modelocking regimes with average output powers ranging from

10-

As will be shown in chapter 2, the inability to focus the pump mode tightly over an
appreciable distance has serious implications for the cw and self-modelocking threshold
and efficiency o f a laser. Ideally diffraction limited sources provide the most efficient
means of pumping an ultrashort pulse laser but unfortunately due to the reasons stated
above the output powers from narrow emitter facet or stripe diode lasers are still
severely limited (< 50 mW).
One method o f achieving higher powers (~ 0.5 W) from semiconductor devices in a
diffraction-limited beam, and thereby avoiding many o f the problems associated with
broad area diode lasers, is either to use a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) or a
tapered diode laser (TDL) in an extended cavity. These methods use a tapered stripe
amplifier either in its own cavity or pumped by a low power diode laser with a narrow
stripe width (< 5 pm) and diffraction-limited beam in both planes. Successful and
efficient operation of ultrashort pulse colquiriite lasers has been demonstrated with both
o f these sources^"^^’^"*^^ however, these extended pump systems themselves are either
experimental at this stage or prohibitively expensive.
An alternative method is to produce a femtosecond laser with a sufficiently low cw and
modelocking threshold that it may be pumped directly by the diffraction-limited narrow
stripe diode lasers. As these lasers may be purchased relatively cheaply and require no
additional coupling optics other than a simple tightly focussing lens, this type o f laser
represents the most potentially compact and low cost femtosecond pulse source.
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1,6 Conclusions
In this chapter a review o f some o f the applications, behaviour, generation and
characterisation o f ultrashort pulses has been presented. In particular, attention was paid
to the techniques of self-modelocking and other fast saturable absorber mechanisms for
modelocking. The broadband Cr^^idoped colquiriites were then presented as an
attractive, directly diode pumpable, alternative to Ti-doped sapphire for all-solid-state
ultrashort pulse generation in the near-infrared. The work described in the remainder of
this thesis will concentrate on these materials and related laser oscillators with a view to
the development of robust and compact femtosecond lasers with low pump power
requirements. These lasers will also be shown to have extremely good stability/noise
properties for a number of specific applications. In Chapter 2 a more in-depth
consideration is given to improving the efficiency and threshold properties o f directly
diode-pumped colquiriite lasers, notably Cr:LiSAF and Cr;LiSGaF.
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2.1 Introduction
In chapter 1 an introduction to the some o f the key aspects o f ultrashort pulse generation
and measurement have been presented. In this chapter a more detailed analysis of
femtosecond lasers operating with low pump power requirements will be described,
concentrating particularly on optimising the cw lasing threshold, the modelocking
threshold and the dispersion compensation to ensure short pulse operation at low
intracavity powers. Two preliminary laser systems based on CriLiSAF and Cr:LiSGaF
crystals will then be described that take these considerations into account in their design
and operation.

2.2 Factors affecting the self-modelocking threshoids

of

ultrashort pulse lasers
The CW threshold
Intuitively, it can be appreciated that a low modelocking threshold cannot be achieved
without first ensuring a low cw threshold for a laser. In this section the cavity and
material parameters that most dramatically influence this threshold will be examined.
As mentioned in the first chapter, a self-modelocked laser will contain a tightly
focussed cavity mode in the gain medium to ensure that a sufficiently large nonlinear
Kerr lens is induced. Therefore, to ensure efficient overlap between the pumped region
and the cavity mode in the crystal and hence a low cw threshold, the pump beam must
also be tightly focussed in the gain medium. For this reason and for reasons indicated
earlier we will consider here only diffraction-limited pump beams, either from a master
oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) or from a single narrow stripe laser diode or
krypton-ion mainframe laser.
Alfrey derived a simple but effective model for the prediction o f output power from a
Ti: sapphire laser pumped longitudinally with a diffraction-limited pump beam \
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Pump mode
Cavity mode

Q.
po

z=\_ Position z

z=0
Figure 2.1

The collinear propagation of pump and cavity modes through a

gain medium of length L .

Starting from the propagation o f a focussed Gaussian pump and cavity mode through a
gain medium o f length L (Figure 2.1), Alfrey derived an expression for the pump power
Pp required to produce an intracavity power o f Pc

-apZ

W c \z )w /{ z )

Q{z)dz
Equation 2.1

where Pc is embedded in Q(z), z is the axial distance through the crystal, T is the
transmission of the output coupling mirror, A represents the parasitic cavity losses in a
round-trip including the mirror transmission and scattering losses and ap is the
absorption coefficient at the pump wavelength Xp . <j and r are the cross-section and
lifetime o f the upper-laser level respectively. The pump and cavity spot sizes yvp(z) and
(z) through the crystal are described by

Wpo /Ip

Equation 2.2

where

and Wp^ are the pump and cavity mode waists respectively.
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Q(z) is the radial overlap integral o f the pump and laser fields taking into account gain
saturation;

+ Be
Equation 2.3

Where,
A=^^2 +
Wp

B =

and D = - ^
TZWc I ,

Wc

Equation 2.4

An expression for the threshold o f a laser may be deduced from Equation 2.1 as we
know from laser theory^ that at threshold, the intracavity field intensity I c « 1$ ifc = 0).
In this case Q(z) becomes,
2{w p^+ W ç^

)

Q {z)-^2 n [e~

2

rdr

2

^
2 Wp + w f
Equation 2 .5

Equation 2,1 at threshold therefore simplifies to:
^TH ~

(r+ A > c«^^
-U p Z

Equation 2 .6

It is immediately obvious from Equation 2.6 that, as expected, a minimisation o f the
parasitic cavity losses A is crucial to achieving a low cw threshold. The pump
absorption coefficient

and the trade-off between

and the parasitic cavity losses

are also o f utmost importance when optimising a laser for low threshold operation. It
would be easy to assume that a laser threshold could be improved indefinitely by
increasing the doping level of active ions in the host material, as the absorption
coefficient is proportional to the doping. This, however, generally decreases figure o f
merit (FOM) o f the gain crystal, which is given by:
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absorption at the pump wavelength (ap )
peak residual absorption at the lasing wavelength (a, )
Equation 2 7

where the residual absorption

also scales with doping concentration. The parasitic

cavity losses, the figure of merit and the pump absorption are therefore all linked and
there is a trade-off between optimising

and minimising A. As the values o f

for

the chromium-doped colquiriites, Cr;LiSAF and Cr;LiSGaF can be made quite large
while still retaining a high FOM, they are ideal materials on which to base our study o f
low-threshold laser systems.
It is also evident from Equation 2.6 that the oscillation threshold is inversely
proportional to the

< jt

product o f the laser gain material. This reinforces our choice o f

Cr:LiSGaF and Cr;LiSAF for low threshold gain materials because the

< jt

products o f

CriLiSAF and Cr:LiSGaF are 32.2 x 10'^^ cm^ ps'^ and 29 x 10'^^ cm^ ps'^ respectively
compared with 12.2 x 10"^^ cm^ ps'^ for Ti:sapphire. Another point in favour o f the
colquiriite crystals over Ti:sapphire is that the optimum pump wavelength, Àp is longer
(670 nm) and therefore the quantum defect is lower and the threshold power

is

proportional to the inverse o f À p . The threshold is also inversely proportional to the
pump and cavity spot sizes and their relative overlap within the medium, thereby
highlighting the need to be able to tightly focus the cavity and pump beams
simultaneously in the crystal. To maintain an efficient overlap between the two modes
over the absorption length o f the crystal it is necessary to ensure that similar waist sizes
for pump and cavity occur at the same position in the crystal. Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3
below show the effect of varying the waist sizes and positions on the threshold o f a
four-mirror Cr:LiSGaF laser with L = 10 mm,
4.5 cm '\
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Figure 2.2 Variation in the threshold of a C k U S G oF laser with position of
(a) coincidentpump and cavity waists, (b) the cavity waist with the pump waist
fix ed 1mm inside the crystalfacet, (c) pump waist with the cavity waistfixed
1mm inside the crystalfacet.
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Figure 2.3 Variation in the threshold of a C r.U SG aF laser with waist spot
si^e of (a) pump and cavity modes, (b) cavity mode, pump waist fix ed at
20(xm, (c) pump mode, cavity w aistfixed a t 20fxm, a ll beamsfocussed a t the
crystalfacet.

Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 indicate that the optimum low threshold condition is a
resonator with pump and cavity modes tightly focussed at or just inside an end facet of
the gain medium.
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Figure 2.4

Variation of lasing threshold with the A f value o f the pump

beam.

Figure 2.4 above shows the effect o f varying the

value and hence the divergence of

the pump laser on the threshold o f the LiSGaF laser mentioned previously with
= 20 pm, Wpo = 12 pm and

^

mm. It is clear from Figure 2.4 and the

argument raised in chapter 1 that a deviation from a diffraction-limited pump source
results in a rapid and detrimental effect on the cw oscillation threshold o f a laser.

Optimisation of seif-modeiocking
The fundamentals o f self-modelocking were introduced briefly in chapter

1

(section 1.4). We will now consider the manner in which this effect may be optimised,
concentrating for the most part on a specific formalism suggested by Magni and coworkers^.
Firstly we will look in more detail at the strength and position o f an intensity dependent
lens within a Kerr medium. Intuitively, an infinitely thin lens, present exactly at the
cavity focus, will have no effect on the cavity mode. The same is also true for two equal
strength lenses evenly distributed about the focus, as their effects will cancel. A cavity
mode focus (the centre of the distributed Kerr lens) coincident with the centre o f the
gain medium will also, by the same argument, have no effect. The effect o f selffocussing on the laser will therefore be most evident when the cavity mode is focussed
one end o f the gain medium. From our discussion o f low cw thresholds the optimum
2-6
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threshold will be achieved when the cavity and pump foci line up on or just inside the
crystal facet (for large a ^ ) , and in practice a compromise is reached between these two
very similar conditions.
The strength of an infinitely thin slice o f the distributed nonlinear Kerr lens"^ is
proportional to

and this is the reason for using a tightly focussed cavity mode in

self-modelocked lasers. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 2.5 which shows that
the localisation and strength o f the Kerr lens dramatically increases with a slight
reduction in the mode size at the cavity focus.

20
30
40

spot
spot
spot

Position in crystal (mm)

Figure 2 .5 Relative vaiiation o f nonlinear lens strengths in a 10 mm crystal
with different cavityfoci incident at the crystalfacet.

It becomes apparent from basic laser cavity modelling that the conventional 4-mirror, Z
and X-folded laser cavities used for self-modelocking are not optimised for a maximum
Kerr effect at the facet of the gain medium. This is due to the Brewster-angled crystals
typically used to introduce the lowest insertion loss but which also introduce
astigmatism that must be compensated for. Compensation for astigmatism is achieved
by arranging the cavity so that a finite angle exists between the concave folding mirrors
and each cavity arm. In this way the astigmatism from the angled curved mirrors can be
made to cancel the effect of the Brewster-angled crystal. Astigmatism is still present,
however, between the folding mirrors separating the foci in the sagittal and tangential
planes to create a distributed focus in the gain medium (see Figure 2.6). This
distribution o f foci increases the cw operation threshold and reduces and displaces any
Kerr lens within the rod. One solution is to use an antireflection (AR) coated, planeplane cut crystal because this allows the foci to coincide in the tangential and sagittal
2-7
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planes at the crystal facet. When using a plane-plane crystal the folding angles o f the
curved cavity mirrors must be kept as small as possible to avoid an astigmatic output
beam but provided the half-angles can be made smaller than say 3°, this should not be a
significant problem.
The ability to make the foci coincide in the gain medium and obtain an efficient
intensity-dependent lens becomes increasingly important as we move to lasers with
lower pump power requirements. For laser systems where the availability o f pump
power is not an issue, the lower insertion losses associated with Brewster-angled facets
outweigh the advantage of being able to align the cavity foci with one another. Figure
2.6 and Figure 2.7 below show the distribution o f the cavity foci and the corresponding
nonlinear lens strength and position for a 10 mm Brewster-angled rod and a 10 mm AR
coated plane-plane rod.
90807060504030-

3^

plane-plane rod
Brewster angled rod

Tangential

10

■S -20:-

Sagittal

-5 0 -6 0 -

-70:
-80-:
-90-:
Position in rod (mm)

Figure 2 .6 Distribution o f tangential (positive) and saggital (negative) fo d in
a Brewster-angled (solid line) and a plane-plane (dotted line) gain medium.
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plane-plane rod
Brewster angled rod

10

Position in rod (mm)

Figure 2 .7 Effect on the Kerr kns strength and position of the distiibution of
tangential and saggitalfoci in a Brewster-angled (solid Une) and a plane-plane
(dotted line) gain medium.

R eson ator stability
The ABCD matrix formalism ‘ABCD law’^’*" is a well-established method o f
determining the propagation o f optical "rays’ and Gaussian beams through a given
system o f elements. The elements are represented by 2 x 2 (ABCD) matrices which may
operate on an input Gaussian beam matrix Gin,
Gin =
Equation 2.8

where

is the complex Gaussian beam parameter described by:
J
Equation 2.9

The associated operator of the element or elements is a 2 x 2 matrix M which operates
on Gin in the following manner:
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Gout —

1

= M

X

Gin =

(A
\C

D

v iy
Equation 2.10

When considering a laser resonator, beam solutions are sought that are consistent over a
cavity "round trip’ i.e. a beam that will become ‘trapped’ within the cavity. The
consequence o f this condition is that there will exist limits on the resonator parameters
for the existence of a stable solution. For a cavity aligned outside these boundary limits
there will be no self-consistent or stable solutions for a beam inside the resonator. These
limits are defined by a stability parameter;
+B^C q
Equation 2.11

where A q,B q,C q and D q are the elements o f the matrix describing a single pass
propagation from end mirror to end mirror. The resonator is only stable if -I < S < 1.
For the conventional 4-mirror resonators used for self-modelocking, the stability
condition is highly dependent on the separation o f the two cavity folding mirrors that
provide a tight focus inside the gain element. More particularly, for a 4-mirror cavity
with unequal arm lengths Lj and L 2 , there will exist two distinct stability regions or
zones as the folding mirror separation is varied. Figure 2.8 below shows the stability
parameter as a fimction o f the folding mirror separation in a typical self-modelocked
Ti:sapphire laser cavity (see fig l.l4 ) with arm lengths Li = 500 mm and L2 = 1100 mm
and folding mirror radius o f curvature (ROC) = 100 mm. The two stable regions where
-1 < S < 1 exist from 113 mm to 115.3 mm and 118.3 mm to 120.4 mm respectively.
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separation of a 4-mirror resonator, L 1 = 500 mm, F 2 — 1100 mm, folding
mirror ROC. — 100 mm.

The figure above shows the four stability limits (i) - (iv) which mark the boundaries o f
the two stable regions. Starting from a short folding mirror separation the first stability
limit reached (i) is known as the planar-confocal limit where the two folding mirrors act
as lenses in a confocal arrangement whose separation is described by:
J_

o ')
Equation 2.12

where R is the radius of curvature o f the folding mirrors and d is the length of the gain
element. The value

assumes a rod with Brewster-angled facets and would reduce to

n for a plane-plane cut rod. This limit corresponds to a collimated beam in each o f the

cavity arms, which are highly sensitive to end mirror misalignment. This limit is
therefore critically stable. When the folding mirror separation is increased beyond this
point the resonator passes through the first stability region, where the cavity mode is
effectively focussing in the long arm o f the cavity and collimated along the short arm.
For this reason the cavity is highly sensitive to the alignment o f the short arm end
mirror and this region is referred to as the high misalignment sensitivity (HMS) region.
When the second stability limit (ii), the weak-objective limit, is reached the effective
focal length o f the folding section is equivalent to the length o f the long arm

2-11
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A U R -R 2

r

Equation 2.13

At this point an increase in the folding mirror separation corresponds to a focussing o f
the mode short o f mirror M 2 and hence an unstable resonator. In direct comparison to
stability limit (ii), limit (iii), the strong objective limit, corresponds to the mode
focussing in the short arm and collimated in the long arm as the effective focal length o f
the folding section is now equivalent to the short arm length

4L ^-2R

.

n
Equation 2.14

Increasing the folding section further traverses the second stability region, the low
misalignment (LMS) region. In this region the cavity mode is weakly focussed at each
end mirror and is therefore less sensitive to misalignment o f the end mirrors. The final
stability limit (iv), the conjugate-plane limit, is reached when the cavity mode is tightly
focussed at each end mirror.

Equation 2.15

In this case the end mirrors lie in the conjugate planes o f the folding section and an
object at one end-mirror is imaged at the other. On this limit the cavity mode is
vanishingly small at each end mirror and any increase in folding mirror separation will
focus the mode short o f M j and M 2 . Figure 2.9 below shows graphically the beams in
the same resonator as Figure 2.8 at each stability limit.
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¥igun 2.9 Behaviour o f the cavity mode at each of the stability limits in the
Ttsapphire resonator o f Figure 2.8, the folding mirror separation fo r each
lim it is shown as a function o f f the focal length of the curved mirrors (jR/2)
and the arm lengths jL; and
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Stability
limit

Name

»,

planarconfocal
limit

weakobjective
limit

Folding mirror separation

Folding mirror separation

(R > * R 2 )

(fi, = R , = R )

R

ILjRi + 2 L 2R 2 ~ R1R 2
4Z<2 —2 R2

AL2R~R^
AL2 - 2 R

4f-2R ,

4fR-R^
4L, - 2 R

strong
objective
limit

K

conjugateplane limit

Plane - Plane rod
correction factor

2Lf,2Rl +2Z.jf>2.^2 ~~I'f-lRz ~~i-'zB-lRl
(2L,
-& )

/,

n

4- w 1 -----

I

Brewster-angled rod
correction factor

4L,L2i?-L,i?" -Lji?"

( 2L, -RX2L2- R)

y

n J

Table 2-1 Summary table of the m irwr separations a t the stability limits of a
four mirror resonator with equal and unequal folding mirror ROC, the
correction factors to the ultimate mirror separations fo r a planejplane cut and
a Brewster-angled rod between thefolding mirrors is also given.

The Magni m odel
Since the first observations of self-modelocking^, numerical and analytical models"^’^'^
have been suggested that describe the effect the nonlinear lensing has on the cavity
modes. Building on a model which described the effect o f a propagation through a Kenmedium on the complex Gaussian beam parameter^^, Magni and co-workers developed
a practical formalism for a resonator incorporating a Kerr medium^. This formalism,
based upon the aberrationless theory o f self-focussing for propagating Gaussian beams
showed that the Kerr nonlinearity could be represented by an ABCD matrix Mk. This
allowed the well-established ‘ABCD law’ o f beam propagation in a linear optical
system to be used for the design o f a self-modelocked laser^\ Although M k is not
strictly an ABCD matrix, as the individual elements depend on the input beam
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parameters, the matrix can be used iteratively to model the effects o f a Kerr medium
within a laser resonator. Despite the apparent simplicity o f the approach suggested by
Magni et al the model gives a good agreement with more complex numerical
investigations^’

In the theory o f aberrationless propagation a circularly symmetric

Gaussian mode incident on a Kerr medium emerges as a Gaussian mode operated on by
a scaling factor that varies with z. Expressions may then be derived for the spot size
w(2) , wavefront radius of curvature R{z) and phase ^{z) o f this emerging mode;

14-

4-

Xz
y

1-

Equation 2.16

1

z

R{z)

y

Equation 2.17

r
arctan

\

m {z)4 \-p /p ^

f

arctan
\

Equation 2.18

where w ,, R^ and

are the initial values at z = 0, P is the intracavity power and P^ is

the critical power for self-focussing given by,
p ^ ce.A"
2mn
Equation 2.19

where

is the permitivity o f free space.

Note that as P^

->

qo

Equations 2.17 to 2.19 revert to the expressions describing the

propagation of a Gaussian beam in a homogeneous medium o f refractive index
When P >

.

the spot size will vanish after a certain propagation distance through the

medium depending on the initial beam parameters. Working backwards from Equations
2.17, 2.18 and 2.19 it is possible to define a ray transfer matrix M representing the Kerr
medium as
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M

-r.

(i-rK
Equation 2.20

where

- djn^ is the length of the medium for P = 0 and

i +

-1

27tw}

i

4V

p„

J

Equation 2.21

w^is the spot size at the centre o f the medium and Wq is the spot size at the beam waist
calculated at /? = P/P^ = 0. As before when p = 0, M reduces to the ray transfer matrix
and length d. We may separate the linear

for a dielectric block o f refractive index

and nonlinear effects of M by factorising into two linear elements o f length d / l and a
nonlinear element M k in the following manner:
M =

0

1
Equation 2 .2 2

where to a first order approximation (;ksmall),
Mk :

^
V

1
y Id.

1

/
Equation 2.23

We can now more readily appreciate that M k represents (to a first order approximation)
the effect o f a propagation through a thin lens o f focal length
focussing’ and a propagation over a negative distance

‘self-

= -yd^jg-jA ‘self-shortening’.

By treating M k as a linear element with a fixed value o f f as a starting point it is
possible to express the spot size w and wavefront radius o f curvature P in a plane
within the resonator as functions o f

w = w(y) , R = R (y ) . Starting fi-om that reference

plane, assuming linear propagation, the spot size in the centre o f the Kerr medium and
at the beam waist, may be determined. By substituting these expressions into Equation
2.21 the beam power p - PjP^ can also be expressed as a function o ï y ,p = p { y ) . The
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relationship between the intracavity power and the spot size at this plane is now
described parametrically by y.
For reliable self-modelocking it is important to consider the effect o f increasing
intracavity power on the spot size as the pulses will evolve initially from a cw field. For
this reason the most useful parameter for optimisation o f modelocking is the ‘small
signal relative spot size variation’ or Kerr lens sensitivity ô evaluated at /? = 0 defined
as:
1 dw

Equation 2.24
For a negative value of ô any small increase in the intracavity power will cause the spot
size at the plane in question to shrink, or more importantly at an aperture placed in this
plane, and act as a fast saturable absorber. The Kerr lens sensitivity ô may be calculated
for all points inside the cavity (except inside the gain medium) but is found to
experience maximum values at a cavity end mirror where an explicit expression for 5
may be derived:
Ô=

a + a^S

1
2 Ct

+ ûfj +

Equation 2.25
where S is the stability parameter and.

^off

2

2
Equation 2.26

where

A ^ A

are the elements o f the ABCD matrices

defined in Figure 2.10 below.
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End mirror

Kerr element

A

C,

End mirror

A

M2

M1

Figure 2.10 Definition of the single pass propagation A B C D matrices used
in Equation 2.26.

The Magni Plot
Figure 2.11 shows a schematic o f a typical Z-fold cavity used for self-modelocked
Ti; sapphire lasers. The stability parameter described earlier is strongly dependent on the
distance between the folding mirrors, and the focussing effect o f the Kerr medium
varies greatly with its position around the cavity f o c u s F o r this reason it is useful to
plot S at the cavity end mirror (where an aperture is placed) as a function o f the folding
mirror separation b and the rod position a in order to optimise the cavity configuration
for hard-aperture modelocking. It is immediately obvious from the plot (Magni plot)
how to align the laser for a optimum nonlinear loss at the aperture.
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M4

M1

M3

M2

Figure 2.11 Typical resonator configuration of a self-modelocked Ttsapphire
laser where M l, M 2 are planar mirron, M 3, M 4 concave folding mirrors
(100 mm ROC. 2 0 » 30°), b is the folding mirror separation, a is the rod
position, S is a slit used as a hard-aperture fo r modelocking and the gain
medium is a 20 mm Brewster-angled Ttsapphire rod.

Figure 2.12 shows a Magni-type plot o f ô(a,b) for an asymmetric Ti:sapphire resonator
where Lj = 500 mm and L 2 = 1100 mm and the limits o f stability (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
are equivalent to those shown in Figure 2.8.
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a rod position (mm)

Figure 2.12 A Magni p lot of S fi,b ) fo r an aymmetric Ttsapphire resonator
where
= 500 mm and L 2 = / / W mm and (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) are the
limits of stability.

It can be seen from Figure 2.12 that the maxima o f 5 lie close to the stability limits.
This is because the maximum values o f 5, ômax and 0nn„ are related to the stability factor
*5 by:
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Ô
. = i^ max, mm

Equation 2.27

and clearly

as

|*^| -> 1,

■ This

^max,tmn

implies,

as

has

been

verified

e x p e r i m e n t a l l y t h a t a laser’s propensity to modelock is greatly enhanced close to a
cavity stability limit. It is obvious from our discussion o f resonator stability that there
will exist some optimum point for modelocking close to, but not on, a stability limit, as
a resonator on its stability limit is critically stable, making reliable operation highly
sensitive to cavity misalignment.
In the case of a symmetric resonator, however, with arms o f equal length, the weakobjective (ii) and strong-objective (iii) limits will coincide resulting in a confocal
resonator with a well-behaved transverse mode and no power reduction. In this
configuration the laser may be operated close to the limit without compromising
operation and hence the magnitude o f S may be made arbitrarily large. Figure 2.13
shows a Magni plot for the same resonator as Figure 2.12 but with equal length cavity
arms Lj = L 2 = 800 mm.
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Figure 2.13 A Magni p lot of S(gi,h) fo r a symmetric Ttsapphire resonator
where
= 800 mm.

Two conclusions may be drawn from the plots in Figure 2.12 and Figure 2.13, firstly the
laser will become easier to modelock as the cavity arms approach an equal length due to
the increase in size of the region where ^ < 0 and secondly the maxima o f ô coincide
with the cavity mode focussed on the end of the rod as predicted in the previous section.
It is interesting to note here that although the strongest Kerr lens will occur when the
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cavity waist, and hence the centre o f a distributed lens, is coincident with the centre o f
the Ti; sapphire rod, this will, by the argument raised earlier, have minimal effect on the
cavity mode but a lens centred on or near the end o f a rod will have a maximum effect.
This is due to the fact that the self-focussing and self-shortening effects mentioned
earlier may not be treated independently and it is their combined effect that must be
considered. It was thought that true self-starting operation o f a self-modelocked laser
was not possible, as pulsed operation must initiate from noise fluctuations that would
not have the required intensity to experience sufficient self-focusing. For this reason the
standard methods to initiate self-modelocking was to tap or vibrate an end mirror or to
apply a loss modulation into the cavity, via a regenerative amplification scheme^^.
Cerullo et

were able to show, using the model described in this chapter, that 5 could

be made very negative with careful alignment o f the cavity and that noise already
present within the cavity was sufficient for pulse build up and a self-starting o f the
modelocked operation.

Astigm atism
The model outlined above does not take into account the full effects o f cavity mode
asymmetry or astigmatism present in most conventional self-modelocked resonators.
These so-called ‘astigmatically compensated’ resonators ensure a stable cavity with a
near-circularly-symmetric mode in the cavity arms. As shown previously, (see Figure
2.7) the cavity mode in the folding section may be far from symmetric. In an extension
to the above model the effects of astigmatism were initially investigated by splitting the
cavity essentially into two separate resonators^"^. These two resonators described the
behaviour o f the laser in the tangential (xz) and sagittal (xy) orthogonal planes and
hence a separate S could be calculated for both cases. Although the model was derived
for circularly symmetric Gaussian beams it was still possible to show that in general the
value o f the Kerr lens sensitivity increased in the tangential plane and decreased in the
sagittal plane.
To more fully include the effects o f astigmatic Gaussian beams in a resonator, Magni
and co-workers derived an analytical formalism that took into account the coupled
nature of the tangential and sagittal planes o f the resonator^^. The formalism was again
based on the aberrationless propagation theory and low power approximation {P <<P^)
and provided a set of coupled solutions to the propagation equations by splitting the
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Kerr medium into thin slices and integrating over the length o f the crystal. Magni
showed that the propagation o f an astigmatic beam could be substantially different to
that o f a symmetric beam. In the same manner as the previous model these solutions
could be used in conjunction with the ABCD law to calculate, in closed form, the selfconsistent Gaussian mode in an astigmatic resonator containing a Kerr medium. Firstly
the spot-size variation on one of the end mirrors that is due to a thin slice o f the Kerr
medium is calculated

1

dmy

d((>.
dp
Equation 2.28

implies ô calculated in the tangential plane at end mirror

where the subscript for
M l and

is the dioptric power o f the thin slice o f Kerr medium given by:
1

o>.

■dz

CO,

Equation 2.29

Describing the beam parameters in Equation 2.28 in terms o f the elements o f the ray
matrices o f the resonator (for p ~ Q ) and integrating over the length o f the crystal
yields.

=

-

1
n

l - ^ y

Jo

S.

1/2

^2x^2x^x

jy

K
Equation 2.30

where ^ is the longitudinal co-ordinate o f the thin slice d ^ in the crystal, .8^ and
^_j,are the elements o f the round-trip matrices in the tangential and sagittal planes
starting from position

(see Figure 2.10),

and

propagation matrices from ^ to end mirror M/ and

are elements o f the one-way
and Sy are the stability

parameters in the two planes defined by:
j.

A ± 5 l = a B .+ A C ,
Equation 2.31
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where

—>D . are the elements o f the one-way matrices from M l to M2 and the

condition for a stable resonator is - \ < S ^ , S y < 1

The optical system for determining

the elements of the ray matrices is shown below in Figure 2.14.
End mirror

M1

End mirror

Gain element

Linear optical
elem ents

c,

Linear optical
elem ents

B,t;)

M2

4

A A fe),

B
C

D

Figure 2.14 Définition of the single pass and round-trip matrices used in the
fu ll astigmatic treatment of a resonator contmning a Kerr medium.

Figure 2.15 and Figure 2.16 below show Magni plots in the tangential and sagittal
planes for an asymmetric {Li = 500, L 2 = 1100) and a symmetric (Li = L 2 = 800)
Ti;sapphire laser.
Tangential plane

Sagittal plane
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Figure 2.13 Magni plots in the tangential and sagittal planes fo r an
asymmetric Ttsapphire laser,
= 500, Lj = / / 00.
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Figure 2.16 Magni plots in the tangential and safittalplanesfo r a symmetric
Ttsapphire laser,

= Lz = 800.

The conclusions of this full treatment are that the effects o f astigmatism do indeed
reduce the Kerr lens sensitivity in the sagittal plane and increase it in the tangential
plane. Cerrulo verified experimentally^"*'^^ that hard-aperture modelocking could not be
achieved in a nearly symmetric resonator with a slit shaped aperture cutting the beam in
the sagittal plane. It can therefore be concluded that the optimum cavity configuration
for the hard-aperture modelocking described by the Magni model is a symmetric cavity
with a folding mirror separation
optimum

--------------------------------------

4Z/ —2R

Fd 1

—

nJ
Equation 2.32

such that the laser is aligned in the centre o f its extended stability region ( S = -1 ) and
the distance from the folding mirror nearest the intracavity aperture is described by

a optimum

^optim um

~

1 ------

«y

Equation 2.33

This ensures that the cavity mode is focussed (in the tangential plane at least) at the rod
facet for maximum Kerr effect on the cavity mode.

Soft-aperture considerations
The Magni model has been built upon by a number of groups to include effects such as
soft aperturing by the pumped volume in the gain medium*^, gain guiding^°’^ \ thermal
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lensing^^ and astigmatic pump beams^^ in the modelocking prescription. For the
resonators, materials and power levels discussed in the remainder o f this thesis it is
necessary to only look at the former o f these effects; the soft-aperture modelocking.
When considering these models to produce a practical recipe for a laser system their
relative complexity must be weighed against the perturbation they add to the Magni
model, as the precise measurement o f the parameters a and 6 in a real laser system is
not, in general, a trivial problem. While they are perfectly valid from a theoretical
scientific standpoint and for understanding the dynamics o f modelocking and resonator
orientation it is often easier, within a lab environment, to optimise a laser system
empirically after the laser has been set up using a simpler model. With this in mind a
simple extension to the Magni model, is to calculate ô^{a,b) at a plane coincident with
the pumped end of the gain crystal. This gives a rudimentary picture o f the cavity’s
ability to improve the cavity/pump laser mode overlap with increasing intracavity
power. Firstly ô^Xa,h) is calculated at the end mirror M l as normal, then by
calculating the linear spot size

at this mirror and applying the following relation

Equation 2.34

where >4^ -A

are the elements o f the propagation matrix from the end mirror M l to

the crystal facet. It may be noted from Equation 2.34 that
equal to

is always less than or

in other words, the maximum Kerr lens sensitivity always exists at a

cavity end mirror. This approximation for the calculation o f soft-aperture effects is valid
for the scope of this thesis as the resonators presented are used in conjunction with
tightly focussed pump beams at the surface o f gain media that have sufficiently high
coefficients. Figure 2.17 below shows Magni plots at the pumped crystal facet in the
tangential and sagittal planes respectively for the symmetric cavity o f a laser; Figure
2.11. It can be seen that there remain large regions in the tangential plane where 3 is
sufficiently large and negative for the laser to be modelocked.
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Figure 2.17 Magni plots at the pumped crystalfacet in tangential and sagittal
planesfo r a symmetric Tr.scpphire laser, Lj = Lj = 800.

Dispersion, intracavity power and puise duration
Finally it is the optimisation of intracavity dispersion that ensures that a short pulse,
once established in the cavity by the self amplitude modulation from the synthetic fast
saturable absorber, will be stabilised across its corresponding bandwidth The resulting
steady-state pulse duration will be determined by the interplay o f SPM and the net
dispersion in a round-trip of the cavity. The relationship between the intracavity power,
linear dispersion and pulse duration becomes increasingly important when designing a
low-threshold laser. Based on the soliton approximation outlined in chapter 1 we may
derive an expression for this relationship as:

At ,/ î 2
Equation 2.35

where

is the pulse energy,

is the effective beam radius, k" is the 2"^ order

dispersion or GVD parameter d^kld(ù^\

,

is the 1/e pulse duration and

is the

nonlinear refractive index o f the material. Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19 below show plots
of this relationship highlighting the dependence on k" and the beam focussing
respectively.
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Figure 2.18 Plot of the pulse energy required to maintain particular puke
durations fo r different values of the G V D parameter in C r.U SG aF (beam
wcdstfix ed at 50 jam).
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Figure 2.19 Plot of the required pulse energg to mcdntain a particular pulse
duration as the cavityfocussing is varied (G VT)param eterfixed at 1f f ) .

The figure above indicates that to maintain a pulse of minimum duration at low
intracavity powers careful consideration o f the net intracavity quadratic phase and
cavity focussing must be made. From the earlier discussion o f optimum self-focussing
and low cw thresholds, however, the requirement for a tight intracavity focus has
already been established. It is important to note here that the soliton model used in the
derivation of Equation 2.35 becomes invalid for pulse durations substantially shorter
than 100 fs or for beams that are too tightly focussed. Equation 2.35 also implies that
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the required energy to sustain a pulse approaches zero as k ” - ^ 0 , but this is unphysical
and as this limit is reached the first-order soliton (#=1) will destabilise, forming higherorder solitons, as observed in multiple pulsing or harmonic modelocking^"^. The
minimum pulse duration possible is also limited by higher order dispersive effects,
which will have increasing dominance as k" - ^ 0 . Higher-order dispersion, namely
cubic phase or TOD considerations become more important as the intracavity power and
available pump power are reduced. Lemoff and Barty^^ used dispersive ray tracing to
show that quadratic and cubic spectral phase may be simultaneously compensated by
carefully considering the particular prism material and separation used in a Gordon and
Fork prism pair. Figure 2.20 below shows the material cubic phase present in Cr.LiSAF
and various prism glasses. The directly measured values o f quadratic and cubic phase
for bulk Cr LiSAF^^ were used.
140-1
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CrUSAF
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Lak31
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Figure 2.20 M aterial cubic phase present in C rU S A F and various prism
glasses between 700 and 1300 nm.

Although the cubic phase resulting from the bulk gain and prism material over the
wavelength range of interest is always positive, the refractive or geometrical cubic
phase introduced by the prism pair can be made sufficiently negative at a specific
wavelength to compensate. The expression for the refractive cubic phase o f a prism pair
. 27 .
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The net cubic phase in a cavity o f this type is negative at shorter wavelengths and
increases linearly with wavelength until at some point the cubic phase passes through
zero and becomes positive. Increasing the intraprism path length shifts this zero cubic
phase wavelength upwards. The fact that there must exist a finite amount o f prism glass
and a minimum separation o f the prisms restricts the wavelengths for which the net
cubic phase may be made equal to zero. The lower limit to the range over which
compensation is possible X^^ corresponds to the case o f zero intraprism path (i.e. no
prism glass) and here the cubic phase arising from any length o f gain medium may be
compensated for by the correct prism separation. The upper limit

corresponds to an

intraprism path length much greater than the gain medium length. In this case the
contribution from the gain medium may be ignored and the geometrical cubic phase of
the prism pair compensates for their material cubic phase. In theory, the zero cubic
phase wavelength may be set anywhere between the bounds X q^ and X^^, but in
practice, the value o f this wavelength will be restricted further by practical and realistic
constraints on the prism pair. For example, the finite radius o f the beam traversing the
prism restricts the minimum intraprism path length achievable, because the entire beam
must pass within the prism tips to avoid losses; typically - 4 mm is considered the
minimum path length for a single prism pair (2 mm per prism). The separation o f the
prisms will also be constrained to an extent by the permitted footprint o f the laser
system.
Table 2-2 below gives the values o f X^^ and X^^ for 10 mm rods o f Ti: sapphire and
Cr:LiSAF with various prism materials.
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Prism Material

CriLiSAF

Tiisapphire

Gain Medium
K p

(nm)

'^oop

(nm)

(nm)

'^cop

(nm)

Fused Silica

852

847

833

847

BK7

877

880

868

881

Lakl21

884

887

876

886

LaK31

904

917

906

916

F2

1006

1104

1097

1108

SF10

1038

1178

1197

1206

SF14

1056

1232

1225

1233

Table 2-2

Calculated i^rv-aibic-phase wavelength ranges fo r several

combinations of Brewster prism and 10 mm of laser gain materials {^ro
quadratic phase assumed).

0

C rUSA F
Fused silica
BK7
LakL21
LaK31
F2
SF10
SF14

-500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500
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1000

1050

1100

1150
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Figure 2.21 Calculated round-trip cubic phase fo r a 10mm crystal of
C rU S A F and the combined material and geometrical cubic phase of various
prism materials with 4 mm of prism glass (assuming ^ro round-trip quadratic
phase), the dashed line represents the typical centre operating wavelength of a
C rU S A F laser.

The graph in Figure 2.21 above shows separately the round-trip cubic phase for 4 mm
o f various types of prism glass and 10 mm o f Cr:LiSAF calculated for zero round-trip
quadratic phase. Indicated on the graph is the typical centre operating wavelength o f a
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Cr:LiSAF laser around 850 nm. The correct choice o f prism material for a particular
laser system will depend on the amount o f excess negative quadratic and cubic phase
required to compensate for SPM in the gain medium and cubic phase arising from the
cavity mirrors and coatings. The table below indicates the required prism glass and
wavelength to achieve the desired net round-trip quadratic and cubic phase at 850 nm
for a laser with various prism materials and a 10 mm crystal o f Cr;LiSAF,
0 fs\ 0 fs^

-150 fs^ 0 fs^

-150 fs^ -450 fs^

X (nm)

Separation
(mm)

X (nm)

Separation
(mm)

X (nm)

Separation
(mm)

Fused
Silica

839

347

882

457

747

532

BK7

874

272

918

358

785

416

LaKL21

881

175

921

225

804

259

LaK31

912

147

951

188

839

216

F2

1105

133

1155

175

1036

197

SF10

1204

93

1250

119

1149

133

SF14

1232

86

1277

108

1180

120

Table 2-3

Calculated prism glass and separation needed to achieve the

required net quadratic and cubic phase at 850 nmfo r a laser containing a 10
mm crystal o f C r:U SA F .

The above consideration may be extended for higher order dispersion terms and provide
an optimised phase response of many orders. The successful use o f this type o f
advanced dispersion compensation has led to the demonstration o f a number o f ultrafast
laser systems with pulse durations ~1 Ifs
More

compact

dispersion

compensating

schemes

such

as

Gires-Tournois

interferometers (GTIs)^^ or chirped mirror structures^® have also been used to good
effect in Cr:LiSAF and other colquiriite host laser systems to minimise higher order
dispersion and produce pulse durations as short as 65 fs. These systems, however, often
incur higher insertion losses than a Brewster-angled prism pair and are therefore not as
attractive for an efficient low-threshold femtosecond laser.
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Summary of requirements
When considering the design of a laser cavity that will be used with limited or low
pump powers the focussing o f the pump and cavity laser modes in the gain medium is
o f utmost importance. The ability to make these tight foci coincide in the tangential and
sagittal planes of the cavity is also very significant in reducing not only the CW lasing
threshold but also the modelocking threshold as it will allow a much stronger more
localised Kerr lens. Optimisation o f the gain medium itself is also important as the
threshold o f a laser cavity depends greatly on the absorption coefficient,

ctt

product

and losses associated with the gain medium. The propensity o f a resonator to modelock
must be considered, at least to a first approximation. Finally, dispersive effects within
the cavity must be carefully optimised to ensure efficient and reliable modelocked
operation.

2.3 A Diffraction-limited pump source
The requirement of a diffraction-limited or near-diffiaction-limited pump source in a
low-threshold laser has aheady been highlighted. In order to develop efficient, ultrafast
sources with low enough pump power requirements to allow pumping with narrowstripe single-spatial-mode (SSM) laser diodes, it was first necessary to find a similarly
near-difffaction-limited pump source with higher output power than generally
obtainable from commercial SSM diodes. Under normal free-running conditions broad
area semiconductor lasers emit higher powers than narrow-stripe laser diodes because
the larger emission aperture reduces thermal and optical damage to the output facet and
thus the risk o f catastrophic damage. Unfortunately the width o f these stripes,
typically 50 pm, permit many spatial modes to oscillate and interfere to produce a
broad, highly divergent beam in the far field (see Figure 2.22). It is possible, however,
to spatially improve the output o f these diodes dramatically to produce a neardiffiaction-limited output using techniques known as injection-locking^^’^^ and self
injection-locking.

Injection locking and Self-injection Locking
Injection locking has been used widely in the improvement o f laser output
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characteristics^^'^^.

In an injection-locked system, the output from a stable single

longitudinal mode ‘master’ laser is used to seed a much higher power ‘slave’ oscillator.
The injected signal locks the slave oscillator (essentially a multi-pass amplifier), to
produce a higher power, more spectrally pure beam than the slave oscillator could
possibly produce itself^. Injection locking was first demonstrated using He-Ne lasers^®,
and has since been used in many other laser systems^^"^^. In semiconductor lasers
injection-locking has significantly improved both the frequency and phase o f an output
beam to produce a more controlled laser source^^’^'^’'^^"^^. The phase control is essential
in removing the far field interference and spatially improving the output o f a diode. The
models presented to describe spatial-injection-Iocking generally describe the laser as an
emitter o f a discrete set of ‘spatial eigenmodes’^"^ either as an array o f small area
emitters^^ or as one broad area emitter^^*^^. In general, an injected beam at a suitable
angle will lock the phases o f these emitters, altering the superposition o f the
eigenmodes to most closely match the beams profile.
In a self-injection-locked or cavity phase locked configuration^^’^®'^^, the injected beam
takes the form o f fluorescence which is fed back into the laser by a mirror placed just at
the edge o f the far-field free running output. In this manner a discrete number o f spatial
eigenmodes are selected to experience a lower threshold so they preferentially oscillate
and produce a near-diffraction-limited quasi-Gaussian output in the far-field (see Figure

2 .22).
Mirror position

5

0

5

Far-field angle (degrees)
Figure 2.22 'Resultingfar-field output (solid line) of a broad area laser diode
ivitb a self injection locking mirrorju st cutting thefree-runningfar-field output
(dashed line).

It is necessary to ensure that there is enough injected or ‘fed-back’ power to saturate the
gain in the laser and suppress any free running or ‘unlocked’ laser output. The injected
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power required to saturate the gain however, increases nonlinearly with the diode drive
current. This is a problem when using the laser’s own output to provide the injectionlocking signal as the output power will increase only linearly with drive current. This
implies that higher alignment precision is required for higher drive currents and that at
some point the feedback will no longer be able to sustain single or near-single mode
operation. As the diode drive current is increased beyond this point more and more
modes will experience gain and the output beam quality will degrade. In practice a
compromise will be reached between output power and injection alignment. Care must
also be taken when optimising the output power from an SIL system as the power
density across the diode facet is no longer uniform but highly localised at certain points
and more likely to produce facet damage.
Using an injection locked system as a pump source is far from ideal because it requires
an extended cavity and critical alignment for operation at high powers. However, as the
key objective was to ultimately replace the broad area diode with narrow stripe single
spatial mode diodes, high powers (>200 mW) were not a requirement and neardiffraction-limited beams with moderate output powers were readily achievable, lower
current operation also reduced the risk o f facet damage.

The Laser Diode
The extended cavity SIL broad area diode used initially in the development of lowthreshold ultrafast sources at St. Andrews was an APT-Uniphase HB 067-500-130C
semiconductor laser (see Figure 2.23) driven by a Spectra Diode Labs SDL-800 laser
diode driver.

This laser is a multiple quantum well AlGalnP device grown on a

diamond substrate and antireflection coated for 670nm. The device was mounted on a
thermoelectric cooler (TEC) and heat sink to allow more efficient operation and provide
added protection against thermal damage. At room temperature and free-running the
diode produced ~500mW for a drive current o f approximately LIA . The same drive
current produced ~750mW when the mounting plate was cooled to 13°C.
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m

Figure 2.23 The APT-Uniphase H B -067-500-130-C semiconductor Laser,
(a) top surface (b) back facet, the bond mres are 25 /am in diameter.

The L-I characteristic of the laser is shown in Figure 2.24 below. When self-injectionlocked the laser was supplied with ~600mA-650mA and the temperature maintained at
~15°C by a Marlowe Industries Inc. SE5020 Temperature controller.
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Figure 2.24

The L -I characteristics of the APT-Uniphase semiconductor

The output of the laser was centred at 669nm ±0.2nm.
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The Injection Locking Optics
To allow for an efficient feedback, the laser was focused in the diffraction-limited plane
(perpendicular to the active stripe) and spatially extended in the non-diffraction-limited
plane (parallel to the active stripe) at the feedback mirror.

This was achieved by

combining a 60mm focal length cylindrical lens in the non-diffraction-limited plane in
conjunction with the initial tightly focusing (f~8mm) x 20 microscope objective
collimating lens situated close to the diode facet (see Figure 2.25). The feedback mirror
used was a high reflecting (HR) dielectric coated for 666 nm and cut with a flat edge to
just clip the edge of the output from the diode.
~8

230

80

Diode chip

f = 8 mm

46

f = 60 mm (cylindrical)

Position of
feedback mirror

¥igun 2.25 A. schematic of the arrangement of the sef-injection-locking optics,
in the planes (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular to the diode active stripe,
showing some typical dimensions of the selfinjection-locked laser system (all
lengths are in mm). The dashed line indicates the plane of thefeedback mirror.

In the injection-locked plane the output from the diode takes the form o f two lobes that
appear either side of the path formerly taken by the unlocked beam (see Figure 2.26).
The light within these contains -85% o f the beam energy within a quasi-Gaussian
profile (see Figure 2.28).
Diode chip

f = 8 mm

Path of self-injection locked beam

f = 60 mm (cylindrical)

Feedback mirror

Figure 2.26 Schematic o f the beams in the selfinjection-locked laser cavity.
The two beams sit at the edge of the unlocked beam profile. The output beam
is collimated.
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The coupling and injection locking optics together with some o f the typical dimensions
are described in Figure 2.27 below which clearly shows the extended nature of this type
o f pump source and hence this represents an undesirable feature for a compact laser
B rass
mount Diode chip

f=60mm
cylindrical tens
HR@670nm

Therm oelectric

t=60mm
cylindrical tens

Laser diode mount

feed track
HR@670nm
Pum p focussing lens
f=75mm

-1.5m

Figure 2.27 The injection-locked laser and the coupling optics requiredfo r the
extendedpuînp laser.

The two mirrors. Mi and M2, coated for high reflectivity at 666 nm allow the pump
beam to be ‘walked’ ensuring an optimum overlap with the laser mode may be
achieved.

The second 60mm cylindrical lens collimates the pump beam in the

diffraction-limited plane (perpendicular to the active stripe) and is necessary because
the injection locking requires the laser to be focused onto the feedback mirror in this
plane. The far-field output of the broad area AlGalnP laser in both injection-locked and
unlocked conditions was measured using a linear CCD array and is shown in Figure
2.28. The laser produced -170 mW at -670 nm for 657 mA o f drive current with a farfield divergence FWHM o f 1.0+0.1°. The effect of the injection-locking can also be
seen to narrow and upshift the spectrum as well as improving the beam quality. For the
work presented in chapter 3 the Uniphase laser diode was replaced with a Coherent S67-500C AlGalnP diode with almost identical specifications and characteristics. The
Coherent diode was mounted in a hermetically sealed package with internal TEC and
monitor photodiode adding extra facet protection against dust and condensation. A
photograph of the extended SIL cavity with the Coherent diode is shown in Figure 2.29.
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Figure 2.28 Output from the SIF laser under unlocked (blue) and locked
(red) conditions at 657 m A drive mrrent (169 m W output power): (a) farfield beam profiles of the locked (FWTriM 1.0 + 0.1°) and unlocked
(FW l-lM 10 ± 1 °) laser with the locking optics in place; (b) spectrum of the
locked (FW H M 0.3 ± 0.2 nm) and unlocked (FW H M 0.5 ± 0 .2 nm)
laser.

i

Figure 2.29 A Photograph showing the extended cavity of the self-injection
locked Uniphase S -67-500C pump laser, the inset shows the injection-locked
output beam.

The remainder of this chapter describes work primarily carried out by David Burns and
Matthew P. Critten^'^ although there was some overlap with the author on the Z-fold
Cr:LiSGaF laser described in section 2.5. The reasons for including this work here are
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three-fold; 1) it was the first system developed for the low-threshold work 2) several of
the theoretical considerations o f this chapter are elegantly demonstrated and 3) it is a
useful comparison for subsequent laser systems. An introduction to the components
common to the lasers described in this thesis is also given during the course o f the
following sections.

2A A low~threshofd ‘four-mirror' CnUSA F laser
The Laser Cavity
The first laser system to take into account the points raised in the previous sections was
the W-fold cavity configuration shown in Figure 2.30 below.

- ^

5

Figure 2 JO Schematic of the W-cavity: M 1,M 4 plane end mirrors; M 2, M 3
focusing mirrors; P dispersion compensation prisms; S 1 tuning sHt; S2 hardaperture modelocking slit; M L quarts^ modelocker.

The gain crystal was a 3 % Cr^^ doped LiSAF crystal^^ cut in a 12 mm x 8 mm x 5 mm
cuboid. One end o f the crystal was coated for high reflectivity (HR) at 840 nm and anti
reflection (AR) for high transmission at 670 nm; the other end was AR-coated at 840
nm. The cavity mirrors were 25-mm diameter broadband coated BK7 substrates fi*om
LaserOptik GmbH. Each mirror had a reflectivity o f 99.95% at 840 nm, >99.9%
between 800 nm and 870 nm and was highly transmitting at 670 nm. The transmission
loss of the mirrors was measured to be 0.08 % at the laser wavelength -850 nm. The
plane cavity end-mirrors M l and M4 had a 30’ wedge on the rear surface o f each
substrate to eliminate reflections back into the modelocked laser cavity. The folding
section mirrors M2 and M3 were initially 100 mm radius o f curvature (ROC) plano
convex mirrors; later replaced with 75 mm ROC mirrors. The Cr.LiSAF laser used an
atypical 5-mirror ‘W ’ cavity optically equivalent to the more conventional 4-mirror ‘Z ’
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cavity arrangement, used most widely for self-modelocked lasers^^, except folded about
the centre o f the gain medium. Although it was never utilised this cavity configuration
provided the possibility o f pumping through the rear HR coated crystal facet with a
tightly focused (highly divergent) beam from a broad area diode. To gain an optimum
pump, cavity mode overlap for a low-threshold and efficient modelocking it was more
efficient to focus the self-injection-locked pump beam through a folding section mirror.
Intimate pumping through the crystal HR coating could have been used in conjunction
with the SIL beam to increase the overall laser power once a low-threshold had been
established. The pump laser light was focused into the Cr;LiSAF crystal by means o f a
75 mm or 50 mm plano-convex lens placed closely behind the cavity folding mirror M2.
The Cr:LiSAF laser cavity was symmetric with arms measuring 810 mm long with the
100 mm ROC mirrors and 820 mm with the 75 mm ROC mirrors.
AO Moduiator/Modelocker

BPW28 Fast photodiode
~1 GHz bandwidth

Variable delay line

If-------CA2832 2W
broadband RF
amplifier

Second-harmonic filter
@172MHz
bandwidth ~7MHz

SP8610B
Fllter@43MHz

Small fraction of laser
output @~86MHz

Divide by 4 circuit

V

OM335 RF amplifier

Figure 2.31 A . schematic of the regenerative initiation scheme used with the
W-cavity C rU S A F laser.

Second-order dispersion or quadratic phase compensation was initially provided by an
intracavity Brewster-cut SF14 prism pair. These were later replaced with prisms made
from LaKL21, as they introduced less third-order dispersion into the cavity.

A

translatable intracavity slit was placed between the prisms as a tuning element.

A

second slit that acted as a hard modelocking aperture was placed at the end o f the cavity
arm adjacent to the pumped crystal facet. The light emitted from the end o f the arm
containing the prism pair was directed onto a fast photodetector to drive the
regenerative initiation circuit shown in Figure 2.31 above. The circuit was connected to
a 12 mm long Brewster-angled quartz AO modulator^^ placed at the end o f this arm.
The round-trip or intermode frequency o f the cavity was -8 6 MHz and the second
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harmonic was used to drive the regenerative initiation circuit as this harmonic typically
contains the most power.

CW Performance
By constantly reducing the pump power while adjusting the cavity for maximum output
the laser was optimised for a low CW lasing threshold. The pump beam was attenuated
with a variable neutral density (ND) filter wheel. The average output power from the
Cr:LiSAF laser was monitored using a large-area silicon photodiode connected via a
variable amplifier to an oscilloscope. Power measurements were made using a variety o f
calibrated thermaf^ and silicon power meters^^. The CW threshold was 45mW with the
100 mm ROC mirrors and 35mW with the 75mm ROC mirrors. The maximum output
power obtained for a pump power o f 150 mW after the pump optics was -1 .2 mW from
the rear surface of each HR mirror.

1. 2

-

1.0 -

0 .8 -

0 .6 0 .4 -

0. 2 0.0

Figure 2.32

20

3

60

80

100

Incident pump power (mW)

120

140

The C W power transfer characteristics of the diode-puniped

C riU S A F system with 100 mm ROCfolding-section mirrors.

Modelocked Performance
The regenerative modelocking was initially optimised by slightly adjusting the cavity
arm lengths. Once optimised the regenerative circuit was able to pick up and lock on to
the second harmonic of the intermode beat frequency (172 MHz). In this state the laser
was regeneratively modelocked producing picosecond pulses and the cavity required
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only slight adjustment of the folding mirrors to become self-modelocked and give
femtosecond pulses. Once the cavity was aligned for self-modelocking the ‘regen’
circuit initiated short pulse operation even after the pump path or cavity had been
blocked for a time

Self-modelocking was initially achieved with 100 mm ROC

folding mirrors and the SF14 prisms and as expected the Magni prescription for reliable
self-modelocking (see Figure 2.33) coincided closely with the low CW threshold cavity
alignments.

E 112-

O 111
Q. 110
P

109

g ) 108-

35

40

45
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0.89 - 1.0
0.78 - 0.89
0.67 - 0.78
- 0 67
■ ■ 0 . 4 4 - 0.56
- 0.44
- 0.33
H 0 . 1 1 - 0.22
■ l o - 10.11
H -0 .1 1 - 0
■ 1 - 0 22 - -0.11
H - 0 . 3 3 - -0.22
■ 1 - 0 . 4 4 - -0.33
■ 1 - 0 . 5 6 - -0.44
H - 0 67 - -0.56
H - 0 78 - -0.67
■ ■ - 0 . 8 9 - -0.78
■ ■ - 1 . 0 - -0.89

a rod position (mm)

Figure 2.33 The Magni p lo t in the tangential plane fo r the W-cavity with
100 mm ROCfolding-section mirrors.

With 150 mW o f incident pump power the laser produced 60 fs pulses using LaKL21
prisms for lower cubic phase as described in section 2.2. Sub-100 fs pulses were
obtained for incident pump powers as low as 88 mW An interferometric autocorrelation
and spectrum^^ for 97 fs pulses obtained with the 100 mm ROC. mirrors and LaK L21
prisms are shown in Figure 2.34.
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Figure 2.34 A n interferometric autocorrelation and spectrum of a transformtimited 97 fs pulse obtained from the C r.L iS A F laser mth 100 mm ROC
mirrorsfo r 100 m W pump power.

The 100 mm ROC. folding mirrors were replaced with 75 mm ROC. mirrors to decrease
the size of the cavity mode in the gain crystal reducing the cw threshold and increasing
the power of the intensity dependent Kerr lens.
The shortest pulse durations achieved with 150 mW pump power and the 75 mm
mirrors were 54 fs. Sub-100 fs pulses could be achieved with 70 mW incident pump
power which represented a three-fold improvement over similar laser systems reported
at the time^' (193mW for sub-1 OOfs pulses).
Table 2-4 below summarises the durations o f the pulses obtained for each set o f prisms
combined with the different radius o f curvature folding mirrors. As predicted in section
2.2 the reduction in the intracavity mode size in the crystal decreased the CW
thresholds, modelocking thresholds and pulse durations. Careful consideration of prism
material for cubic phase compensation also reduced the pulse durations. All the pulses
were transform limited within the measurement errors assuming a sech^ pulse shape.
The cavity repetition rate was 86MHz in all cases.
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—
100 mm
ROC.
mirrors

75 mm
ROC.
mirrors

' 1 5

1

Pump
power
100 mW

Modelocking
Threshold

SF14

93 fs

140 fs

90 mW

LaKL21

60 fs

99 fs

88 mW

SF14

65 fs

77 fs

73 mW

LaKL21

54 fs

65 fs

70 mW

Table 2-4 Pulse durations at 100 m W and 150 m W pump powerfo r 100
mm R O C mirrors and 75 mm ROC mirrors, andfo r SF14 and L aK L21
prisms.

Although the laser was based around the Magni prescription for hard-aperture
modelocking, the laser often operated in a soft-aperture regime when adjustments to the
modelocking slit had little or no effect on the output pulses. The Magni prescription
seemed to lead to a cavity geometry that is good for both modelocking regimes. This
soft-aperture operation did not occur at the exact configuration, which gave the best
hard-aperture modelocking, but the laser needed little adjustment to get from one
regime to the other. The most stable pulses were produced when the laser operated in
the soft-aperture regime.
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O °
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30

35

0.89 - 1.0
m g 0.78 - 089
- 078
- 067
- 056
- 0.44
- 033
I H o . t i - 022
■ 1 0 - 1011
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- -0.11
H - 0 . 3 3 - -0.22
* 0 - 0 44 - -0.33
I B -0.56 - -0 44
I B -0.67 - -0.56
# ■ - 0 78 - -0.67
■ 0 - 0 8 9 - -0.78
H - 1 0 .- -0.89

a rod position (mm)

Figure 2.35 The Magni plo t in the sagittal plane fo r the W-cavity with 75
mm R O C folding-section mirrors.
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The efficient performance of this laser system can be attributed to, the use of the Magni
prescription for reliable self-modelocking, the plane-plane rod geometry for low CW
threshold and the regenerative initiation.

2-5 4 low-threshofd four-mirror CnLiSGaF laser
The second low threshold system was based around a crystal o f Cr:LiSGAF. This
material was chosen because it reputedly exhibited better thermal properties than
Cr:LiSAF^^. The Cr;LiSGaF crystal was grown^^ with a higher optical quality (lower
scattering/absorption loss) than the Cr:LiSAF used previously and therefore had a lower
insertion loss. The crystal was cut in a cylindrical rod 10 mm in length and the doping
with Cr^^ ions was 3%. The crystal end facets were AR-coated for 850 nm and the
reflection loss of each coating was measured at -0.1% at 850 nm. The rod was mounted
on a goniometer-gimbal mount that allowed lateral and axial rotation o f the crystal. This
greater orientational flexibility was used to eliminate birefringence effects that were
experienced in the LiSAF laser when the crystal c-axis was not orientated correctly^"^.
The inclusion o f this mount allowed the laser to be tuned smoothly over the lasing
bandwidth.

The Laser Cavity
The cavity configuration used was the more conventional ‘Z ’ cavity shown in Figure
2.36 below. This effectively removed two mirror reflections per round-trip, reducing the
number of reflections from 8 to 6, as the cavity no longer required a fold about the
crystal. The optical components used were the same as those for the LiSAF laser but the
lower insertion loss, and hence lower thresholds, associated with the Cr:LiSGaF crystal
allowed the HR mirror M l to be replaced with an output-coupling (OC) mirror.
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M3
-C 3 -

M1
M4
ML

M2

Figure 2.36 The C rU S G A F laser 'X'-cavity; M 1,M 4 plane end mirrors;
M 2, M 3 focusing mirrors; P dispersion compensation prisms; S tuning slit;
M L, quarti^ modelocker.

The folding section mirrors M3 and M4 were 75mm ROC. orientated with folding
angles of less than 3°. The intracavity prisms used were made o f SFIO glass with a
tuning slit placed between them in order to observe and eliminate birefringence. No
modelocking slit was employed with this cavity and all self-modelocking achieved was
soft-aperture. The pump laser was the SIL AlGalnP semiconductor laser focused
through mirror M3 using a 50 mm focal length lens. The active ‘modelocker’ was the
Brimrose FQM442 AO modulator as before.

0\N Performance
With HR mirrors and all cavity elements present the lowest CW threshold achieved was
22.4 mW; almost a factor of two improvement over the LiSAF laser. The threshold
when mirror M l was replaced with a 1.5% output coupling mirror was 43 mW and the
laser exhibited a slope efficiency close to 9%. The power transfer characteristic curve is
shown in Figure 2.37.
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Figure 2.37 The C W power transfer characteristics of the diode-pumped
C nLiSG aF system with 1.3% O C mirror M1

Modelocked Performance
The Z-cavity was always modelocked in the easier to align soft-aperture regime (see
Figure 2.38).
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Figure 2.38 Soft-aperture Magni p lotfo r the C nLiSG aF s^cavity Laser.

When self-modelocked, the laser produced transform-limited, 87fs pulses for a pump
power of 170mW (see Figure 2.39). These results are similar to the Cr LiSAF laser
although the cavity now contained an output-coupler and produced an average
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modelocked output power o f ll.Sm W representing almost an order of magnitude
increase in output power over the Cr LiSAF laser of section 2.4. This increase was
achieved by the reduction of intracavity losses in the crystal and the effective removal
of two mirror reflections per round-trip.

Wavelength (nm)

Delay (fs)

Figure 2.39 Interferometric autocorrelation and spectrum fo r pulses from the
C riU SG oF laser. The average output power of the pulses was 11.5 m W for
170 m W pum p power and A t — E7 fs, 2 — 850 nm, AX = 8.3 nm and
A vA t — 0.30.

The Cr;LiSGaF laser demonstrated usable output powers with pump powers lower than
the reported CW thresholds of many Cr^^ systems at the time! Shorter pulses may have
been obtained from this system either by re-fitting an HR mirror to increase the
intracavity power or by using fiised-silica prisms as they would have provided the least
third-order dispersion for the length o f gain medium.

2.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, some o f the key considerations to be made when designing a short pulse
laser system with low pump power requirements have been introduced. Firstly, the
material properties of the gain media, namely the pump absorption coefficient and the
upper state lifetime/cross-section product

(gt)

must be suited to a low cw threshold

condition. Secondly, the parasitic losses within the laser cavity A must be minimised
and the cavity must be configured to allow the best overlap o f the pump beam and the
cavity mode in the gain medium. This is achieved in gain media with relatively high
pump absorption coefficients ( a ^ ) by ensuring that both the pump beam and cavity
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mode are tightly focussed and coincident at one end o f the gain crystal. The geometry of
the laser cavity must also be examined with regards to ensuring that an efficient
modelocking mechanism can be produced. The conditions required for this efficient
self-modelocking have been discussed and a simple geometrical model presented that
gives the optimum cavity alignment for a hard-aperture modelocked femtosecond laser.
The results o f the model and an intuitive discussion both lead to the conclusion that the
conditions for a low cw threshold namely the tightly focussed beam at one end o f the
laser rod (with high a ^ ) , also give rise to the most efficient self-focussing effect on the
cavity mode provided that the cavity is aligned near a stability limit. Finally, the
dispersion o f the laser cavity must be considered to ensure that the shortest pulses and
therefore the lowest modelocking threshold may be achieved. Using a model suggested
by Lemoff and Barty^^ both the quadratic and cubic phase present in the cavity may be
compensated for by using a suitable prism arrangement. These prisms have the
advantage over other compensation schemes in that they introduce the lowest insertion
losses and therefore help to maintain a low cw threshold. Due to the requirement o f a
tightly focussed pump beam a diffraction-limited pump source based on a self-injection
locked broad area laser diode that was used to pump the preliminary low threshold laser
cavities was then described.
Two ultrashort pulse laser systems were described that used plane-plane cut gain crystal
to ensure a very tight focus in both the tangential and sagittal plane o f the laser
resonator were possible. The first system used a crystal o f Cr:LiSAF in a W-type cavity
configuration which allowed the possibility o f intimate pumping with broad area laser
diodes for higher output powers. The second laser system used a crystal o f Cr LiSGaF
in a more traditional Z cavity with two fewer mirror reflections than the W cavity. This
laser permitted the use of an output coupler to provide close to an order o f magnitude
greater output power.
By carefully considering the aspects o f a laser system that contribute to its modelocking
threshold sub 100 mW thresholds for sub-100 fs operation were achieved.
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Chapter 3: Femtosecond CnLiSGaF
and Cr.LiSAF lasers with 3-mlrror
resonators
3.1 Introduction
The traditional Z-fold or X-fold cavity arrangement for ultrashort pulse lasers has varied
little since the first successful demonstration o f self-modelocking\ The overall
dimensions of the traditional ultrashort pulse (USP) Ti; sapphire lasers was not too much
o f an issue because the size o f the Ar^ pump laser often dwarfed the ultrafast laser and
thus there was little point in concentrating effort on reducing the size o f the USP laser
footprints. By contrast, the advent o f directly diode pumpable broadband solid-state
materials has stimulated interest in the production o f more compact and efficient
ultrashort-pulse sources^’^.
A significant factor in the performance improvement o f the Z-fold Cr LiSGaF laser over
the W-cavity CriLiSAF laser in the previous chapter was the removal o f parasitic cavity
losses, namely, the two superfluous mirror reflections per round-trip. The Z-cavity,
however, still experiences losses at 6 mirror reflections in a round-trip; 4 crystal AR
coatings; 4 Brewster-modelocker surfaces and 8 Brewster-prism surfaces. To establish a
laser system with a threshold conducive to narrow stripe diode pumping it is therefore
necessary to fiirther reduce the sources o f loss. In this chapter, laser resonators with
three cavity mirrors and therefore only four mirror reflections per round-trip will be
described and the various merits o f each discussed. Further measures to remove other
sources o f parasitic loss in two practical laser systems will also be described.
The first 3-mirror laser incorporates a CrUiSGaF crystal and provides a significant
performance increase in terms of threshold and occupies almost half the bench space of
the lasers described in the previous chapter. In the second 3-mirror laser the Cr LiSGaF
crystal was replaced with a Brewster-cut slab o f CnLiSAF^ as the reflection losses
associated with the AR coatings o f the CrLiSGaF crystal represented a major source of
parasitic loss in the 3-mirror cavity. The lower losses associated with the Brewster3-1
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angled crystal reduced the cavity losses considerably with a significant improvement in
the cw threshold over the previous system. This in turn permitted, for the first time to
our knowledge, the operation o f a femtosecond laser with a single narrow-stripe
diffraction-limited laser diode as the pump source.
The measurement and discussion o f the noise present in a laser system is then presented
showing the diode pumped colquiriite lasers to have superior noise properties than
previous USP lasers. Finally, an application o f the lasers in the assessment o f a streak
camera system is highlighted.

3.2 Resonators with 3 cavity mirrors
The reduction in the number of cavity mirrors from 4 to 3 reduces the total number of
mirror reflections experienced in a round-trip from 6 to 4. This results in a more
compact laser system with lower intracavity losses A and therefore a lower intrinsic cw
threshold (see Figure 3.1).

M3
M1

M2

M4
M2
M3
Figun 3.1 Schematic of a 4-mirror Z-fold and a 3 -minor camty.

Stability
The variation of the stability parameter S and the folding mirror separation b is
considerably different for the case o f a 3-mirror resonator compared with the 4-mirror
resonators discussed earlier. In the 4-mirror asymmetric Z-cavity the laser stability was
characterised by a parabola forming two separate stable regions, the LMS and the HMS
over which, -1 < 6" < 1, (see Figure 3.2a). These regions were bounded by four distinct
stability limits, (i)-(iv), that related to the effective focal length o f the folding section.
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For the special case of a symmetric Z-cavity the stability parabola shifted up to join the
stability limits (ii) and (iii) forming a single stability region which has been shown to
improve the modelocking performance^ (Figure 3.2b).

CO

w

S.

S.

IE

E

âHMS

(a)

LMS

F dding mirror separation (rrm)

Stable region

(b)

Folding mirror separation (mm)

Figure 3.2 Stability diagrams fo r the (a) asymmetric and (b) ymmetric 4mirror Z-fold cavity, the shaded regions indicate the stable region.

For the case of a 3-mirror resonator supporting a TEMoo mode the stability condition
again gives rise to two separate stability regions which are linked directly to R ( z ) the
wavefront radius of curvature of the cavity mode. Figure 3.3 below shows some o f the
fundamental properties o f a TEMoo Gaussian beam indicating the waist
w(z), and the wavefront radius o f curvature

, the spot size

The point at which the radius o f

curvature reaches a maximum is referred to as the Rayleigh range^
TtWr
À
Hqnation 3.1

w(z)

R(z)
z=0

Figure 3.3

Schematic of a TEMgg Gaussian mode emanating from a

waist Wq ,

is the Kcyleigh range, w {z )is the spot si^e ctnd R {z )is the

wavefront radius of curvature.
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By fixing a mirror of finite radius o f curvature B! to one side o f the waist in the case of
a simple 2-mirror cavity, there will exist two points beyond the waist either side of
for which a second mirror radius o f curvature R will form a stable resonator cavity.
These points exist at distances
Z \- —

and ^2 - y +
Equation 3.2

from the cavity waist (see Figure 3.4). We will refer to the two stability regions formed
at these points as the near-field and far-field stability regions as they lie either side of
the Rayleigh range.

Fixed mirror

Figure 3.4 Schematic of a Gaussian mode about a cavity ivaist showing the
two possible stable mirrorpositions z, and z^.

The consideration of a folding section in a 3-mirror cavity is essentially the same as for
this two mirror case and Figure 3 .5 shows the variation o f the stability parameter S with
folding mirror separation b for a 3-mirror resonator. The stability limits (I) and (II) for
each stable region correspond directly with the planar-confocal limit (i) and the
conjugate-plane limit (iv) in Figure 3.2 where the mode degenerates into plane and
spherical waves respectively in the cavity arm. These stability limits are equally
important for the 3-mirror case as in the 4-mirror because the value o f Ô (Kerr lens
sensitivity) will increase in magnitude towards these limits (Equation 2.28). The weakobjective limit (ii) and strong objective limit (iii) have no corresponding limits in a laser
cavity with a single arm.
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Figure 3 .5 Variation of the stability parameter S m th vatying mirror
separations in a 3-mirror canity containing a 1Qmm C k U S G oF crystal and
75 mm ROC mirrors resulting in a near-field stability region and a far-field
stability region each with stability limits (I) and (II).

In the case o f a 4-mirror cavity the HMS and LMS regions often lie within the travel o f
a standard translation stage, whereas, it may be observed from Figure 3.5 that for the 3mirror case the two stability regions lie far apart. The theoretical point when these two
regions meet occurs when R ~ 2Zj^ but as the ROC o f the mirror approaches this value
the resonator waist,

, becomes smaller, thus further separating the two regions. In the

3-mirror laser it is in fact impossible to make these two regions intersect and therefore
the special case of the symmetric 4-mirror resonator for modelocking has no analogy in
a 3-mirror cavity. As the two stability regions will never coincide there will exist two
types o f resonator based on a 3-mirror geometry; the near-field resonator and the farfield resonator.

Semimonolithic resonator geometry
A near-field resonator for self-modelocking will in general require a mirror placed close
to the cavity waist as, due to the tight intracavity focus required, resulting in

being

typically o f the order o f a couple o f millimetres. For this reason the most practical nearfield resonator is the special case, o f a plane mirror placed at the cavity waist, where the
radius o f curvature is infinite, the so-called semimonolithic resonator^. In this special
case there is only one mirror separation which corresponds to a stable cavity because the
3-5
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second stable region lies an infinite distance beyond

. This cavity configuration lends

itself to using a gain medium with an HR coated plane cut facet as this forces the cavity
waist position to always exist at the surface o f the crystal the merits o f which for low cw
and modelocking thresholds were discussed in detail in chapter 2. In this configuration
the cavity is then optically equivalent to half o f a symmetric Z-cavity divided about the
centre of the crystal (Figure 3.1) and represents a major simplification over previous
modelocked solid-state laser designs. Fujimoto and colleagues first investigated this
type of cavity for the purpose o f modelocking^ ^.

M1

M2

M3

Figure 3.6 Schematic o f the semimonolithic cavity and optical equivalent fo r
consideration of small signal Kerr lens sensitivity Ô.

The combination of gain medium and end mirror reduces the number of degrees of
freedom in the laser by two. In the 4-mirror cavity the position o f the crystal a, the
folding mirror separation b and the lengths o f each cavity arm could be adjusted
independently. In the 3-mirror cavity the waist or focus is fixed at the mirror coated
crystal facet and the mirror separation and crystal position become equivalent (b = a + 1,
where 1 is the length o f the crystal). Optimisation o f modelocking therefore becomes a
one-dimensional problem significantly simplifying the alignment and operation o f the
laser. Figure 3.7 below shows the variation o f the stability parameter S with the folding
mirror separation b in a 3-mirror semimonolithic cavity containing a 10 mm plane/plane
Cr LiSGaF crystal and 75 mm ROC mirrors. Figure 3.8 shows how Ô varies with b
using the full implementation o f the Magni model

for the same cavity. It can be seen

that Ô can only be made sufficiently negative at the crystal facet while it is never
negative at the plane end mirror M3 hence the laser will only operate in a soft or gainaperture regime. Bouma^ was the first to use the Magni prescription to successfully
predict the behaviour o f a soft-aperture laser system in this manner.
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¥tgure 3 .7 Variation of the stability parameter S with mirror separation b in
a 3-mirror semimonolithic laser containing a 10 mm plane!plane cut
C rL iS G aF crystal and 75 mm R O C mirror:
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Figure 3.8

Variation of 5

with mirror separation b in a 3 -mirror

semimonolithic laser containing a 10 mm plane j plane cut C rL iS G aF crystal
and 75 mm R O C mirror.

The semimonolithic 3-mirror cavity lends itself to high power end pumping with diode
lasers as the highly divergent pump light can be closely coupled and tightly focussed
into the gain medium.
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Retroreflecting resonator geometry
By removing degrees of freedom in the resonator, modelocking may be achieved more
easily when available pump power is not an issue. However, with limited pump power
the loss o f too many adjustable parameters will have a detrimental effect on the
alignment and performance of the laser. To retain as many degrees of freedom as
possible while still removing a cavity mirror it is necessary to keep the folding section
of the cavity intact. In this manner the crystal position and the folding mirror separation
may be independently adjusted as in the case o f the 4-mirror cavity, and a full twodimensional Magni modelling consideration can be made.

This configuration

corresponds to a cavity aligned in the far-field stability region and is termed a
‘retroreflecting resonator’ because the curved mirror re-images the cavity mode through
the crystal (see Figure 3.9).

M1

M 2

C 3M 3

¥igune 3.9 Schematic of the retroreflecting cavity showing the crystal position,
a, the folding mirror separation, b, and the stable separation,

, of ^drror

M1 from the cavity waist assuming the pump light isfocussed through M 3.

Figure 3.10 below shows in more detail the stability condition for the particular
retroreflecting laser taken from Figure 3.5. The retroreflecting curved mirror sits at a
distance from the cavity waist equivalent to its radius of curvature and the intervening
distance may be regarded as ‘dead space’ as far as laser operation is concerned. The
stability limits (I) and (II) in Figure 3.10 are equivalent to those in Figure 3.5 and
correspond to the mode degenerating into plane and spherical waves in the cavity arm
respectively.
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120

121

Figure 3.10 Variation of the stability parameter J with mirror separation b
in a 3 -mirror retroreflecting Laser containing a 10 mm plane I plane cut
C r.LiSG aF crystal and 75 mm R O C mirror.

The Magni plots in Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 below show the variation o f the Kerrlens sensitivity 5 in the tangential plane o f the resonator at the plane end-mirror M2
and the cavity waist position (the pumped crystal facet).
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Figure 3.11 A Magni plo t of Styi,h) in the tangential plane at the plane end
mirror M 2 fo r a 3 -mirror retroreflecting laser containing a 10 mm
plane!plane cut C r.LiSG aF crystal and 75 mm R O C mirrors.
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Figure 3.12 A Magni plo t of
in the tangential plane a t the pumped
crystalfacet nearest mirror M 3 fo r a 3 -mirror retroreflecting laser containing a
10 mm plane!plane cut C r.LiSG aF crystal and 75 mm R O C mirrors.

The two diagrams describe the propensity o f the laser to operate in a hard-aperture or
soft-aperture modelocking regime. Figure 3.11, the hard-aperture case, shows that the
spot size at the end-mirror only decreases when the cavity waist lies outside the crystal
and the mirror separation is close to the stability limit. As in the case o f the
semimonolithic cavity the laser will be impossible to hard-aperture modelock, in a lowthreshold system at least. In addition to this argument if we were to use a prism pair for
dispersion compensation, the cavity mode will be spatially dispersed at this end-mirror
and therefore an aperture would also limit the bandwidth. It is obvious from Figure 3 .12
that a laser of this type will be much more suited to soft-aperture modelocking as the
region where Ô becomes negative extends well within the stability limits and
corresponds to the cavity waist on or just inside the crystal facet. It may be observed
from Figure 3.13, which shows the variation of Ô at the crystal facet in the sagittal
plane, that in the case o f the 3-mirror cavity the magnitude and variation o f ô can be
similar in both the sagittal and tangential planes o f the resonator. This indicates that
uniform beam focussing in both planes may be achieved, reinforcing the 3-mirror
cavity’s potential to soft-aperture modelock.
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Figure 3.13 A Magni plot of S(2.,h) in the sagittal plane at the pumped
crystalfacet nearest mirror M 3 fo r a 3 -mirror retroreflecting laser containing a
10 mm plane!plane cut C r.U SG aF crystal and 75 mm R O C mirrors.

In addition to the benefits for the optimisation of self-modelocking the ability to
position the crystal at any point about the cavity waist is also a necessary condition for
optimising the cw threshold. For these reasons the retroreflecting geometry was adopted
for the laser systems described in the remainder o f this chapter.

3.3 A S-mirror C rU S G a F laser
The laser cavity
The first implementation o f a retroreflecting resonator was the simple removal o f a
cavity arm from the 4-mirror Cr;LiSGaF laser described in the previous chapter. Figure
3.14 below shows the cavity configuration o f the resulting 3-mirror Cr;LiSGaF laser.
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M3

M1

XTAL

M2

PML

Figure 3.14 Schematic of the 3-mirror cavity: M l, M 3 focusing mirrors; M 2
plane end mirror; P dispersion compensating Infrasilprism; P M L fused silica
prism modelocker L 50 mm pump focussing lens, X T A L 10 mm 3% doped
C r.U SG aF crystal mounted on a goniometer.
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Figure 3.13 Spot
in the tangential (positive) and saggital (negative)
planes of the 3 -mirror C rU S G a F resonator with an overall cainty length of
850 mm.

The mirrors were all HR coated (R>99.95% @ 840 nm) with the two folding mirrors
M l and M3 having a 75 mm radius of curvature. A low-loss ‘Infrasil’ fused silica prism
and a combined fused silica prism modulator from an Ar^ laser (Spectra Physics model
342A acousto-optic prism-modelocker) provided dispersion compensation. Fused silica
was used as it provided the minimum third-order dispersion for this combination of
prism pair and 10 mm crystal of Cr LiSGaF. A fast photodiode and RF amplifier circuit
connected to the prism modelocker provided regenerative initiation (see Figure 3.16).
The regenerative circuit was seeded with the loss from one o f the AR coatings o f the
CR LiSGAF crystal. The combination o f prism and modelocker permitted regenerative
initiation to be implemented without the inclusion of additional intracavity elements.
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This helped to remove parasitic reflection losses from the cavity and further reduce the
lasing threshold
BPW28 F ast photodiode
-1 GHz bandwidth

V

B an d -p ass filter
@ 172MHz
bandwidth ~7MHz

OM335 RF amplifier

Small fraction of laser
field @ ~172M Hz
from AR crystal coating

S P8605B
Divide by 2 circuit

Filter @ -86M H z

CA2832 2W
broadband RF
amplifier

-/f-

AO M odulator/M odelocker.

Figure 3.16

Variable delay line

Schematic of the regenerative initiation scheme used with the

3 -mirror C r.U SG aF laser.

The laser cavity measured approximately 850 mm and the repetition or intermode
frequency was close to 180 MHz. As this laser was almost half the length o f the 4mirror laser, the circuit in Figure 3.16 is slightly different to the one used with the 4mirror laser. The SP8610B divide by 4 circuit was replaced with a SP8605B divide by 2
circuit and a couple of the RF filters were tuned to the new cavity length. The pump
source used throughout the work on this laser was the self-injection-locked system
described in section 2.3. Figure 3.17 shows the configuration o f the SIL laser with a
variable neutral density (ND) filter wheel used to reduce the pump power, and a
pinhole/slit arrangement used to remove any excess pump light that did not contribute to
the operation o f the Cr LiSGaF laser.
Laser diode
package

f=60mm
cylindrical lens

f=60mm
cylindrical lens

Laser diode mount

T

Vertical slit

M,

%

M

feedback

I

HR@670nm \

g
M,

Pinhole

HR@670nm

I

Pump focussing lens
f=50 mm

Figure 3.17 Sef-injection locked Coherent S-67-500C A lG aln P laser diode
with a vertical slit and pinhole to aperture beam and a variable N D filter
wheel to attenuate the pump power.
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CW performance
The laser was aligned for a low cw threshold by optimising performance while
continually reducing the pump power. The slit and pinhole were then placed in the
pump beam and closed until their effect on the output o f the CriLiSGaF laser was just
detectable. In this manner the slit and pinhole could be made to reduce the pump power
by -11% without affecting the operation o f the laser. The cw threshold with the SIL
pump beam apertured in this manner was typically -1 4 - 15 mW measured after the
pump focussing lens and cavity mirror M l. Placing the power meter head immediately
in front of the crystal indicated thresholds as low as 13 mW. When the laser was
pumped with 160 mW, cw output powers as high as 2.5 mW were observed. Figure 3.18
below shows a typical power characteristic for the 3-mirror LiSGaF laser.

2.01.5-

Q.

1.0-

Q.
0 .5 -

0.0
20

40

100

120

Pump power (mW)

Figure 3.18 Typical power characteristic of the 5 -mirror C r.U SG aF laser,
pump powers measured before the pump focussing lens cfter steering optics and
slit

initial modeiocked performance
After initial alignment o f the autocorrelator and connection o f the regenerative circuit
the laser was modeiocked almost immediately. Initial pulse durations o f 300 fs were
quickly optimised by careful adjustment o f the intracavity dispersion and folding
mirror/crystal separations. Pulse durations of 84 fs were obtained for a pump power of
130 mW (see Figure 3.19) and sub 100 fs pulse durations could be achieved for pump
powers as low as 93 mW. The prism separation was 560 mm.
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Figure 3.19 Interferometric autocorrelation and spectrum obtained fo r 84 fs
pulses with an average ouputpower of ~ 1 m W obtainedfor 130 mWpuirrp.

The structure observed in the spectrum o f Figure 3.19 is due to the multi-mode nature of
the fibre used to couple the light into the optical spectrum analyser and could be all but
removed by bending the fibre appropriately. During these initial measurements stability
problems arose in the cw output o f the laser in the form o f longer timescale fluctuations
of the order of ~ 30 s. These fluctuations were thought to be due to feedback from the
plane crystal facet into the pump laser and slight misalignment o f the Cr LiSGaF crystal
removed this effect. To further stabilise the laser system a protective cover was
constructed to reduce air currents and dust contamination.
Another stability issue for this laser concerned the regenerative initiation system and
prism modelocker. A standing-wave, acousto-optic modulator exhibits resonances for
which a much higher proportion o f RF power is absorbed. These resonances occur at
intervals defined by the physical thickness o f the modulator and in the case o f the prism
modelocker this was approximately 400 Hz. Ideally, a modelocker should not be
operated on a resonance for regenerative initiation as this can result in thermal effects.
However, in order to sustain modeiocked operation in the lasers presented here a larger
modulation than could be achieved between resonances was often required due to the
relatively low intracavity intensities. For this reason the lasers ran on, or near, a
resonance o f the modelocker. During the course o f taking o f results for this laser system
the modelocker was replaced with an identical model that exhibited stronger resonances
between 80 and 90 MHz. The second modulator made modeiocked operation easier to
achieve but unfortunately suffered more from heating resulting in a shift in the
resonance frequencies and less stable pulses. Stable modelocking could still be achieved
if the modelocker was allowed to thermally stabilise and an equilibrium position
reached.
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Modeiocked Performance
The initial performance was hampered by the incorrect alignment of the prism
modelocker, which was not Brewster angled properly. Once this was corrected and the
laser was pumped with the maximum available pump power o f 150 mW, the laser
produced 65 fs bandwidth-limited pulses (assuming sech^ pulse profiles) at average
output powers of the order of 1 mW. This indicates an intracavity average power of
1.25 W and a peak power o f - 100 kW. Pulse durations o f -7 0 fs were achieved for
pump powers as low as 85 mW. The typical prism separation was 545 mm. By carefully
adjusting the cavity parameters to retain short pulse operation while the pump power
was reduced the modelocking threshold o f this laser system was investigated. Ultrashort
pulse operation o f the laser could be achieved for pump powers as low as 25 mW and
sub-100 fs pulses achieved for pump powers less than 50 mW. Figure 3.20 below shows
an interferometric autocorrelation and spectrum of transform-limited 104 fs pulses
obtained with 45 mW pump and Figure 3.21 shows data o f 250 fs pulses with a timebandwidth product o f 0.3 obtained with 25 mW. The noise evident in the
autocorrelation in Figure 3.21 is due to the limits of the SHG detection.
t-ssM—r w
Ax

V * = 8 5 0 nm
AX = 7.2 nm
At
= 104 fs
A v A t - 0.31

~ 104 fs

-3 0 4

Wavelength (nm)

D elay (fs)

Figure 3.20 Interferometric autocorrelation and spectrum of 104 fs pulses
obténedfo r 45 mW pump.
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Figure 3.21

Interferometric autocorrelation and spectrum of 250 fs pulses

with an average ouputpower of 95 fxW obtainedfor 25 mW purrp.

3.4 A 3-mirror Cr:LiSAF laser
The laser cavity
In section 2.2 the astigmatic effect o f using a Brewster-angled gain medium on the
cavity foci and hence the threshold of a symmetric 4-mirror cavity was discussed. This
detrimental effect on the cavity focus may be removed in a 3-mirror cavity if the pump
light is focussed through the retroreflecting end mirror. Assuming the angle o f the
folding mirror compensates for the astigmatism introduced by the Brewstered crystal
the cavity foci in the tangential and sagittal planes may coincide on the opposite face of
the crystal, i.e. the pumped end o f the crystal adjacent to M l. A tight localised focus is
therefore achieved at a low-loss Brewstered crystal surface; the optimum low-threshold
condition. Figure 3.22 shows graphically the cavity focal positions at the pumped
crystal facet in a symmetric 4-mirror laser and the retroreflecting 3-mirror laser
respectively.
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¥igun 3.22

Spot si^ and position of the cavity foci in the tangential

positive) and sagittal (negative) planesfo r a symmetric 4~mirror cavity (dotted
Une) and an endpumped retroreflcting 3-mirror cavity (solid line) containing a
10 mm Brewster-angled slab of C rU S A F .

Figure 3.23 below shows a schematic o f the 3-mirror cavity with the Brewster-cut
crystal, which was a 7 mm long Cr;LiSAF slab with 1.5% Cr^^ doping ( a ^ ~ 9 cm'^).
The mirrors were identical to those used in the previous laser except the radius o f
curvature of the retroreflecting end mirror M l was reduced from 75 mm to 50 mm. This
allowed the use o f the shorter 50 mm focal length lens and therefore a more tightly
focussed pump mode to exist at the crystal face helping to reduce the cw threshold. The
75 mm ROC folding mirror M3 was set at a half-angle o f 14.5° to compensate for the
astigmatism due to the Brewster-angled crystal. The modulator was the same prism
modelocker as before and together with an Infrasil fused silica prism provided negative
intracavity GVD and minimum third-order dispersion. Pumping the gain crystal in a
resonator of this type through the retroreflecting end mirror has a consequence on the
stability of the laser. The fact that the pump beam must pass through this mirror implies
that obtaining feedback from the cavity arm during initial alignment could be non-trivial
as the placing of a photodetector behind this mirror is obviously impossible. Also, any
deviation or adjustment in the angle or position o f this mirror results in either the
reduction o f overlap between the pump and cavity modes or a defocusing o f the pump
mode at the crystal facet. It was found that this resonator configuration was quite
tolerant of these issues even at low pump powers and that optical feedback and
subsequent lasing, were easily obtained. (This cavity has also been used successfully in
a self-modelocked Cr^ :YAG laser^^).
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The pump-focussing lens situated behind mirror M l had a focal length o f 50 mm The
laser cavity again measured -850 mm with an intermode frequency o f -180 MHz. The
regenerative initiation circuit was identical to the circuit in Figure 3.16 and was driven
using the leakage from mirror M3.

Tight localised focus
at crystal facet

M1

M3
PML

M2

Figure 3.23 Schematic of the 3-mirror C r.U S A F cavity: M 1, M 3 focusing
mirrors; M 2 plane end mirror; P dispersion compensating Infrasil prism;
PM L fused silica prism modelocker, L pump focussing lens.
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Figure 3.24 Spot sii^e in the tangential (positive) and saggital (negative) planes
of the 3-mirror retrvreflecting resonator mth an overall cavity length of
850 mm.
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Figure 3.25 Photograph of the 3 -mirror C r.U S A F laser, inset: close-up of
thefolding section showing the C rU S A F crystal and the Infrasilprism.

The pump system was reconstructed for the Cr:LiSAF laser and consisted of the SIL
laser polarisation combined with a commercial narrow-stripe single-spatial-mode
(SSM) AlGalnP laser diode (SDL 7311-Gl). The SSM diode chip was housed in a
9 mm T03 package that was mounted on the heatsink and TEC arrangement shown in
Figure 3.26. The SSM laser diode was rated for 33 mW maximum output at 670 nm but
was limited to 30 mW when used to pump the Cr LiSAF laser. The diode was driven
using a Wavelength Electronics LFI4352 3.25 A laser diode driver and the temperature
of the laser can was maintained at ~ 15°C with a Wavelength Electronics LF3526
2.25 Amp temperature controller. Figure 3.27 shows a typical power characteristic of
the SDL device.
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Thermistor

H eatsink
Figure 3.26

Mounting fo r S D L singk-spatial-mode diode laser, T E C —

thervnoelectric cooler, M O - x 20 microscope objective, the table insert details
some characteristics of the laser diode.

Drive current (mA)

Figure 3.27 Typicalp o m r characteristic of the S D L -7 311-G1 laser diode.

The emitter facet of the SSM diode measured less than 5 x 1 |im and produced a neardiftfaction-limited beam in planes both parallel and perpendicular to the active region.
The output beams had a characteristic ellipticity o f ~ 3:1 and could be collimated with a
simple aspheric or microscope objective lens thus dispensing with the need for more
elaborate and extended beam shaping schemes. Figure 3.28 shows the scheme used to
combine the SSM and the SIL lasers. The SSM diode was p-polarisation oriented for
optimal absorption in the Cr LiSAF crystal and the SIL laser was polarisation rotated to
be s-polarised with a periscope. The maximum available power at the pump-focussing
lens was 25 mW from the SSM diode and 99 mW from the SIL diode.
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Figure 3.28 Schematic of the fu ll pump ystem to combine the outputs from
the S IL and SSM diodes used initially with the C r.U S A F laser.

Various beam shape optimisation schemes were investigated in the SSM beam path
including diode collimating optics, an anamorphic prism pair with a spherical telescope
and a cylindrical telescope in conjunction with the standard x 20 microscope objective
shown above. The conclusion of these investigations was that although some o f these
schemes produced a more uniform beam shape with minimal aberrations they made
insignificant improvements to the threshold o f the Cr LiSAF laser and introduced too
much loss for the low power SSM diode.

CW performance
For optimum KLM operation the laser was first aligned for a low cw threshold. Just
8.5 mW o f power was required from the p-polarised SSM diode to achieve lasing with
all the cavity elements in place. The threshold when using the s-polarised SIL diode was
19 mW indicating the lower absorption o f Cr LiSAF in the plane perpendicular to the
crystal c-axis. Figure 3.29 below shows a power characteristic for the Cr LiSAF laser
when aligned for low threshold.
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Figure 3.29 Pom r characteristic of the 3-mirror C n U S A F laser.

Initial modeiocked performance
Figure 3.30 and Figure 3.31 below show Magni-type plots for the 3-mirror
retroreflecting laser at the end mirror M l and the pumped crystal facet adjacent to Ml
respectively.
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Figure 3.30

A Magni plo t of ô(gi,h) in the tangential plane at the

retroreflecting end mirror M 1 fo r a 3 -mirror retroreflecting laser containing a 7
mm Bremter cut C nU SG aF crystal with 50 mm (M 1) and 75 mm (M3)
R O C mirrors.
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Figure 3.31 A Magni plot of 0(2L,h) in the tangefitialplane at the pumped
crystalfacet (nearest mirror M l) fo r a 3 -mirror retroreflecting laser containing
a 7 mm Brewster cut C r.LiSG aF crystal with 50 mm (M l) and 75 mm
(M 3) R O C mirrors.

Figure 3.31 indicates clearly that the cavity is well suited to soft-aperture selfmodelocking as Ô is negative over a large proportion o f the stable region. Hardaperture modelocking at M l is impossible because the pump light must also pass
through this mirror and an aperture placed before this mirror will obviously obstruct the
pump beam.
The laser produced 89 fs pulses within five minutes o f connecting the regenerative
initiation circuit to the modelocker. The power from the combined pump diodes at the
pump focussing lens was 114 mW and the average output power from the laser was
870 pW. When the pump power was reduced to 40 mW the laser produced 196 fs
pulses. After initial optimisation the laser produced 70 fs pulses for 100 mW o f pump
light. When pumped with only the SSM diode (25.5 mW) the laser produced -200 fs
pulses at an average output power of 150 pW and with a time-bandwidth product of
0.35 (see Figure 3.32). The corresponding intracavity average and peak powers were
- 0.2 W and 5 kW respectively. This result represented the first femtosecond pulses
from a laser pumped with a laser diode more commonly used in a supermarket barcode
reader or CD writer!
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Figure 3.32 Intensity mttocorrelation o f200f s pulses obtained with the SSM
pump laser only.

The pump system was then replaced with a pair o f prototype 50 mW 680 nm SSM
narrow-stripe

diodes^^’^^

from

the

Philips

Optoelectronics

Research

Centre

(CQLEOd/DS)^"^. These diodes were based on a selectively buried ridge structure^^ and
were fabricated using strain overcompensation to increase the bandgap near the emitter
facet thereby reducing absorption and the risk o f catastrophic optical mirror damage.
The diodes were supplied ‘as is’ with no specified lifetime so they were mainly kept to
a maximum output of 42 mW and each was cooled to 15°C using the same mounting
configuration as the SDL SSM diode. Figure 3.33 below shows a typical power
characteristic for the prototype devices showing similar thresholds and slope
efficiencies as the SDL devices.
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Figure 3.33 Typical power' characteristic of the Philips C Q L S 06ID 5 laser
diodes.
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The diodes were mounted orthogonally with respect to each other and polarisation
combined to give 76 mW o f power incident at the pump-focussing lens. The emitter
facet of each diode measured 4.5 x 1 pm producing a similar -3 :1 elliptical beam as the
SDL devices and as before, no beam reshaping was used which resulted in a cross
shaped pump beam (see Figure 3.34).

steering mirrors

Polarising Beam Cube

Pum p beam shape

P u m p fo cu ssin g len s
f=50 m m

Figure 3.34 Configuration of the two orthogonally mounted prototype Philips
laser diodes.

9
Figure 3.35 Photograph showing the layout of the Philips SSM laser diodes
and the coupling optics used.
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Modeiocked performance
Stable, bandwidth-limited puises o f 60 fs duration were readily obtained with an
average output power of 1.57 mW available through each HR mirror (see Figure 3.36).
The corresponding intracavity average and peak powers were ~ 2 W and 185 kW
respectively. Had a suitable output coupling mirror o f slightly lower reflectivity
(R~99.75 %) been available at the time it should have been possible to increase the
useful output power to >3.5mW, but the modeiocked performance might have been
compromised. Once stable femtosecond operation was accomplished using this
arrangement, the regenerative-modelocking electronics could be switched off, at which
point the laser operated in a purely passively modeiocked manner To assess the
stability of the pulse train, a phase-noise measurement was carried out using the
methodology described later in this chapter the results of which are also presented later.
( 8 .50?
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Figure 3.36 Interferometnc autocorrelation and spectrum of 60 f s pubes with
an average output power of 1.57 m W obtainedfor 76 m W pump.
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Figure 3.37 Inteferometric autocorrelation and spectrum o f7 0 fs pubes with
an average output power o f730 juW obtainedfor 36 m W pump.

Finally, the s-polarised laser was switched off and the cavity dispersion optimised for
pumping with one p-polarised Philips diode by introducing more prism material into the
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cavity. This compensates for the reduction in the total effective positive dispersion, as
the lower intracavity power induces less self-phase modulation"^. With only 36 mW of
incident pump power, bandwidth-limited pulses as short as 75 fs duration at 730 pW
output power were obtained (see Figure 3.37). Sub-100 fs pulsed operation ceased when
the pump power dropped below ~30 mW. To demonstrate the potential o f this lowthreshold laser system for low running costs and portability, the laser diode power
supply was replaced with three AA penlight cells (Duracell MN1500) connected in
series. An adjustable LP2952, low dropout voltage regulator allowed the drive voltage
to the Philips laser diode to be set to give the required 36 mW of incident pump power
(see Figure 3.38). This efficient power supply allowed constant output power from the
narrow stripe laser diode to be maintained for over 18 hours o f operation before
excessive battery discharge had occurred.

~120 mA

3 AA Batteries (4.5V)

Figure 3.38

Schematic of the simple battery powered bw-voltage-drop-out

regulator circuit used to power the Philips laser diodes.

3.5 Noise
In any physical system noise, in the form o f random fluctuations or deterministic
(spurious) fluctuations is an unavoidable phenomenon. These fluctuations originate
from a variety of sources including thermal effects, quantum effects and mechanical
vibrations. The principal sources o f random noise in a laser system are numerous but
often include fluctuations in the pump source/laser thermal noise acting on the lasing
process, air currents/dust, mechanical vibrations, mixing/interference and mode
coupling effects*^. Systematic noise may also be caused by oscillations from adjacent
mechanical or electrical systems, it was found for example that a resonance from the
surface of an optical table added a frequency component at -200 Hz to the noise o f a
system*^. Noise therefore must be taken account of, and to a first approximation at least
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quantified when investigating or using such a laser system. The noise present in an
ultrashort pulse laser system manifests itself in the quality and repeatability o f the
output train o f pulses. The majority o f fluctuations in a train o f Fourier transform
limited or near transform limited pulses from a self-modelocked laser are found to
occur, in general, on timescales much longer than the repetition time between the pulses
and certainly much longer than the duration o f the pulses themselves. It is possible
therefore in this case to think of the pulseshape as being relatively unaffected by these
fluctuations which will appear as perturbations in the amplitude o f the pulses (amplitude
noise) and in the time between subsequent pulses (temporal jitter or phase noise). If one
considers a perfectly modeiocked train o f pulses

then the same train o f pulses

F it) in the presence of this noise can be represented by

( 0

W'

-r . y(0
Equation 3.3

where FJ(/) is the first-order time derivative o f F^it), T is the average pulse repetition
time and A{t) and J{t) are random fluctuations with respect to time. Figure 3.39 below
shows the physical interpretation o f Equation 3.3.

A(t)

TJ(t)

tim e
Figure 3.39 Pulse train in the presence of fluctuations in amplitude and time,
A it) and J i t ) .

To be able to utilise to the full an ultrashort pulse laser system in say a pump-probe
experiment or in the characterisation o f a pulse measurement system such as the streak
cameras in section 3.6 a knowledge o f and an ability to characterise its amplitude and
phase noise properties is paramount to the experimenter. It has been shown^^ that the
relative presence o f these distinct effects may be readily determined from direct
measurements o f the RF power spectrum o f the laser source. Such spectra can be readily
measured using a suitable combination o f fast photodetector and RF spectrum analyser.
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This type o f measurement naturally combines the noise from the laser and any ‘twoport’ or contributed noise from the photodetector and analyser. Von der Linde^^ derived
an expression for the power spectrum o f an ‘imperfectly’ modeiocked laser as

Pf(®) =

|7 (® f Z k K )+ Pa(®„ )+ (2^/^)' Pj
F

)]
Equation 3.4

where f((o )

is the Fourier transform o f the pulse envelope slowly varying with respect

to the more

rapidly varying term in square brackets, o)^

- I tr fj lT ) and

p isan

integer between plus and minus infinity. A plot of Pp(co) normalised to the spectral
envelope / ( û>)| is shown below in Figure 3.40.

1 /T

Figure 3.40

Normalised power spectrum Ff of a train of pulses with a

fluctuating puke amplitude and repetition time. T is the average repetition
time. The dotted line indicates the maxima of the amplitude noise contribution
to the noise bands. The dashed line is proportional to o f and marks the
maxima of the narrower jitte r noise contribution to the noise bands. The
dashed-dot line represents thefrequency response of the detection system.

The plot represents the discrete frequency bands or harmonics associated with the laser
denoted by harmonic order p and respective central frequency co^. Figure 3.40 illustrates
the differences in the effect of each type o f noise represented in the sum o f Equation
3.4. The first term in the sum S((o^) represents the 5 function like contribution to the
power spectrum by a perfectly modeiocked laser. The second term is the part o f

P f

derived from the amplitude fluctuations o f the pulses and is indicated in the figure by
the broad pedestals of constant volume under the dotted, line i.e. the frequency shifted
power spectrum of the amplitude noise A(t). The third term involves the power
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spectrum of the jitter function, J(t) and exhibits a characteristic co^ dependence (the
dashed line). It is this dependence that allows us to break down the noise in a laser
system into its constituent parts and distinguish the relative amounts of each. The
dashed-dot line indicating a cut-off at higher frequencies is due to the combined
truncated response of the measurement system. By comparing the RF power spectra of
low and high order harmonics o f a laser system (see Figure 3.41) it is possible to
calculate values for the amplitude and phase noise present. In this manner pulse jitter
values of less than 100 fs can be obtained from a photodetector with a rise time o f the
order o f nanoseconds.

5 . -eo-

Frequency offset (kHz)

Frequency offset (kHz)

¥igure 3.41 Typical RF spectra of the fundamental and 1 (f harmonic of a
femtosecond laser running at 170 MFT^ measured with a 10
span.

The output from the 3-mirror LiSAF laser was focussed using a 1.5 cm plano-convex
lens onto a BPW28-B silicon fast photodiode with a nominal bandwidth o f ~2 GHz. The
diode was biased to 135 V using a smoothed voltage supply to ensure as low-noise and
linear response as possible. The photodiode was connected via the terminated bias
circuit to an HP 70000 series RF spectrum analyser unit as shown below in Figure 3.42.
RF spectrum a n alyser

F u sed silica prism

Prism m odelocker

Figure 3.42 Typical noise measurement set-up.
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The RF spectrum for each harmonic was measured over different frequency spans
(10 MFlz, 1 MHz, lOkHz, IkHz) in order to determine a respectable resolution across
the entire harmonic spectra. These spectra were automatically measured and logged by
an IBM compatible PC connected to the analyser system running a program written in
Pascal. Typically the fundamental, 10^ and 15^ harmonics were used to determine the
noise. The noise floor of the system was also measured in this manner. Once the
measurements of each harmonic at different resolutions had been carried out the
computer calculated plots of amplitude and phase noise as well as timing jitter values
for a variety of frequency bands. Figure 3.43 below shows the amplitude and phase
noise power spectra for the self-modelocked Cr LiSAF laser.
Some typical rms timing jitter values are plotted in Table 3-1 for various frequency
bands o f the 3-mirror Cr LiSAF laser compared with a free running KLM Ar -ion
pumped Ti: sapphire l a s e r a n d an actively stabilised, frequency locked Ti: sapphire
laser connected to a noise eater system’^.

Amplitude N oise
P h ase N oise

S

-120
-130-

160-

10 "

10

io'

Frequency (Hz)

Figure 3.43 The single-sideband amplitude and phase noise power spectra of
the self-modelocked C n U S A F laser, calculated using the fundamental and
1( f harmonic Fourier components.
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Frequency
range

3-mirror, lowthreshold, KLM
CrLiSAF laser

Free-running,
KLM
Ti:sapphire
lasef®

50-1000 Hz
100-500 Hz

2200 fs
680 fs
73 fs

3400 fs
600 fs

500 - 5000 Hz
Table 3-1

Activelystabilised,
KLM
Ti:sapphire
lasef®
150fs
80 fs

Rms timing jitte r values fo r the 3 -mirror self-modelocked

C n U S A F laser, a self-modelocked Tksapphire laser arid an actively stabilised
sef-modelocked Tksapphire laser.

In contrast to the laser described in reference 19 the only attempt to remove sources of
noise from the Cr:LiSAF laser vyas to ensure that all mirror/component mounts were
attached firmly to the optical table and the construction o f a light aluminium framework
covered with a thin polythene sheeting to reduce air currents to a minimum. Battery
operation of the two pump diodes also ensured a clean noise-free pump beam for the
laser. The table clearly shows the advantage o f pumping directly with diode lasers as the
performance of this purely passive system is comparable with the actively stabilised
system.

3.6 Investigation o f a prototype streak camera system
Time-resolving, electron-optical streak cameras provide a direct measurement o f the
temporal profile o f an optical pulse over a very large wavelength range and therefore
represent an invaluable diagnostic tool for a wide variety o f optical pulse systems. In
turn, low-noise ultrashort pulse lasers provide a means o f characterisation and
calibration of these streak camera systems. During the course o f the experimental work
for this thesis a number of intermediate prototype camera tubes were investigated using
the basic experimental technique outlined in the following section.
Figure 3.44 below shows the configuration of a typical streak camera system consisting
of some input optics, the streak image tube and an intensifier/detection system (not
shown).
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Input optics

Electron focusing optics

Phosphor screen

RF in
|

/
Slit

II
Photo cathode

Mesh anode

Deflection plates

¥igure 3 A 4 Schematic of an electron-optical streak camera.

The streak tube consists of a photocathode an acceleration anode mesh, an electron
focussing lens, deflection electrodes and a phosphor screen. An incoming light pulse
passes through a narrow slit and is imaged through some input optics onto the
photocathode liberating a packet o f electrons with the intensity profile related to that of
the of the original optical pulse. These electrons are then accelerated across a high
electric field (typically ~ 20 kVcm'*) between the cathode and an anode mesh electrode.
The electrons then pass through a set o f deflection plates that focus them onto the
phosphor screen at the output of the camera tube. Before reaching the screen the
electron pulse passes between deflection plates to which, in synchroscan operation, a
sinusoidal frequency synchronised with the repetition frequency o f the incoming pulses
is applied. This sinusoidal deflection effectively turns the pulses and scans or ‘streaks’
them across the phosphor screen thereby converting the temporal profile of the electron
packet (and therefore the incident optical pulse) into a spatial profile The image on the
screen is made up o f many subsequent pulses integrated by the response time o f the
phosphor. Improvements in tube design have meant that the resolution of commercially
available streak cameras have been pushed down from ~ 50 ps to ~ 1 ps in synchroscan
operation and ~ 300 fs in single-shot mode.
In single-shot mode, as its name suggests, a single pulse is recorded with a single
voltage ramp applied across the streak plates. The operation o f a camera in this mode is
more complex as sufficient intensity must be contained within a single pulse to
overcome the noise present in the camera without degrading the temporal response due
to space charge effects and Coulomb repulsion o f the liberated electrons^^. Intensifiers
are also required in order to detect the signal at the output of the camera.
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Due to the added difficulties in making a single-shot measurement it is advantageous
therefore to further improve the resolution available to synchroscan operation. The
resolution of a streak camera in both modes o f operation is dependent on a number o f
factors such as the finite diffraction limited width o f the input slit, the response time,
energy and angular spread of photoelectron emission o f the cathode, the non-linear
deflection field and the phase noise present in both the camera itself and the input pulse
train. In order to assess the resolution o f a streak tube, as many o f the external noise
sources as possible must be eliminated. To remove any temporal smearing due to the
input pulse train it is necessary to use an ultrashort pulse source with pulse duration
much shorter than the ultimate resolution o f the camera (ideally a delta function) with as
little temporal jitter or phase noise as possible. The improved phase noise properties o f
the low threshold colquiriite laser systems has been show previously^^ to provide a great
simplification to the types of laser systems used for streak camera evaluation.
Typically the image is recorded with a conventional camera system and viewed on an
optical multi-channel analyser (OMA).
The streak cameras tested with the lasers during the course o f the development o f the
low threshold colquiriite lasers were all intermediate prototypes toward the
development o f a more compact, self-contained camera with CCD array detection
system^^. The tubes were modified versions o f the Photocron V streak camera
developed at St Andrews^® with an SI photocathode for longer wavelength operation
(UV to 1.5 pm). The primary modifications to the tubes assessed here were a lower
anode voltage (~ 5 kV) to avoid damage to an internal electron-bombarded CCD array
and to improve the dynamic range. The slower electrons will not liberate as many
carriers in the charge-coupled device and saturate so readily and are easier to scan
across the detector. New mesh designs for better photoemission and lower distribution
o f electron velocities were also a feature o f this project.
Figure 3.45 below shows the typical experimental set-up used in the assessment of
electron-optical streak camera tubes during the course of this thesis.
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Femtosecond Laser
steerin g mirrors
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Figure 3.45 Schematic of the experimental set-up fo r the assessment of streak
camera tubes.

The laser output was reflected from a 1 mm thick uncoated glass microscope slide at
near normal incidence providing a pair o f pulses separated by 10 ps for calibration o f
the camera output. To accurately determine the repetition frequency o f the laser cavity
for the streak sweep the leakage from the slide was used to illuminate an AEPX 65 fast
photodiode and tuned frIter/amplifier (OM355) combination circuit. This signal was
then amplified using a CA2820 broadband amplifier (30 dBm) and passed through a
variable delay line to match the electrical and optical path lengths. The correctly phased
signal was then amplified by a BG45C power amplifier with a 20 MHz bandwidth and
passed to the deflection plates via a high Q tuned circuit. The screen image from the
camera was recorded using a B+M OSA 500 silicon intensified target (SIT) Vidicon
camera and optical multi-channel analyser arrangement.
Figure 3.46 below shows a typical output trace from an intermediate tube with a
temporal resolution - 0.8 ps. This is the best directly measured temporal resolution for a
Photocron-type synchroscan streak camera to be recorded to date. This is attributable to
the exceptionally low phase noise in the self-modelocked Cr LiSAF laser.
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Figure 3.46 Streak camera trace of tipo ultrashortpuises separated b j 10 p s
the resolution of this camera is ^ 0 .8 ps.

3.7 Concfusions
In this chapter a brief description and the merits o f laser resonators with three cavity
mirrors designed for the purpose o f low-threshold ultrashort pulse self-modelocked
operation has been given. The cw, modelocked and low noise performance o f two
regeneratively initiated directly diode-pumped Cr^^xolquiriite lasers were then detailed.
These laser systems exhibited very low cw thresholds and noise properties that were
superior to traditional Ar^ pumped Ti: sapphire lasers. The first 3-mirror laser based
around a plane/plane cut crystal o f Cr:LiSGaF produced pulses as short as 65 fs and
provided sub-100 fs pulse operation for pump powers as low as 50 mW. The
modelocking threshold was measured to be 25 mW. The second 3-mirror laser
incorporated a Brewster-angled CrLiSA F crystal and produced pulses as short as 60 fs.
The laser provided sub-100 fs pulse operation for pump powers as low as 30 mW and
ultrashort pulse operation ceased when the pump power was reduced below 22 mW.
The superior performance of the Cr LiSAF laser permitted a single, narrow-stripe,
diffraction limited laser diode to be used as the pump source. This laser system provided
a cheap, efficient and low noise source o f femtosecond pulses, which potentially could
be made to occupy a small area. Finally, a description o f the experimental set-up used in
conjunction with these novel short pulse sources for the evaluation o f a number of
prototype streak camera tubes was described. Using this experimental configuration the
best temporal resolution for a synchroscan streak image was recorded.
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Chapter 4:
Femtosecond CrLiSAF lasers with
highly asymmetric resonators
4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3, two low-threshold, self-modelocked laser arrangements were described
that exhibited an impressive performance with relatively low intracavity powers. These
lasers had a number of drawbacks however, because the lower intracavity powers
necessitated the use of a regenerative initiation of the modelocking and this was not
always reliable and added an extra degree o f complexity into an otherwise simple laser
resonator. Also, the two cavities could not be operated in a ‘hard aperture’ modelocking
regime at an end-mirror, because this was physically impossible and although this did
not have a detrimental effect on the final performance of the two lasers, the absence o f
this degree o f freedom was unwelcome.
In this chapter, a number o f laser systems based on a more versatile highly asymmetric
4-mirror resonator geometry will be described. The resonators are designed to retain as
many o f the advantages of the 3-mirror retroreflector geometry as possible while
addressing the above issues. They provide the possibility o f ‘hard-aperture’ or, more
importantly, saturable absorber modelocking in a more compact cavity than traditional
self-modelocked or saturable-absorber-based lasers. The application of this new cavity
geometry in conjunction with an semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM)
will be shown to produce a laser system that is both low-threshold and efficient. The
inclusion of the an antiresonant Fabry-Perot saturable absorber (A-FPSA) permitted the
use of an output coupling mirror allowing an order o f magnitude greater average output
power to be obtained. This new resonator configuration also provided more reliable,
entirely self-starting, femtosecond pulse operation. Two laser systems based on this
resonator geometry will be described and the modelocking and noise properties
discussed. As a proof o f principle and a demonstration o f the stable modelocking
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achieved at low pump powers an intracavity frequency doubling experiment will also be
detailed.

4.2 A highly asymmetric 4-mirror resonator
The primary benefits o f the 3-mirror Cr:LiSAF laser in the previous chapter were the
reduced parasitic losses from the reduction of cavity elements and the simultaneous
positioning of tight localised foci in the tangential and sagittal planes at the surface of
the Brewster-angled gain medium. This was achieved by ensuring all the astigmatic
elements in the cavity were located on one side o f the Cr.LiSAF crystal.
Many o f the benefits realised in the 3-mirror cavity may be implemented in a 4-mirror
cavity, provided that the fold angle o f the curved mirror adjacent to the pump lens is
kept to a minimum and the angle o f the opposite folding mirror used to compensate for
astigmatic effects. The use of a cavity o f this type has a number of advantages; it
permits the use of a hard aperture for self modelocking, and therefore an extra degree o f
control; the stability properties o f the cavity revert to the traditional high misalignment
(HMS) and low misalignment (LMS) stability regions described in chapter 2; and the
output from the second cavity arm is not spatially dispersed due to the intracavity
prisms. Reducing the radius o f curvature (ROC) o f one o f the cavity folding mirrors has
been shown to allow a more closely coupled and tightly focused pump beam \ which is
particularly advantageous for diode pumping, without significantly reducing the
stability region for alignment purposes. In addition, alignment o f the 4-min or cavity in
the LMS region permits a very tight focus to be achieved on the 4^^ end-mirror
providing the second arm length is kept short. This tight focus has the advantage o f
producing a high incident pulse fluence at this mirror, which may be used to facilitate
fast saturable absorber modelocking even with moderate intracavity powers. Alignment
o f a 4-mirror laser in the LMS region corresponds to folding mirror separation o f

2L^Ri

+ 2L)^2

4 1 ,-2 i? ,

< ^_ Â
"

I

L.^ <
rfy

{2L,-RX^L-Rfj
Equation 4.1

where

and R^ are the ROC o f the folding mirrors and f

the corresponding cavity arms.
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The resulting 4-mirror laser when all these considerations are taken into account is
therefore highly asymmetric in almost every degree of freedom; the cavity arms are of
differing lengths; the folding mirrors have different radii o f curvature and each folding
mirror subtends a different angle to the gain medium. The laser systems presented in
this chapter are all based around the highly asymmetric 4-mirror cavity geometry shown
below in Figure 4.1.
M4
M1

M3

\\

Figure 4.1

M2

Schematic of the highly-asymmetric 4-mirror resonator.

M l - SO mm ROC, M 3 — 75 mm ROC, M 2, M 4 —plane end-mirrors.

The tight localised focus is retained at the pumped crystal facet, as the angle o f the
folding mirror M l is kept small (near normal incidence). This ensures that a low cw
threshold and non-distributed Kerr lens remain possible. The astigmatism introduced by
the Brewster-cut gain medium is again compensated entirely by the angle (-30°) of the
opposite folding mirror (M3). The inclusion of the short arm provides a point at which
an intracavity slit or for the case o f the lasers presented here, some form o f saturable
absorber mirror may be placed to facilitate modelocking. Figure 4.2 shows a Magni plot
o f Kerr lens sensitivity (KLS) at an aperture placed in front o f mirror M4 for such a
cavity with short arm length -8 8 mm and the pump light focussed through M l.
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Figure 4.2 Magni plot fo r a highly aymmetric resonator, short arm length
88 mm, M 1 30 mm ROC, M 3 75 mm ROC
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-300-
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200

400

600

Position in cavity (mm)

Figure 4.3 Spot sis^ in the tangential (positive) and saggital (negative) planes
of the highly symmetric resonator fo r a short arm length of 88 mm and an
overall cavity length ~ 1 m.

A major advantage o f the highly asymmetric resonator geometry is that by simply
adjusting the length of the short arm the spot size at the short arm end mirror may be
easily changed (see Figure 4.3). The ability to alter the spot size without replacing any
cavity optics becomes significant when saturable absorber mirrors are used as this
allows the incident fluence and subsequent saturation o f the absorber to be optimised for
varying intracavity powers. Figure 4.4 below shows the linear relationship between the
spot size at M4 and the length o f the short arm. The fluence at M4 in pJcm*^ is given by
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Equation 4.2

where

is the intracavity power,

is the intermode or round-trip cavity frequency

and r is the spot radius at the focus.
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Figure 4.4 Spot sii^e a t mirror M 4 as afunction of short arm length.

It is possible to achieve a very tight cavity focus at the end mirror and as this cavity
design has many advantages for lasers with relatively low pump power requirements
and low intracavity powers.
Although cavity optics need not be replaced while adjusting the spot size at M4 the
length change of the short arm does require a slight adjustment in the position o f folding
mirror M l to maintain a stable cavity. Because the pump beam passes through this
mirror, optimisation o f the pump lens is required to counter any displacement o f the
pump beam. As in the previous 3-mirror resonators the long cavity arm accommodates
the dispersion compensating prism pair and provides an output from the laser.
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highfy

asymmetric

self-modelocked

Cr:LiSAF laser
To more closely compare the highly asymmetric cavity with previous resonators, the
regenerative initiation scheme and prism modelocker were used initially in conjunction
with soA-aperture modelocking, as before.

The laser cavity
The Cr.LiSAF crystal used was the 7 mm, 1.5% Cr^^ doped Brewster-angled slab from
the laser detailed in section 3.4. The configuration of the Cr;LiSAF cavity and pump
diodes is shown in Figure 4.5. The short arm folding mirror M l was a 50 mm ROC
mirror through which the pump beam was focussed using a 50 mm focal length lens. A
75 mm ROC mirror was used as the second folding mirror M3. All the cavity mirrors
were broadband HR (> 99.9%) coated for 840 nm. The total cavity length was
approximately 840 mm giving a pulse repetition frequency o f -178 MHz. The two
pump lasers used were the prototype, narrow stripe, SSM diodes from Philips (CQL
806/50) described earlier. The diode outputs were once again combined using a GlanThompson polarising beam splitter cube to provide 76 mW o f 680 nm light at the pump
lens. Instead of mounting the diodes orthogonally they were mounted parallel to one
another and a half wave plate used in the path o f the s-polarised diode thus avoiding the
cross-shaped pump beam used previously. The regenerative initiation circuit used to
drive the prism modelocker was the same as that o f chapter 3 and was seeded with the
loss from the first Brewster prism surface.
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Pump beam shape

M2

Figure 4 .3 Schematic of the highly asymmetric C n U S A F laser and pump
diode configuration, M 2 and M 2 - plane mirrors, M 1 - 50 mm R O C mirror,
M 3 - 75 mm R O C mirror, P - Infrasilfused silica prism, PM F -fused silica
prism modelocker, L - 50 mm pu?np focussing lens, PBS —polarising beam
splitter cube, H W P —halfwave plate.

C\N performance
The lowest pump power required to achieve lasing in the highly asymmetric Cr LiSAF
cavity was just 9 mW from the p-polarised diode with the s-polarised diode switched off
and 18 mW from the s-polarised diode alone. A typical power characteristic is shown in
Figure 4.6 below.

Power in (mW)

Figure 4.6 Typical power characteristicfo r the highly asymmetric catity with
4 X H R mirrors shown in Figure 4.5.
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Initial modelocked performance
The Magni plot in Figure 4.7 shows that the cavity should be well suited to soft-aperture
modelocking as over a significant proportion o f the LMS stability region as an increase
in intracavity power will result in a decrease in the size o f the cavity mode at the
pumped crystal facet.
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Figure 4 .7 Magni p lo t calculated at the crystalfacetfo r a highly asymmetric
resonator, short arm length 88 mm, M 1 - 50 mm ROC, M 3 - 75 mm
ROC

After alignment of the autocorrelator and careful adjustment o f the folding mirror
separation the laser produced stable 230 fs pulses for many hours (see Figure 4.8). The
stability of these moderate length pulses allowed the optical input to the regen to be
blocked with no effect on the modelocking. To provide a preliminary characterisation of
the noise in the laser system the regen was switched off and the pulse train detected
using a BPW28B, 2 GHz silicon fast photodetector connected to a fast oscilloscope. The
two traces o f the pulse train shown in Figure 4.9 below were taken with an oscilloscope
camera over 100 ns and 1 ms and show no obvious instabilities. Slower scans
(~100’s ms) revealed no discernible change in the peak power o f the pulses. By way o f
a more sensitive measurement the second harmonic (SHG) amplitude noise was
recorded by blocking one arm o f the autocorrelator and recording the photomultiplier
response on a digital storage scope over a 500 ms time period (see Figure 4.10). The
SHG amplitude noise was measured as 3.8 % rms over this time scale indicating very
good pulse amplitude and duration stability.
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Figure 4.8 Inteiferometric autocorrelation of230fs self-modelockedpulses.

(b )

Figure 4.9 Amplitude pulse train noise of the highly asymmetric C rL iS A F
laserfo r (a) 100 ns span (b) 1 ms span.
4 .0 0 g

5 0 .0 5 /

f
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3.8% rms SHG Noise
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500

Figure 4.10 Oscilliscope trace of the second harmonic amplitude noise recorded
by blocking one arm of the autocorrelator.

Attempts to optimise the modelocked performance of this laser highlighted some o f the
drawbacks of the regenerative initiation scheme. The translation o f the first prism to
optimise dispersion displaced the optical input to the regen circuit causing the
modelocked operation to become unstable. Translation o f the prism modelocker meant
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that the position of the transducer on top o f the prism moved in relation to the beam
path in the prism thereby causing the diffractive effect experienced by the laser mode to
alter. The ability o f the regenerative circuit to track cavity length drifts was also
hampered by the resonance problem described in the previous chapter. While all o f
these issues are resolvable with appropriate optics and optimisation they are indicative
o f the difficulties encountered using a ‘regen’ circuit coupled with self-modelocking at
low intracavity powers. The presence o f a large number o f electronic components also
removes some o f the advantages gained in moving to a more compact pump source and
laser cavity geometry. For these reasons the cumbersome regenerative electronics were
removed and an intracavity semiconductor saturable absorber^ was used to initiate,
stabilise and maintain modelocked operation.

4A Semiconductor saturable absorbing mirrors
The behaviour of a passively modelocked or Q-switched laser incorporating a SESAM
depends heavily on the macroscopic properties o f the saturable absorber and mirror
structure. The most important properties typically used to define a SESAM are: the
maximum modulation depth, the non-saturable loss, the saturation fluence, the
unsaturated low intensity reflectivity and the absorption recovery time (see Figure 4.11).

100 %
NS

AR

SAT

Incident p u lse flu en ce (pJcm^)
Flgmv 4.11 S E S A M nflectivity as a function on pulsefluence.
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The maximum modulation depth M , is the maximum saturable loss that may be
bleached by the incident pulse and is inversely proportional to the final pulse duration
. The non-saturable loss,

represents the remaining losses experienced by a

pulse with fluence F much greater than the saturation fluence

given by

h\
2a.
Equation 4.3

where hv is the photon energy and a^ is the absorber cross-section. The non-saturable
losses

arise mainly fi-om the transmission of the bottom mirror structure, scattering

and residual absorption losses. The unsaturated low intensity reflectivity R qR„^ is the
reflectivity o f the SESAM when
is fiilly saturated or bleached ( t ^

0 and

is the reflectivity when the SESAM

oo). The recovery time x^ o f the absorption is the

final defining parameter and relates the saturation fluence to the saturation intensity
I .

F

Equation 4.4

Modelling^’"^predicts that the reflectivity R . after a pulse with fluence F has bleached
the absorber is
R.

Equation 4 .5

And that the reflectivity experienced by the pulse is
log
F

log

- lo g
Equation 4 ,6

As a rule o f thumb for the shortest pulses the pulse fluence should be about three to five
times the saturation fluence. Larger fluences result in multiple pulse instabilities^ as the
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induced cavity conditions more readily support the formation o f more than one less
intense pulses. Significantly larger fluences (-50-100 times) will ultimately exceed the
damage threshold o f the SESAM.
The recovery time o f the absorber

is a very important factor when predicting the

behaviour and stability o f a passively modelocked laser. The intrinsic impulse response
o f a semiconductor saturable absorber is bitemporal thereby effectively giving rise to
two distinct responses. The faster response is due to intraband carrier scattering and
thermalisation typically o f the order o f 10-100 fs^ i.e. equivalent to the nonlinear
reactive fast saturable absorption in a purely self-modelocked laser. The slower
response, which is still fast compared to the slow saturable absorbers described earlier,
is due to interband trapping and relaxation and is typically o f the order o f picoseconds
to nanoseconds depending on the growth parameters. When designing a SESAM for a
picosecond laser system the ultrafast recovery can all but be ignored and it is this slower
fast saturable absorption that will define the behaviour o f the laser.
Traditionally grown semiconductors do not typically have sufficiently fast recovery
times to avoid Q-switching in solid-state lasers. It is therefore necessary to improve the
response time in some way. This is achieved in a number o f ways including low
temperature (LT) growth to add point defects for fast carrier trapping and
recombination’ or ion bombardment, which introduces damage^. There are trade-offs
between increasing non-saturated losses and reducing the nonlinearity and the induced
recovery time improvement. It has been shown that beryllium doping and annealing can
keep the non-saturable losses and the degradation in nonlinearity to a minimum while
allowing significant improvement in the recovery time o f a device^.
In the femtosecond regime both the faster and slower o f the two ‘fast’ recovery times
play important roles. The faster recovery time is important for the stabilisation o f a
soliton like pulse once established. It can be shown this fast recovery time alone can
gate the gain and modelock a laser in the same way as the optical Kerr effect in a selfmodelocked laser^®. Optimising a SESAM for this type o f modelocking may be
achieved by either exciting carriers high into the conduction band in quantum wells
although this is bandwidth limited and harder to saturate or by utilising excitonic
nonlinearities which can be very fast and easily saturated but have a very narrow
bandwidth. To release the SESAM from some o f these more demanding design
specifications it is possible to use it as a starting mechanism for soliton modelocking.
The faster recovery time may then be up to 30 times longer than the final desired pulse
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duration^ and it is possible to use the saturable absorption o f a suitably grown bulk
semiconductor. The use o f bulk semiconductors has permitted 50 nm tunability from a
diode pumped CriLiSAF laser^’ and over 300 nm tuning o f 30 fs pulses from a
Ti:sapphire laser^’. The ability o f a SESAM to passively modelock a^m tosecond laser
is one of their most attractive strengths as this permits the complete decoupling o f the
gain medium and modelocking mechanism allowing a greater flexibility on cavity
design. This is a very useful feature in direct diode pumped lasers, for example, whose
pump diodes do not have diffraction-limited output beams as a more efficient ‘gain at
end’ cavity may be used^^’^'^. SES AMs may also be used to initialise self-modelocking
as this method generally gives rise to the shortest pulses.
The longer recovery time allows the build up o f modelocked pulses from background
noise bursts. The upper limit for the longer recovery time is again set by the onset o f
Q-switch instabilities which will occur earlier for gain media with longer upper state
lifetimes, for example a Ti:sapphire (~ 3 ps) laser will have less o f a tendency to
Q-switch than a Yb:glass laser (~ 1 ms). Carefiil design consideration o f the SESAM
slow response time is necessary (especially in picosecond systems)^^.
The effect o f each particular SESAM design on the modelocking/Q-switching
behaviour and stability in each o f the possible modes o f operation; pSssive-ps, passivefs, self- or soliton-modelocking initiation has been extensively discussed and reviewed
elsewhere^^ and it is unnecessary to report this here.

Summary of SESAM structures
Virtually all o f the demonstrated intracavity SESAMs have a similar basic parent
structure, the antiresonant Fabry-Perot saturable absorber (A-FPSA)^’. The structure is
essentially a Fabry-Perot cavity o f thickness d defined by a bottom high reflecting
mirror (usually a Bragg mirror comprising o f a stack o f alternating quarter-wavelength
layers o f semiconductor material) and a top mirror structure. The Fabry-Perot satisfies
the antiresonance condition to provide a broad flat reflection bandwidth and minimal
quadratic phase dispersion. The F-P étalon contains the absorber and any spacer layers
required in positioning the absorber at an appropriate point while maintaining the
antiresonance condition. The absorber may consist o f either s i n g l e o r multiple
quantum wells^^ (MQW) or in some cases bulk fast recovery semiconductoi^^. The
modulation depth o f the SESAM is governed by the reflectivity o f the top mirror, if the
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reflectivity is high the resulting modulation depth is low and if the reflectivity is low the
modulation depth is higher although this increases the non-saturable losses introduced
by a particular thickness o f absorber layer. The presence o f the F-P between the two
mirrors allows precise control o f the saturation fluence o f the device

given at

antiresonance by
exp(- 2ad^ )f

[l +

1 - F

Equation 4 .7

F^^j is the saturation fluence of an AR coated SESAM, R^ and

are the intensity

reflectivity’s o f the top and bottom mirrors respectively, a is the amplitude absorption
coefficient of the absorber layer and d^ is the combined thickness o f all the absorbers.
The two extremes o f A-FPSA design are the high-finesse A-FPSA ’ with a highly
reflecting top mirror and the antireflection (AR) coated SESAM. The bandwidth of an
A-FPSA, discounting absorber and the mode o f operation is ultimately limited by the
free spectral range and the bandwidth o f the mirror structures. Figure 4.12 below shows
some of the more common designs o f A-FPSA
R «9 5 %

and spacer

R = 0%
ARCMltn

High finesse
A-FPSA

AR coated
SESAM

. / ______

X

R«30%

Bottom

Low finesse
A-FPSA

Figure 4.12 Schematic diagram of various SE S A N ! structures

High finesse A-FPSA
The first type of SESAM, the high-finesse A-FPSA, (see Figure 4.12a) had a F-P
defined between the bottom Bragg mirror and a top high reflecting (HR) dielectric
Bragg mirror typically comprised o f alternating Si02/Ti02 layers. High-finesse
A-FPSAs have been used to modelock NdiYLF^’ ’^ , Nd:glass’\
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Yb:YAG^^ and Nd:LSB^^ in the picosecond regime and Ndiglass^"^, Yh:YAG^^ and
Tiisapphire^^ in the femtosecond regime.

AR coated SESAM
The other extreme o f top mirror reflectivity is an A-FPSA with an antireflection coating
dubbed the AR coated SESAM (see Figure 4.12b). The saturation fluence o f the device
may still be optimised by changing the position o f the absorber within the F-P spacer
layer and hence the position relative to the standing wave intensity pattern within the FP. This type of device has been used to modelock Ti:sapphire^^’^^, Ar^ pumped
Cr;LiSAF^’, diode pumped Cr:LiSAF^^ and Er:fibre lasers^^. Many o f these early
devices, however, used multiple quantum wells (MQW) and introduced large non
saturable losses.

Low-finesse A-FPSA
The most successful and widely used SESAM design is the more simple low-finesse
A-FPSA (see Figure 4.12c) where the F-P is formed between the bottom mirror and the
Fresnel reflectivity o f the semiconductor air interface (R « 33%) on top o f the
absorber/spacer layer. The first low-finesse A-FPSA to be used intracavity consisted of
a AlAs/GaAlAs Bragg mirror grown on a GaAs substrate with a thin single quantum
well (QW) absorber grown into the topmost quarter wavelength mirror layer^°. This
device was termed the saturable Bragg reflector (SBR). The use o f a thin absorber layer
permitted the SBR to be incorporated in a Cr;LiSAF laser with very little non-saturable
loss^^. Although at first, the term SBR was reserved for the specific structure in Figure
4.12d the nomenclature

SBR and

low-finesse

A-FPSA have

since become

interchangeable. This SESAM structure has been used to passively modelock and
initiate self and soliton modelocking in a wide variety o f laser systems including
Nd:LSB^\ Nd:YV04^-^\ Nd:YLF^®, and NdiYAlO]^^ in the picosecond regime and
Ndiglass^^'^^'^^, Ti-.sapphire^'*’^^ , Yb:YAG^^, Yb;phosphate-glass^^, Yb;silicate-glass^^,
Cr^'*^;LiSAF^^’^’, Cr"^^:YAG^*’^^ and Cr'*^;fosterite'^® in the femtosecond regime. Lowfinesse A-FPSAs have also been used for the modelocking o f Er"^\ Yb'^^ Nd"^^ and
Tm'^^-doped fibre lasers.
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4.5 A low-threshold C nU SA F laser modelocked with an
A-FPSA
The semiconductor saturable absorbing mirror shown in Figure 4.13 was inserted in the
highly asymmetric cavity in place o f HR mirror M4. The SESAM was a broadband lowfinesse, antiresonant Fabry-Perot saturable absorber (A-FPSA) mirror structure'^'^’'^^. The
low finesse Fabry-Perot cavity is defined by the Fresnel reflectivity o f the
semiconductor-air interface at the top o f the device (R « 31%) and the MOCVD grown
AlAs/AlGaAs Bragg mirror centred at 850 nm (R > 99.5%). The A-FPSA was designed
to give a relatively flat low-intensity (unsaturated) reflectivity o f 98.5 ± 0.7% acrôss a
wavelength range of 50 nm. A 15 nm, low-temperature (LT - 400°C) MBE-grown GaAs
quantum well layer is positioned within a half-wavelength thick transparent AlAs spacer
layer satisfying the antiresonance condition of the F-P structure. The bandgap o f the
GaAs quantum well corresponded to an absorption edge at 860 nm. The A-FPSA had a
saturation fluence of IbOpJcm'^ at 830nm which was not significantly different at the
preferred operating wavelength around 860nm. Its associated maximum reflectivity
when saturated was 99.5% giving a modulation depth o f -1.4% .

Bottom Bragg Mirror
25x AIAs/AI(.15)Ga(.85)As
GaAsSub strate

to

to

LT GaAs, 15nm
Absorber Layer

CO

nd = XI2
Figure 4.13 Schematic of the G aA s A -F P S A used in the highly aymmetric
C rU S A F laser.
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The cavity
Figure 4.14 shows a schematic o f the asymmetric cavity used for the femtosecond
Cr:LiSAF laser. The long and short arm HR folding mirrors M3 and M l, had radii o f
curvature of 50mm and 75mm respectively. The plane end mirror was either HR coated
or an output-coupling mirror with a transmission of 1.5% at 850 nm. A slit placed in
front of this end-mirror allowed the laser wavelength to be tuned to the absorption edge
of the A-FPSA close to 860nm. The cavity length was no longer limited by the regen
system and measured approximately 1 m corresponding to a pulse repetition frequency
o f -150 MHz. Intracavity dispersion compensation was provided by a pair o f low
insertion loss Infrasil fused-silica prisms separated by 510 mm. Fused-silica was chosen
initially to minimise the intracavity third-order dispersion originating from the prism
pair and gain medium (the 7 mm crystal o f Cr;LiSAF). Initially, the intracavity field
was focused to a 22pm spot radius on the A-FPSA by setting the short arm length to
54mm. The shortest possible cavity length while still permitting an adequate prism
separation was 750 mm which corresponded to a repetition frequency o f 200 MHz,
typically however, the lasers were operated nearer 150 MHz. The pump laser
configuration was the same as that for the self-modelocked version o f this cavity. Figure
4.15 shows the behaviour of the cavity mode in the tangential and sagittal planes o f this
resonator.
M1

-

28”

M3
M2

Figure 4.14 Schematic of the highly asymmetric C rU S A F laser, S —
A -F P SA , M 2 - plane mirror. M l - 50 mm ROC mirror, M 3 - 75 mm
R O C mirror, P - Infrasilfused silica prisms, L - 50 mm pump focussing lens.
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Figure 4.15 Spot
in the tangential (positive) and saggital (negative)
planes of the highly symmetric resonatorfo r a short arm length of 54 mm and
an overall cavity length ~ 1 m.

Figure 4.16 Photograph o f the folding section of the highly asymmetric cavity
showing the short arm containing the A -F P S A mounted on a copper block
and the C n U S A F crystal mounted on a pedestal with no external cooling^ the
50 mm pump focussing lens is also visible.

CW performance
The cw-threshold of the laser with an HR end-mirror was measured to be ~ 20 mW
when pumped with the p-polarised diode. With both diodes at full power (76 mW) the
laser produced cw output powers typically around 1.5 mW. When the HR mirror was
replaced with a 1.5% output coupling mirror the threshold for the p-polarised diode rose
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to -30 mW. With this mirror in place the slope efficiency was 36% and output powers
as high as 6.5 mW were observed. Figure 4.17 below shows typical power
characteristics of the cavity with an HR coated end mirror and the 1.5% output coupler.
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Figure 4.17 Typical p o m r characteristicsfo r the highly asymmetric cavity fo r
(a) H R coated end-mirror and (b) 1.5% output coupling end mirror, prisms
and A -F P S A present in caiity.

Initial modelocked performance
In order to monitor the spectral output in real time the output from the laser was
directed into a monochromator'^ with a 1 pm (visible) grating with a linear CCD array
at its output. Almost from the moment the A-FPSA was placed in the cavity 68 fs pulses
were recorded at the autocorrelator (see Figure 4.18). These significantly shorter pulses
obtained with the A-FPSA in an identical cavity indicate that dispersion was not the
limiting factor on the pulse durations for the self-modelocked laser in section 4.2.
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Figure 4.18 Inteiferometric autocorrelation and corresponding spectrum of 68
f s pulses with average output power of 800 jaWobtainedfo r a pump power of
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Modelocked performance
Adjusting the orientation o f the prisms while maintaining optimum GVD conditions,
yielded a stable self-starting train o f transform-limited 65 fs pulses from the laser
(see Figure 4.19). An average output power o f 920 pW was obtained from each of the
HR-mirror reflections for an incident pump power of 76 mW. The fluence at the AFPSA in this condition was ~ 490 pJcm’^. The s-polarised single narrow-stripe diode
was then switched off and the laser pumped with the remaining p-polarised diode giving
a maximum power of 38 mW incident at the pump lens (35 mW at the crystal). At this
lower pump power the laser produced 77 fs pulses (see Figure 4.20) at an average
output power of 460 pW (-250 pJcm'^ at the A-FPSA). Sub-100 fs pulses could be
produced for pump powers as low as 24 mW. Modelocked operation ceased only when
the pump power was reduced below 23 mW corresponding to 21.5 mW incident at the
crystal facet and fluence at the A-FPSA of only 157 pJcm'^. This modelocking
threshold is close to the cw-threshold o f the laser and is an indication o f the higher
reflectivity available from the A-FPSA when saturated.
2
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At ~ 65 fs
At
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= 65 fs

AvAt = 0.31

lJ4.
260

-2 6 0
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Figure 4.19 Interferometnc autocorrelation and corresponding spectrum of 65
fs bandmdth limited pulses with average output power o f920 juWobtainedfor
a pump power of 76 mW.
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Figure 4.20 Interferometnc autocorrelation and corresponding spectrum o f 77
fs bandmdth limited pulses with average output power o f460 /aW obtainedfor
a pump power of 38 mW.

The self-starting operation and added modelocking stability provided by the A-FPSA at
low intracavity powers permitted the use o f an output coupler and a larger proportion of
the laser field to be extracted. When the high-reflectivity plane mirror was replaced with
the 1.5% output coupler the laser produced 88 fs pulses at an average output power of
5.5 mW and 95 fs pulses at 6.1 mW. By replacing the mains electrical power supplies to
the laser diodes by a battery pack containing six 1.5 V AA-type penlight batteries and a
low drop-out voltage regulator circuit (LP2952), the diodes were operated closer to their
maximum output power specification providing up to 86 mW at the pump lens. With the
pumped in this manner and the 1.5% output coupler in place, the laser produced
transform-limited 90 fs pulses at an average output power o f 9 mW (see Figure 4.21).
The fluence on the A-FPSA in this case was 261 pJcm’^. This performance represented
the attractive overall electrical-to-optical efficiency for an ultrashort pulse source of
approximately 1%. Modelocked laser operation could be sustained for over 14 hours
using the battery power supply. The operation o f the diodes at these higher output
powers was found, however, to reduce their lifetime so the original ceiling o f 40 mW
was reinstated for subsiquent experiments.
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Figure 4.21 Interferometnc autocorrelation and corresponding spectrum of 90
fs bandmdth limited pulses with average output power of 9 m W obtainedfor a
pump power of 86 mW.

To further improve pulse durations with the output coupler in place, the spot size on the
A-FPSA was reduced to 13pm by shortening the A-FPSA folding mirror separation to
45 mm. As a result of the increased cavity focussing and fluence, the tuning slit was no
longer necessary to instigate modelocked operation. In addition, due to increased
focussing in the gain crystal (see Figure 4.22), the cw threshold fell to 15 mW when
pumped with the p-polarised diode and 27 mW when pumped with the s-polarised
diode.
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Figure 4.22

Spot si^ in the tangential (positive) and saggital (negative)

planes o f the highly asymmetric resonatorfor a short arm length of 4 5 mm and
an overall cavity length
1 m.
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In this configuration the laser produced pulses as short as 70 fs at an output power of
6 mW (~ 500 pJcm'^ incident on the A-FPSA) for an incident pump power at the at the
pump lens o f 76 mW (72 mW at the crystal facet).
Using a complex matrix analysis o f its multilayer structure"^^, the A-FPSA was found to
contribute a minimal amount of group-velocity or second-order dispersion as expected
but a significant amount of positive third-order dispersion (~ 400 fs^) was introduced
into the cavity. For this reason the fused silica prisms were replaced with LaK31 prisms
separated by 27 cm. This prism arrangement provided a net negative third-order
dispersion of a few hundred fs^ that compensated for the dispersive effect of the AFPSA^^. In this configuration the laser produced 57 fs pulses at an average output power
of 6.5 mW for an incident pump power o f only 76 mW (see Figure 4.23).
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Figure 4.23 Interferometric autocorrelation and corresponding spectrum of 57
f s handmdth limited pulses m th average output pom r o f 6.5 m W obtainedfor
a pump power of 76 mW.
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Pulse build up fo r (a) noimal modelocked operation, (b) Q -

switching burst and eventually modelocking^ (c) Q-switched bursts when the
dispersion is not optimised, (d) Q-switching. In each case, the top trace is the
SH G signal and the bottom trace is the photodiode signal

Quantitative measurements of the modelocking were made by placing an optical
chopper wheel in the cavity and recording the fundamental and second harmonic output
of the laser on a storage oscilloscope. Figure 4.24 shows four images obtained in this
manner where the top trace in each panel is the SHG signal and the bottom trace is the
fundamental. The first panel (a) shows the laser in normal modelocked operation. When
the cavity becomes unblocked the laser exhibits relaxation oscillations for a short time
(-300 ps) followed by a characteristic pulse build up time (~ lOO’s ps). The initiation of
modelocking is indicated by the sudden jump in the fundamental output and the
appearance of a second harmonic signal. The second panel (b) shows the presence of
Q-switching and eventual modelocking due to a slight misalignment o f the A-FPSA.
Panel (c) shows the operation o f the laser with too much dispersion or a closed
intracavity slit as the laser attempts to initiate modelocking periodic bursts of Qswitched operation are visible. The final panel (d) shows the laser in a state when the
wavelength is tuned significantly away from the absorption edge resulting in repetitive
Q-switching.
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Phase noise
Using the methods described in chapter 3, phase-noise measurements of the laser output
were carried out. The laser beam was focused onto a BPW28 fast silicon-avalanche
photodiode and the resulting signal displayed on a HP7000 microwave spectrum
analyser system. Figure 4.25 shows fundamental and harmonic spectra obtained from
the Cr:LiSAF laser running at -139.6 MHz.
Fundamental
10th harmonic

Fundamental
10th harmonic

Offset frequency (kHz)

Offset frequency (kHz)

Figure 4.25 Spectra of thefundamental at 139.59
and 1 (f harmonic
fo r (a) 100
span, 300
resolution handmdth and (b) 10
span,
30

resolution handmdth.

The calculated single sideband phase-noise spectrum is shown in Figure 4.26. Table 4-1
indicates the rms timing jitter for this laser as compared to a low noise, KLM Cr LiSAF
laser pumped with narrow-stripe laser diodes^, a free running KLM Ti:sapphire laser’^
and an actively-stabilised, cavity-referenced KLM Ti;sapphire laser which was coupled
to a noise-eating system^^. The noise figures compare favourably with these earlier
system configurations, as the modelocking mechanism was completely passive with no
external noise reduction. A ‘worst case’ amplitude noise spectrum could only be
recorded because the noise performance o f this battery operated laser was below the
noise floor o f our measurement system.
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Figure 4.26 The single-sideband amplitude and phase noise power spectra of
the highly asymmetric C r.L iS A F laser, calculated using the fundamental and
1( f harmonic Fourier components.

Frequency

Free-running,
CnLISAF laser
with A-FPSA

CrLiSAF laser

Free-running,
KLM
Ti:sapphire
laser

Activelystabilised, KLM
Tiisapphire
laser

Free-running,
3-mirror, lowthreshold, KLM

50-1000 Hz

1200 fs

2200 fs

-

-

100-500 Hz

302 fs

680 fs

3400 fs

150 fs

500 - 5000 Hz

73 fs

73 fs

800 fs

80 fs

Table 4-1 Rms timing jitte r values fo r the highly asymmetric C r.L iS A F
laser, the 3-mirror self-modebcked C r.L iSA F laser, a self-modelocked
Ti'.sapphire laser and an activef stabilised self-modelocked Tiiscxpphire laser.

iAsaturable Bragg reflector
A GaAs saturable Bragg reflector (SBR /^ shown in Figure 4.27 was used in the highly
asymmetric cavity. The SBR consisted o f a AlAs/AlGaAs Bragg mirror stack with a
GaAs quantum well absorber grown into the first mirror layer. Unlike the A-FPSA the
quantum well is not placed within an antiresonant cavity and hence the field at the
absorber is not optimised. The resulting structure is a higher quality mirror with lower
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unsaturated losses but with a lower modulation depth and higher saturation fluence. For
this reason the SBR did not function as well in the low threshold cavity as the
perturbation provided was not sufficient for the shortest pulses. The laser produced
120 fs pulses with an output power o f - 4 mW (see Figure 4.28).

Bottom AlAs/AIGaAs
Bragg Mirror

GaAs quantum
well absorber

GaAsSubstrate

Figure 4.27 Schematic of the saturable Bragg reflector.
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Figure 4.28 Interferometric autocorrelation of 120 fs pulses obtained with the
SBR in the C rL iS A F laser cavity.

A laser diode autocorrelator
Recently, pioneering work by Ried et

and others^^'^^ has allowed the realisation of

more compact pulse autocorrelation systems^"* by replacing the traditional SHG crystal
and photomultiplier tube with two-photon induced free carrier generation in
semiconductor devices such as photodiodes and LEDs.
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Using a similar method to that described by Burns et a P a laser diode was incorporated
in an autocorrelator arrangement to measure the pulses from the Cr LiSAF laser. The
laser diode used was the SDL 7311-Gl SSM laser used in chapter 3, which had a
cracked window. The use of a diode laser or any waveguide device for the purpose o f
autocorrelation has a number o f advantages. Once the light is coupled into the
waveguide the interaction o f the two pulses is confined and therefore the nonlinear
interaction is many (~ 100) times more sensitive. The resulting correllator is compact
and although one would think the alignment o f a waveguide would be more difficult,
given appropriate mounts, the laser may be forward biased to provide its own alignment
beam. Figure 4.29 below shows a schematic of the compact laser diode autocorrelator
and Figure 4.30 shows an interferometric autocorrelation o f 100 fs pulses obtained from
the autocorrelator.

Loudspeaker

Laser diode

Corner cube
reflector

1

To oscilloscope

Beam splitter

From laser

Steering mirror

Figure 4.29 Schematic of the laser diode autocorrelator.

The laser diode autocorrelator was able to detect pulses when the average input power
was reduced below 30 pW. The most interesting thing to note about the use o f a
AlGalnP laser diode in an autocorrelator is that the same type o f narrow-stripe laser
diode is used both to pump and record the output o f the femtosecond laser. At a couple
of hundred dollars each this represents a considerable saving over typical pump diodes
and photomultiplier tubes.
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Figure 4.30

Interferometric autocorrelation of 100 fs pulses m th the laser

diode autocorrelator.

4.6 A frequency doubled CnUSAF laser operating at 430 nm

Femtosecond pulse sources in the blue region o f the visible spectrum have been of
particular recent great interest. Such sources have important practical applications in the
spectroscopy of GaN structures and emerging II-VI semiconductor materials as well as
lithographic and medical applications. As direct sources of femtosecond pulses in the
blue-green to UV spectral regions do not as yet exist, continuum^^, harmonic and
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parametric^^ generation techniques have been used to extend the wavelength ranges
accessible to existing ultrafast sources. Continuum generation involves multi-pass
amplification and subsequent fibre-grating compression o f a chirped ultrafast laser and
have been used to generate -1 0 fs pulses in the blue-green (450 nm and 500 nm). While
widely tuneable (fi-om UV into the IR^^) these types o f sources add a great deal of
complexity to a system and operate at low (kHz) repetition frequencies^^. Harmonic
generation, specifically SHG or frequency doubling on the other hand is relatively
simple as it requires only as single cw pump laser and preserves the high (-100 MHz)
repetition rates of the fundamental pulse source. In addition frequency doubling
produces fewer fluctuations in the output pulses and a much higher signal to noise than
continuum techniques. CPM dye lasers have produced pulses at wavelengths as short as
493 nm and 554 nm directly^^’^^ and in conjunction with extracavity^^'^^ and intracavity
doubling with potassium dihydrogen phosphate^^ (KDP) and more efficient beta-barium
borate'^^, (3-BaB204 (BBO) have produced sub-50 fs pulses with milliwatt outputs in the
U Y ~310nm .
As a fundamental pulse source Ti:sapphire and other solid state alternatives offer an
attractive replacement to the dye lasers in that the intracavity intensities are typically an
order of magnitude greater and the lasers exhibit wider tunability. E x t r a c a v i t y a n d
in tr a c a v ity fre q u e n c y doubling o f Ti:sapphire lasers have produced sub-20 fs pulses
with effective conversion efficiencies as high as 75% (single pass conversion
efficiencies -2% ).

Extracavity doubling offers the most convenient doubling

mechanism in that the ultrafast laser itself need not be disturbed. Pulses as short as 10 fs
at 438 nm have been produced using extracavity doubling schemes in BBO^^. Although
extracavity doubling to sub-20 fs pulse durations is possible, group velocity mismatch
(GYM) limits the nonlinear crystal lengths to -100 |Ltm and efficient conversion thus
requires relatively high peak powers. In addition, the generation o f such short pulses
requires the use o f prism-grating sequences^^ to compress the fundamental signal before
the doubling crystal and second harmonic signal after the crystal. The multiple
reflections from the gratings needed to minimise the third-order dispersion in both cases
often reduces the available output power from such a system by more than 50%. If
ultrashort pulses are not required (say for lithographic applications) then thick ( - mm)
crystals may be utilised to provide efficient extracavity doubling^^. Employing a high
degree of focussing in the SHG crystals also enhances harmonic generation though
temporal dispersion.
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Intracavity frequency doubling is preferred in most cases because it offers the highest
conversion efficiencies for the simplest configuration. The higher intensities present
within a laser cavity (greater than 10 x that o f extracavity output) allow efficient
conversion processes to take place even in very thin crystals^^. Ultrashort pulses as short
as 14 fs and at a repetition frequency -9 0 MHz have been produced by incorporating a
100 pm lithium triborate, LiBgOs (LBO) crystal in an intracavity folding section with an
external prism-grating compressor combination^^. Intracavity doubling was therefore
the method of choice for the lasers in this thesis which exhibit quite modest intracavity
powers.

The reconfigured highly asymmetric cavity
The asymmetric cavity used as the basis for the doubling experiment was slightly
different than the cavity presented in section 4.2. The two curved folding mirrors were
transposed and folding angle o f the 75 mm ROC mirror M l was again used to
compensate for the astigmatism due to the Brewster-angled crystal. The folding angle o f
the shorter 50 mm ROC mirror M3 in front o f the pump focussing lens was placed at
near normal incidence. In this way the cavity allowed the A-FPSA position and
subsequent fluence to be more simply adjusted without disturbing the primary pump
beam. The spot size on the A-FPSA was set at to 10 pm and the cavity mode focus
reduced from 20 pm to 15 pm lowering the cw-threshold to 10 mW The reconfigured
cavity is shown below in Figure 4.31 and the behaviour of the cavity mode is shown in
Figure 4.32.
M1

M3
M2

Figure 4.31

Schematic of the reconfigured asymmetric cavity M 3 at near

normal incidence and the folding angle of M l ^ 14° to compensate fo r
astigmatism.
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Figure 4.32 Spot sii^e in the tangential (positive) and saggital (negative) in the
reconfigured asymmetric resonator.

The laser produced transform-limited 60 fs pulses with an average output power of
5.5 mW using the primary pump diodes (see Figure 4.33).
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Figure 4.33 Interferometric autocorrelation of 60 fs pulses at —860 nmfrom
the H R end mirror.

This new orientation of the laser allowed the optimum fluence on the A-FPSA to be
exceeded and double and multiple pulse operation was observed (see Figure 4.34).
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Oscilloscope trace of multiple pulsmg in the high^ asymmetric

C rL iS A F laser.

The intracavity frequency doubied CnUSAF iaser
The long arm o f the highly asymmetric Cr;LiSAF laser cavity was extended by 100 mm
and a second folding section, consisting o f two 75 mm ROC mirrors was included. A
Brewster-cut crystal o f BBO measuring 10 x 5 x 0.5 mm was inserted between the
folding mirrors after external alignment externally for maximum SHG in the output
beam from a short pulse (<100 fs) Ti: sapphire laser. The BBO crystal was cut for Type I
phase matching (0 = 2 7 .5 °, (J) = 0°) and minimum transmission loss at 860 nm
(0B = 59°). The excessive thickness o f 500 pm for the non-linear crystal was used as the
intracavity power levels available in the laser were not large and sub-50 fs pulse
durations were not required/expected/desired. This thickness o f crystal would
undoubtedly result in chirped pulses as the GVM o f BBO is 225 fsmm'^ at 750 nm
(twice that o f KDP). A schematic o f the cavity configuration and behaviour o f the
cavity mode are shown in Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.37 below.
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M1

|_2

M2
M3
MS

M4

Figure 4.35 Schematic of the highly asymmetric resonator with the included
75 mm ROC mirror folding section, S -A -F P S A , M 1 - 75 mm ROC
mirror, M 2 - 50 mm R O C mirror, M 3 - plane mirror, M 4 and M 5 75 mm R O C folding mirrors, P - Infrasilfused silica prisms, BBO - BBO
crystal, L1 - 50 mm pujrrpfocussing lens, F 2 - 100 mm pump focussing lens.

Figure 4.36 Photogrcph of the folding section and the Brewster angled BBO
crystal, thefirst Fak-31 prism is lisihle at the right.
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¥igure 4.37 Spot
in the tangential (positive) and saggital (negative) in the
highly asymmetric resonator m th the included 75 mm R O C mirror folding
section.

The primary pump laser was improved slightly by removing the four steering mirrors
between the diodes and the polarising beam splitter cube. In doing so the available
pump power at the pump lens was increased to 80 mW while still operating the diodes
below specification (<45 mW). A second pair of Philips diodes were mounted and
polarisation combined in an identical set-up to provide the possibility o f a secondary
pump beam through the mirror M l. The secondary pair o f pump diodes provided
77 mW at the 100 mm focal length lens L2 which typically increased the output power
by 50%. A full schematic of the cavity and four laser diodes is shown in Figure 4.38.

12

Figure 4.38

Schematic of the doubled C r.L iS A F laser cavity m th the

prim aiy and secondary pair ofpump laser diodes.
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Performance
With the folding section in place the cw threshold of the cavity was 20 mW when using
the primary p-polarised diode which rose to 24 mW when the BBO crystal was placed
between the mirrors. When the LaK31 prisms were placed 350 mm apart 61 fs duration
pulses at an average output power o f 550 pW at the fundamental wavelength, 860 nm
were measured from the HR end mirror (see Figure 4.39). Over a milliwatt o f doubled
power at 430 nm was measured when the laser produced sub-65 fs pulses. Introducing
more glass via the prisms increased the pulse durations ~80 fs and increased slightly the
doubled output power. With the secondary diodes switched off and appropriate
dispersion optimisation the laser produced 62 fs pulses at an average output power of
-300 pW and over 400 pW o f blue. With the p-polarised diode from the primary diode
alone the laser produced 67 fs pulses at an average output power o f -144 pW and over
250 pW of blue light.
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Figttre 4.39 Inteiferometric autocorrelation and corresponding spectrum of 61
f s handmdth limited pulses with average output power of 550 jaW obtained
fo r a pump power of 157 mW.

Due to the lack of appropriate dichroic mirrors a more exact measurement o f the output
power at 430 nm was not possible. Many reflections existed from the back and front
surfaces of the folding mirrors, the crystal surfaces and various multiple reflections
thereof. A significant proportion o f the second harmonic power was measured in eight
separate beams! The brightest beams were generated by pulses moving from the
Cr LiSAF crystal towards the prism pair. Two approaches to measuring the duration of
the pulses would be to use a second BBO crystal in an autocorrelator with a UV
enhanced, solar-blind photomultiplier tube or to use two-photon absorption in a SiC^'
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photodiode. Unfortunately, autocorrelation o f the second harmonic was not possible, as
there was not an adequate amount of power in a single beam. Spectral data were
collected by placing a 50 mm ROC gold mirror behind mirror M4 which in conjunction
with a long focal length (1 m) lens collimated the second harmonic output. The light
was directed into a scanning monochromator"^^ that was connected to a BBC X-Y chart
plotter. A photograph and spectrum of the SHG signal recorded at the same time as the
pulse data in Figure 4.39 is shown in Figure 4.40 and Figure 4.41 below. The pulses
would undoubtedly be chirped due to the thickness o f the BBO crystal but with
appropriate compression the bandwidth implies 26 fs pulses are possible.

Figure 4.40 Photograph of the doubled output from mirror M 4 hitting the
back of the mountfor the secondary pump lens.
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Figure 4.41 Spectrum of the doubled output obtainedfrom the back of mirror
M 4 with 137 m W ofpump power.
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The laser remained stable and modelocked for many hours and although the laser did
not provide substantial amounts o f blue light this was never expected due to the
relatively low intracavity powers and thickness of the BBO crystal. It is expected that
more compact, ftiture laser cavities will have significantly higher intracavity powers
will result in greater conversion efficiencies and shorter SH pulses. A thinner crystal
could mean less chirped pulses but possibly less efficient generation.

Figure 4.42 Photograph of the intracavity doubled low-threshold C n U S A F
laser.

4.7 Conclusions
In this chapter the design and operation o f highly asymmetric 4-mirror directly diode
pumped Cr.LiSAF lasers has been detailed. These laser cavities have been shown to
retain many o f the benefits o f the 3-mirror resonators presented in the previous chapter
in terms o f low cw and modelocking thresholds and compactness while allowing the
implementation of saturable absorber modelocking with a SESAM. Efficient operation
of lasers with low pump power requirements and moderate intracavity powers was
demonstrated and the modelocking stability allowed an output-coupling mirror to be
included into the cavity Continuous-wave operation of the lasers could be achieved
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with pump powers as low as 10 mW. The laser produced pulses as short as 57fs in at an
average output power of 6.5mW with an incident pump power o f only 72mW. Pump
powers of this order could be maintained for over 14 hours using just six 1.5 V AA
batteries as the electrical power source and modelocking could be sustained for pump
powers as low as 21.5 mW. Modelocked output powers as high as 9 mW were observed
when the pump power was increased to 80 mW. The stability and noise properties o f
these lasers were also shown to be some o f the quietest systems yet reported. Using the
highly asymmetric cavity as a starting point for an intracavity doubling experiment
average output powers greater than 1 mW at 428 nm were observed and pulses as short
as 60 fs at the fundamental wavelength when a 500 mm thick BBO crystal was included
in a tightly focussing folding section. The highly asymmetric 4-mirror laser resonator
was shown to be a versatile and efficient laser cavity for direct pumping with diffraction
limited laser diode sources and provided the potential o f a low cost and compact
femtosecond laser system.
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Chapter 5:
Highly compact femtosecond lasers
5,1 Introduction
With the demonstration o f directly diode pumped Cr:LiSAF and Cr:LiSGaF lasers with
output powers as high as 125 mW^'^ and 500 mW"^, producing pulses with durations as
short as 12 fs^ and 50 fs^ respectively, came the realisation o f potentially compact and
robust ‘real world’ ultrashort pulse laser systems. More recently, on the back o f this
work, demonstrations of self-modelocking and passive modelocking in alternative and
more compact cavities have helped to expand the potential market and applications of
ultrafast laser sources. Such systems could be employed in many medical, microscopy
and imaging applications as well providing as portable, low-noise sources for diagnostic
measurements and calibration o f pulse characterisation equipment such as electronoptical streak cameras.
There are a number of methods o f improving and removing many o f the size constraints
in an ultrashort pulse laser cavity. The first and most obvious method is to reduce the
overall dimensions (and cost) of the laser cavity by removing superfluous cavity optics.
Ramaswamy-Paye, Bouma and Fujimoto^’^ successfully demonstrated the reduction in
SML Ti:sapphire laser cavities using a variety o f three-mirror resonator geometries. A
laser cavity with fewer fundamental elements is inherently more mechanically stable
and compact and has been shown to allow more simple alignment for modelocking^'^ \
Cavities o f this type have been demonstrated in both Cr"*^:YAG^^'^^ and CrLiSAF

and

were reviewed in chapter 3. The use o f asymmetric cavity arrangements for the
optimisation o f ultrashort-pulse lasers for direct diode pumping has also been
suggested^^ and demonstrated^^. These cavities retain the larger alignment stability
properties of the more standard 4-mirror, 7-element short-pulse lasers while tightly
focussing the cavity mode in the gain medium and reducing the overall cavity length.
Asymmetric cavities have permitted the use o f a single pump laser diode thereby
simplifying the pump geometry by reducing the number o f required optics. Further
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reduction in the complexity and cost o f the pump arrangement has been demonstrated
with the use of diffraction-limited narrow-stripe AlGalnP lasers diodes^"^'^^.
One o f the main limitations to the reduction o f the cavity length or overall footprint has
been the required minimum separation o f the typical prism pair in order to provide
sufficient negative geometric dispersion within the laser. Alternative and more compact
dispersion schemes have been demonstrated which include the use o f specially cut laser
crystals media and prismatic output coupling mirrors^ or the minimisation o f the sources
o f positive dispersion and dispensing with compensation altogether^. In this manner
cavity lengths as short as 150 mm with repetition frequencies ~ GHz have been
reported^’^^. The use of dispersive mirrors^^ and dispersive SESAMs (DSAMs)^^ in
prismless cavities has also produced more compact, or potentially compact,
femtosecond laser sources.
Continuing the work in low-threshold all-solid-state laser sources a more compact or
‘ultracompact’ cavity geometry was sought that retained many o f the benefits o f the
systems described in the previous chapters. For the reasons associated with their low
insertion losses, already described, the dispersion compensating prisms were retained
throughout the work. This was also convenient as no specially cut crystals or cavity
optics would then be required releasing standard ‘off the shelf laser optics and
components to be used in the compact resonators.
In this chapter a number o f highly compact resonators will be described that are based
on a cavity design by Aoshima et a f^ which use conventional components and occupy
less than 200 cm^ of bench space. More detailed analysis o f the dispersion in these
cavities leads to the conclusion that only one prism is needed to provide a net negative
dispersion and femtosecond pulse operation o f a laser o f this type is then detailed.
Combined with a compact pumping geometry for the single spatial mode diodes these
lasers provide the potential for a economically priced, highly compact, portable and
low-noise laser source.

5.2 Compact cavities with a pair of prisms for dispersion
compensation
As already mentioned, prism pairs used for dispersion compensation are restrictive to
the minimum cavity length of an ultrashort pulse laser and therefore to the overall
footprint o f these sources. Aoshima^® showed that a standard prism pair could be
5-2
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incorporated in a more compact symmetric self-modelocked z-fold cavity by placing
one prism in each o f the cavity arms. In this way the necessary distance between the
folding mirrors for tight focussing and the interprism path could be combined 90 fs
pulses were achieved at a repetition frequency > 230 MHz in a laser incorporating
elements from a standard 4-mirror 7-element cavity with a Brewster-angled Cr LiSAF
crystal as the gain medium. The cavity footprint measured 38 x 20 cm and represented a
considerable reduction in the size o f an ultrashort pulse laser (see Figure 5.1). The pump
lasers used for this laser did not represent a very compact system because two MOP As
(SDL 7350-A6) providing up to 800 mW o f pump power were used and, although these
provide diffraction-limited beams, the modelocking threshold was quite high (370 mW).
The output power was limited to 4.5 mW through each HR mirror as an output coupler
was not used. Improvements could have immediately been made to this cavity by
simply using smaller radius o f curvature folding mirrors or by angling the mirrors
asymmetrically as described in chapter 4.

M3
M1

M4

M1

MS

M2

M2

M4
- 40 cm

Figure 5.1

Schematic of (a) a standard i^old, 4-mirror 7-element self-

modelocked laser cavity and (b) a compact ^
‘ o ld cavity as demonstrated by
Aoshima et

Aoshima^^ assumed that the prisms were simply acting in the same geometrical manner
as if they occupied a single arm o f the cavity and set their separation accordingly. This
resulted in a significant increase in pulse duration from 30 fs to 90 fs which was
attributed to the spatially dispersed beam in the Cr LiSAF crystal acting as a bandwidth
filter^. The simple adopted ray picture shown in Figure 5.2 led Aoshima^^ to believe the
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prisms should be oriented with the apices pointing in the same direction due to the
crossing of the rays at the cavity focus. While the rays do indeed sometimes cross at this
point this is not necessarily the case and this simplistic picture will be shown later not to
accurately describe the behaviour o f the cavity mode. Firstly, however, two practical
demonstrations of this compact dispersion technique combined with the highly
asymmetric low-threshold laser cavities o f chapter 4 will be described. This has also
been implemented in an all-solid state Cr^ :YAG laser^V

M3

M1

M2
M4
Figure 5.2 Schematic of the simple rcrf picture fo r the compact femtosecond
laser.

5.3 Highly compact and asymmetric femtosecond lasers with
a prism in each cavity arm
The first iaser cavity
The novel dispersion compensation scheme was combined with the highly asymmetric
4-mirror, A-FPSA modelocked laser cavity. Figure 5.3 below shows a schematic o f the
4-mirror cavity with the 7 mm long Brewster-angled Cr.LiSAF crystal (1.5% Cr^
doping,

9 cm'^). The mirrors were identical to those used in the previous laser

systems, M3 50 mm radius of curvature (ROC) and M l 75 mm ROC. The 75 mm ROC
folding mirror M l was set at a half-angle 0 o f 18° to compensate for the astigmatism
due to the Brewster-angled crystal. The dispersion compensating prisms in each o f the
Tong’ and short arms were made from LaK31. The pump-focussing lens situated behind
mirror M l had a focal length of 50 mm.
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M1
M2

M3
Figure 5.3 Schematic of the 4-mirror highly asymmetric C r.L iS A F cavity:
M 1 75 mm R O C focusing mirror; M 3 50 mm R O C focusing mirror, M 2
plane end mirror; S G aA s A -F P S A , P dispersion compensating Lak31
prisms; L 50 mm pump focussing lens, A variable Hong’ arm length.

The laser cavity initially measured -721 mm representing an intermode frequency of
-208 MHz with the variable length A set to 375 mm. The pump system was the same as
for the highly asymmetric laser in chapter 4 (see Figure 4.38). When the distance A was
shortened to 40 mm the cavity length was -390 mm and the repetition frequency
386 MHz. Figure 5.4 below shows a photograph o f the laser cavity in this configuration.

:

*

:

:

:

1

Figure 5.4 Photograph of the 4-mirror highly asymmetric C rU S A F cavity.
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CW performance
The cw threshold of the laser was 20 mW from the p-polarised SSM diode with all the
cavity elements in place. With both diodes supplying a total of 76 mW at the pump lens
the laser produced -1.5 mW with a high reflecting (HR) plane end-mirror and 5.9 mW
from a 1.5 % output coupling (OC) mirror.

Initial modeiocked performance
The laser produced 150 fs pulses at an average output power o f 590 pW with the length
A set to 375 mm (see Figure 5.5). The longer arm was then shortened to 72 mm and the
modelocked performance optimised. The repetition frequency o f the laser was then
362 MHz and 115 fs pulses were produced at an average output power o f 1.1 mW (see
Figure 5.6). Modelocking was very stable over a period o f several hours. Interferometric
autocorrelations indicating pulses as short as 103 fs were obtained but these exhibited
obvious distortions (see Figure 5.7). Intensity autocorrelation traces indicated 115-

A

120 fs pulses. Modelocked operation with the 1.5 % output coupler was not achieved.
1 ilB.BS_____________________1-34.2g

3.e0g/________ Æ SUP
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Centre frequency 207.781 MHz
Resolution bandwidth 30 Hz
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Figure 5.5 Inteiferometric autocorrelation, optical and RF spectra of 150 fs
pulses obtainedfrom the aymmetric Aoshima-type campf^.
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Figure 5.6 înterferometric autocorrelation, optical and RF spectra of 115 fs
pulses obtainedfrom the asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity.
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Figure 5.7 Interferometric autocorrelation, optical and RF spectra of 115 fs
pulses obtained from the aymmetric Aoshima-type cavity.
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Stability considerations in an asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity
The spot size incident on the A-FPSA for the initial compact resonators referred to in
the previous section was calculated to be ~ 20 jim and was thought to be a contributing
factor to the higher modelocking thresholds and longer pulse durations. To address this
issue a similar cavity was constructed with a longer distance between the rear facet of
the crystal and the folding mirror M l and a shorter distance from this mirror to the
A-FPSA. The effect of reducing the folding mirror SES AM separation from 75 mm to
~ 55 mm reduced the incident spot size to ~ 10 |im (see Figure 5.8).
1500
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1000

1000-

500

500-

& -500-

-500

20 p.m spot on A-FPSA
10 i^m-spot on A-FPSA

-1000-
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-
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4
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Figure 5.8 (a) Cavity mode behaviour in an asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity,
with a folding mirror! ciystal separation of 75 mm resulting in a spot sii^e of
20 jam at the A -F P S A (black line), and with a folding mirror!crystal
separation of 116 mm resulting in a spot sii^e of 10 ^m at the A -F P S A (red
line), (b) Close up of the modes at the suface of the A -F P S A .
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In practice, however, the cw threshold o f this new cavity configuration was quite high
and it proved very difficult to set up. After several attempts an explanation was sought
as to the increased difficulty in aligning what seemed to be a very similar cavity to the
initial asymmetric Aoshima-type laser. The first and most obvious explanation was that
the prism apex was clipping the cavity mode between the crystal and the folding mirror.
This was because the necessary fold angle for astigmatism compensation closed down
as the folding mirror/crystal separation was increased and the shorter length o f the arm
to the A-FPSA meant that the prism sat closer to the fold mirror where the beam was
wider (see Figure 5.9). Also, the beam width at this point increased slightly as the
folding mirror was pulled back further compounding this problem (see Figure 5.8).

HR mirror
or A-FPSA
reduced fold angle
prism apex closer
to cavity mode
reduced spot size
at HR mirror
or A-FPSA

fold mirror to end-mirror separation
increased spot size
at folding mirror

Figure 5.9 Schematic o f the cavity mode in the short aim of the aggmmetric
Aoshima-type resonator fo r (a) small foldimg mirror! crystal separation and
(b) largefolding mirrorj crystal separation.

A more fundamental reason for the inability to insert a prism in the short arm of the
cavity is that the stability limits o f the permitted intraprism path in this arm shrank as
the spot size at the SES AM was reduced. In other words, the difference in the amount of
glass traversed by the extrema o f the cavity mode exceeded that permitted by the
stability condition. Figure 5.10 below shows the prism in the short arm in more detail. It
is immediately obvious that by focussing tightly through the prism the differences in
intraprism path for the upper and lower most edges o f the cavity mode are exaggerated.
Through simple geometrical modelling the path difference for these two extremes o f the
beam or mode

can be shown to approximately equal the sum o f the spot sizes w,

and w'j at the facets o f the prism

Equation 5.1
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where dp^,dpj,w^ and

are defined in Figure 5.10.

= dp^ + 6^2 »

Figure 5.10

HR mirror
or A-FPSA

Schematic of the intraprism path length difference for the

extremes of the cavity mode in the tightlyfocussed short arm of the asymmetric
Aoshima-type cavity.

The stability diagrams in Figure 5.11 below show the permitted amounts of prism
material for the specific cases o f a longer and shorter folding mirror/crystal separation
in Figure 5.8. The variation in permitted path in the sagittal plane o f the resonator is
much smaller in the case of a more tightly focussed arm with longer folding
mirror/crystal separation. Also indicated in each diagram is the intraprism path length
difference

for each resonator. It is clear from the figure that the second cavity with a

folding mirror/crystal separation o f 116 mm cannot support the full cavity mode as the
value of A^ lies outside of the stable region. This is the reason why this particular
resonator configuration would not operate with a prism in the short arm and explains the
high cw threshold since the diffraction losses were so high.
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T angential

I

I 0
Sagittal

^.10

(a)

T angential

^

sta b le region d o e s
not support fUt
cavity m ode

(b)

Intraprism path length (mm)

Figure 5.11

Intraprism path length (mm)

V anation of resonator stability mth intraprism path length in

the tangential and sagittal planes of the asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity fo r
(a) 75 mmfolding mirror! crystal separation and 20 jam spot on the short arm
end-mirror, (b) 116 mm folding mirrorj crystal separation and 10 jum spot on
the short arm end-mirror.

The second laser cavity
A reasonable compromise between the mode spot size at the A-FPSA and the stability
condition was calculated to be given by the resonator arrangement shown in Figure
5.12. The folding mirror/crystal separation was set at ~ 91 mm with a corresponding
folding angle 0 of 17° and spot size at the A-FPSA o f ~ 15 p.m. The cw threshold when
the laser was pumped with the horizontally p-polarised diode was ~ 21 mW and with
the full available pump power o f 76 mW at the pump lens the laser produced a cw
output of 1.4 mW from the HR end-mirror. The cavity optics including the pump lens
fitted within a 20 x 6 cm footprint.

M1

▲

CD

- 20 cm
Figure 5.12 Schematic of the 4-mirror highly asymmetric Cr'.LiSAF
Aoshima-type cavity: M l 75 mm ROC focusing mirror; M 3 50 mm R O C
focusing mirror, M 2 plane end mirror; S G aA s A -F P S A , P dispersion
compensating Lak31 prisms; F 50 mm pump focussing lens..
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Tangential
T angential

I j

Sagittal

(b)

Position in cavity (mm)

Intraprism path length (mm)

Figure 5.13 (a) Cavity mode behaviour, in the asymmetric Aoshima-type
cavity mth a folding mirror! crystal separation of 91 mm resulting in a spot
sisfe of 15 fim at the A -F P S A , (b) Variation of resonator stability with
intraprism path length in the tangential and sagittal planes of the asymmetric
Aoshima-type cavity showing the difference in prism path lengths traversed hy
the edges of the cavity mode lies well within the stable region.

The cavity operated with a repetition frequency o f 407 MHz and stable, bandwidthlimited pulses of 115 fs duration with an average output power o f 1.1 mW were readily
obtained from the HR end-mirror (see Figure 5.14). As before, the laser could not be
successfully modelocked with the 1.5% OC mirror in place o f the HR end-mirror, but,
had a suitable output coupling mirror o f slightly lower reflectivity (R-99.25 %) been
available at the time it should have been possible to slightly increase the useful output
power.
124S

l.OOS/

fE RUN,

At - 1 15fs

V * = 869 nm
AX = 6 9 nm

i

331

W avelength (nm)

Delay (fs)

Figure 5.14 Interferometric autocorrelation and spectrum of 115 f s pulses with
an average output power of 1.1 m W obtainedfor 76 m W pump.
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An alternative compact femtosecond laser with oppositeiy
oriented prisms in each arm
As it was unclear as to the precise action o f the prisms in each o f the cavity arms the
prism in the longer of the arms was ‘flipped’ so that the apex pointed in the opposite
direction to the prism in the short arm (see Figure 5.15). In this configuration the laser
produced 100 fs pulses with a time-bandwidth product o f 0.43 at a repetition frequency
o f 353 MHz. The average output power from the flipped prism cavity was -1.1 mW for
a pump power of 76 mW. The modelocking threshold was 61 mW. The separation
between the pump folding mirror M3 and the prism was ~ 200 mm and the prism and
the end-mirror M2 was 25 mm This longer cavity length was necessary to achieve
femtosecond pulse operation The cavity optics including the pump lens fitted within a
25 X 7 cm footprint.

M2
M3
- 2 5 cm
¥igure 5.15 Schematic of the 4 -mirror highly asymmetric A.oshima-type cavity
with fU ppedfrism : M 1 - 75 mm ROCfocusing mirror; M 3 - 50 mm R O C
focusing mirror, M 2 - plane end mirror; S - G aA s A -F P S A , P - àspersion
compensating L a k 3 1 prisms; L - 50 mm pu?7ipfoaissing lens.
At ~

-KM

100 fs

= 868 nm
Ax

a
-S

■e
a
è-

S

-259

259

W avelength (nm)

Delay (fs)

Figure 5.16 Interferometric autocorrelation and spectrum of 115 fs pulses with
an average output power of 1.1 m W ohtmnedfor 76 m W pump.
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5A A dispersive model for the compact resonator geometry's
More detailed analysis of the Aoshima-type cavities Avere required to explain the
behaviour and contributions towards dispersion of the prisms in the resonators.
Kostenbauder^^ suggested a model for simplifying the analysis o f complex dispersive
optical systems, such as pulse compressors and femtosecond laser cavities. The model
includes both spatial and temporal variations in the propagating signal and can calculate
dispersive effects up to and including quadratic phase. Based on the ABCD matrix
representation of paraxial optical systems Kostenbauder used a 1 x 4 ‘ray-pulse’ vector
to describe the spatial displacement x, slope 6, arrival time t and frequency / o f a
propagating monochromatic pulse with respect to a spatially and temporally transform
limited midband reference pulse. This reference pulse provides a well-defined spatial
and temporal origin at each transverse reference plane within the system.
The effect of any optical system on an input ray-pulse vector can then be described by:
out
out

0 ,„
^in
/„

=T

out

L

Equation 5.2
where the elements x, 9, t and / o f each ray-pulse vector are the relative offsets with
respect to the reference ray and T is a 4 x 4 transfer matrix completely describing the
optical system,

(r{o}= 0 ).

An individual element o f any optical system operating on an input ray-pulse vector is
represented by its corresponding 4 x 4 element matrix. As with standard ABCD matrix
considerations the effect o f arbitrary sequence o f optical elements on an input pulse is
described by the cascaded product o f these element matrices
T—

' “M 2 ‘A/j
Equation 5.3

where M,. is the ?th optical element and the system transfer matrix T has the general
form
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90™,
T=

9/„„,

9*™,
90,.
90™,
90,„
9C,
90,.
9/™,
90,„

9*™,
5t,„

90™, 90™,
9',.
9'™, 9f«,
9«,„ 9/,„
C ., 9/™,
St,„
9/i«
Equation 5.4

Immediate simplification of the transfer matrix in Equation 5.4 may be made as the
invariance o f the centre frequency for linear systems, (/)„ = fo u t\ iînplies that the
fourth row becomes

(o

0

0

l ) . Also the third column representing the dependence

of the output ray-pulse on the arrival time o f the input pulse becomes

(o

0 1

o ).

The transfer matrix therefore simplifies to
A

B

0

E

C

D

0

F

G

H

I

I

0

0

0

1
Equation 5.5

where the elements A - 1 correspond to the remaining elements in Equation 5.4. The
intersection of the first two rows and columns in the transfer matrix is the equivalent of
the standard ABCD matrix for monochromatic ray propagation such that AD - EC = 1.
A summary o f the 4 x 4 element matrices for some o f the more common laser cavity
components is given in Appendix A.
To model the laser resonators, the transfer matrix that describes a complete round-trip of
the cavity must be calculated and each ray-pulse o f relative frequency

shown to be

self reproducing in order for it to exist within the cavity such that
X

0
Gut

X

=T

f

0
G,
f
Equation 5.6

where T is the transfer matrix describing a complete round-trip o f the cavity.
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Combined with the conditions for a stable resonator the relative positions of rays o f
different frequency and delays o f pulses o f different frequency may be calculated. In
this manner the axial position o f a ray o f frequency separation from the reference pulse
,4 is given by

^ o iit

^ in

J in

Equation 5.7
and the slope o f the ray is
6 », =

= /„

F (1 -,4 )+ C E

Equation 5,8
In the following sections, the compact resonators described at the beginning o f this
chapter will be examined using this using this comprehensive matrix analysis. The
symmetric Aoshima-type cavity^^ will be examined first.

Modelling the symmetric Aoshima-type cavity
To determine the behaviour of a resonator mode the relative positions and slopes o f a
frequency upshifted and downshifted ray with respect to the midband reference ray are
calculated. The round trip matrices from each reference plane in the stable resonator are
used in conjunction with Equation 5.7 and Equation 5.8 to determine the behaviour of
the rays in each element space. Figure 5.17 below shows the stable resonator mode for
the tangential plane in the symmetric cavity and the positions o f the cavity elements.
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prism

folding mirror

il

folding minor

Position in cavity (mm)

Figure 5.17

Behaviour of the tangential transverse beam in the symmetric

Aoshima-type cavity, the positions o f the various optical elements are shown
above.

Using the method described above implemented in a Mathsoft MATHCAD™ modeP^
(see Appendix B) the self sustaining rays at 900 nm and 920 nm were calculated with
respect to a line centre reference ray at 910 nm and plotted in Figure 5.18.

E

Ct

4 0 --------

-6 0 -

P osltion in cavity (mm)

Figure 5.18 Relative paths traced by two rcys separated by 20 nm, 900 nm
(blue), and 920 nm (red) with respect to an arbitrary reference rcy at 910 nm
(green) in the ymmetric Aoshima-type cavity.

It is important not to confiise the ray picture in Figure 5.18 with Figure 5.17 which
describes the beam spot size (1/e^ point) o f the cavity mode throughout the cavity. For
clarity we can plot the ray picture on top o f Figure 5.17 by taking our reference ray to
be the ray describing the \je^ point along the cavity mode (see Figure 5.19).
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Figune 5.19

Tangential beam in the symmetric Aoshima-type cavity

superimposed with the relative behatdour of two rays separated by 20 nm about
a reference rcy (green) at the \je^ point of the camty mode, the rays cross at X .

It can be seen from Figure 5.18 that the rays in the space between the prisms and the
end-mirrors are spatially dispersed but parallel and therefore do not contribute to the
dispersion of the cavity. As suggested in reference 22 the rays between the folding
mirrors, and therefore in the gain medium, are also spatially dispersed, which could
explain the bandwidth limitation o f the output pulses. The very slight angular dispersion
visible in the folding section is due to the Brewster-angled gain medium, which if
replaced with a plane cut crystal, would result in the rays becoming parallel The
conclusion of Aoshima^^ as to the origin of the dispersion in the cavity is therefore
incorrect as the distance between the folding mirrors will not in general make a
significant contribution to the dispersion in the cavity. It is clear from the diagram that
the majority of the dispersion originates between the prisms and the folding mirrors as
the rays in this element space have a large angular dispersion. Due to the relative
angular and spatial displacement o f the rays, the folding mirrors are acting as ‘virtual’
prisms at the ray crossing point X. This is interesting as one would not necessarily
expect a mirror to contribute to the dispersion in this manner. The net effect is that the
cavity behaves as if there are two pairs o f oppositely oriented prisms in each cavity arm
(see Figure 5.20).
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crystal

virtual' prism s
end-m irrors
Figure 5.20 The behaviour of the ray crossing points X as 'virtual’prisms in
the symmetric Aoshima-type cavity.

The delay between propagating pulses o f differing frequencies in the model can be used
to calculate a value for the quadratic phase or GVD of the cavity. The relative delay o f a
pulse from the reference pulse over a single round trip is given by

Equation 5.9

By propagating several such pulses o f different frequencies f

-

through the cavity

an expression for the group velocity dispersion may be derived

Equation 5.10

where ùsf is the frequency separation o f the pulses and
relative delays of the 4 pulses to the midband reference pulse

”^5

the

= 0, X3 = 0 . The

quadratic phase for the Aoshima-type cavity was calculated as -278 fs^ less than a third
o f the value required for the shortest pulses^®.
The incorrect assumption of Aoshima^° that the prism separation must be kept the same
as in a standard z-fold cavity probably limited the ultimate pulse duration. Further
investigation of this type of cavity must be made to determine the effect of the spatially
dispersed beam in the gain medium, on the pulse duration.
The most crucial parameter for dispersion control in the Aoshima-type cavity is the
prism/folding mirror separation and providing this is kept at a suitable distance the
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contributions from the ‘dead-space’ from the prisms to the end-mirrors and space
between the folding section may be ignored. This implies, as we have confirmed
experimentally, the feasibility o f highly asymmetric cavities o f this type.

Modelling of the highly asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity
The highly asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity described in section 5.3 was modelled
using the Kostenbauder matrix analysis presented in the previous section. The paths for
two rays with wavelengths shifted up and down by 5 nm from an arbitrary reference ray
at 869 nm (the central wavelength o f the spectrum in Figure 5.7) were calculated. The
relative spatial and angular relationship o f the rays are plotted below in Figure 5.21. The
rays are spatially dispersed at the output coupler (long arm) and undispersed at the
A-FPSA (short arm). This is due to the fact that the prism in the short arm fortuitously
lies at the position where the rays cross. The slight angular dispersion between the
folding mirrors is again due to the Brewster-angled Cr LiSAF crystal. Figure 5.22
shows the relative behaviour o f two rays separated by 10 nm about a reference ray at the
\je^ o f the cavity beam.
The calculated value for the net quadratic phase was -8 6 fs^ which could explain the
broader pulses obtained from this cavity as this is not sufficient to balance the
calculated SPM of 137 fs^.

prism

E

folding m irror

xtal folding m irror

prism

30-

P osition in cavity (mm)

Figure 5.21 Relative paths traced hy two rcys separated by 10 nm, 864 nm
(blue), and 874 nm (red) with respect to an arbitrary reference rcy at 869 nm
(green) in the highly asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity, the position of the cavity
elements are indicated above.
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j. 200
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Figure 5.22 Tangential beam in the highly asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity
superimposed with the relative behaidour of two rcys separated by 10 nm about
a reference rcy (green) at the \je^ point of the cavity mode.

Modelling of the highly asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity with
oppositeiy oriented prisms
As with the highly asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity with prism apices oriented in the
same direction the cavity with the ‘flipped’ second prism was modelled using the
Kostenbauder matrix analysis. The paths for two rays with wavelengths shifted up and
down by 5 nm from an arbitrary reference ray at 868 nm (the central wavelength o f the
spectrum in Figure 5.16) were calculated. The relative spatial and angular relationship
of the rays are plotted below in Figure 5.23. The rays are spatially dispersed at both the
output coupler (long arm) and the A-FPSA (short arm). The effect o f rotating the prism
in the long arm causes the rays to cross in between the folding mirrors adding an
opposite sign of angular dispersion in this section to the angular dispersion in the long
arm. The calculated value for the net quadratic phase was -50 fs^, which could explain
the chirped pulses obtained from this cavity configuration.
Figure 5.24 shows the relative behaviour o f two rays separated by 10 nm about a
reference ray at the \je^ of the cavity beam.
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folding mirror

xtal folding m irror

prism

Q . -20

® -50

P osition in cavity (mm)

Figure 5.23 Relative paths traced b j two rcrys separated b j 10 nm, 863 nm
(blue), and 873 nm (red) with respect to an arbitrary reference ray at 868 nm
(green) in the highly asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity with oppositely oriented
prisms, the position of the cavity elements at^ indicated above.
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Figure 5.24 Tangential beam in the highly asymmetric Aoshima-type cavity
with oppositely oriented prisms superimposed with the relative behaidour of two
rcys separated by 10 nm about a reference rcy (green) at the \je^ point of the
cavity mode.

5.5 A highly compact femtosecond laser with a single prism
for dispersion compensation
An immediate conclusion from the modelling o f the highly asymmetric Aoshima-type
cavities presented in the previous section is that the prism in the short arm does not
contribute a large amount o f dispersion to the cavity due to the short distance from this
prism to the folding mirror. This implies that this prism is not necessary to achieve an
acceptable amount of negative dispersion, which is advantageous because o f the
problems in laser alignment encountered with this prism described earlier. Femtosecond
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pulse operation from a dye ring laser with a single prism has already been reported^"* as
well as in a Cr"^ :YAG laser^^ and in a diode pumped Nd;glass laser^^ for which a simple
ray optic analysis was presented. A laser cavity in which a single prism is used is easier
to align and lower loss due to a fewer number of cavity elements. For these reasons, a
highly asymmetric compact laser cavity incorporating a single prism was investigated.

T/?e laser cavity
The laser cavity was set up as in Figure 5.25. The Lak31 prism in the short arm was
removed and the fold angle of the 75 mm ROC mirror set to 11°. The distance from this
folding mirror to the CrLiSAF crystal was 95 mm and the length o f the short arm was ~
60 mm. The 50 mm ROC pump folding mirror and second Lak31 prism were initially^
separated by 125 mm and the space after the prism to the end-mirror was ~ 25 mm.
Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27 below show the paths for two rays with wavelengths shifted
up and down by 5 nm from an reference ray at 860 nm and the relative behaviour o f
these rays about a reference ray at the l/e^ o f the cavity beam.

M1
CD

M3

M2

15 cm
Figure 5.25 Schematic of the compactfemtosecond laser mth a single Lak31
prism fo r dispersion compensation, L 50 mm pump focus lens, M 1 75 mm
R O C folding mirror, M 3 50 mm R O C folding mirror, M 2 0.75% outputcoupling mirror, S G aA s A -F P S A .
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Figure 5.26 Relative paths traced b j two rays separated by 10 nm, 855 nm
(blue), and 865 nm (red) with respect to an arbitrary reference ray at 860 nm
(green) in the highly asymmetric compact cavity with single prism, the position
of the cavity elements are indicated above.
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Figure 5.27 Tangential beam in the highly asymmetric compact cavity with
single prism superimposed with the relative behaviour of two rcys separated by
10 nm about a reference rcy (green) at the Xje^ point of the cavity mode.

The rays again cross in the folding section (although not as pronounced) suggesting that
the cavity configuration is not optimum for maximising negative dispersion.
Unfortunately, in the single prism cavity opposite alignment o f the prism obviously has
no effect.

s»

Initial performance
The cw threshold was measured at 26 mW with the new 0.75% output-coupling mirror
at 856 nm in place. CW output powers as high as 7 mW for 76 mW pump were
recorded. The laser modelocked easily producing 250 fs chirped pulses with an output
power of ~ 5 mW at a cavity frequency o f 435 MHz.
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Modelocked performance
The output pulse durations were optimised by careful alignment o f the cavity elements
and variation o f the prism insertion. Stable pulses with durations as short as 160 fs with
an average output power of 6.1 mW were produced over a period o f many hours (see
Figure 5.28). The GVD or quadratic phase o f the cavity was calculated to be -157 fs^
with ~ 2 mm of prism insertion. Unfortunately, spectral information was not available at
the time these results were taken.
4 7 .og

-4 1 0

2 .0 0 $ /_________ #E RUN

0

410

Delay (fs)

Figure 5.28 Interferometric autocorrelation of 160 fs pulses with a repetition
frequency of 435 M H ^ and an average output power of 6.1 m W obtained
from the compact single prism cavityfor 76 m W pu??7p.

The pump folding mirror prism separation was lengthened to 205 mm and the space
after the prism to 70 mm. In this arrangement with about ~5 mm o f prism insertion, the
calculated quadratic phase was -253 fs^ and the laser produced 133 fs pulses (see Figure
5.29). The repetition frequency was 315 MHz and the average output power was
~ 5 mW.
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Figure 5.29 Interferometric autocorrélation of 133 fs puises with a repetition
frequency of 315 M H ^ and an average output power of 5 m W obtainedfrom
the corupact single prism cavityfo r 76 mWpump.

One of the reasons proposed for the longer, chirped pulses obtained from the shorter
cavity is the bandwidth limitation due to the spatially dispersed mode in the gain
medium. This problem scales with cavity length as the size o f the mode increases as the
cavity length is reduced. Figure 5.30 below shows the spot size variation in the
Cr LiSAF crystal for the 435 MHz and 315 MHz single prism cavities. One possible
solution of this problem would be to ensure the rays crossed inside the gain medium and
hence not spatially dispersed.
r80
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Figure 5.30 Cavity mode behaviour in the C nF dSA F crystal of the 435
M H ^ (black) and 315 M H ^ (red) compact single prism cavities of Figure
5.28 and Figure 5.29.
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To fit the cavity within a smaller footprint, the Lak31 prism was replaced with an SFIO
glass prism which exhibits a larger dispersion. The prism was placed 100 mm from the
50 mm ROC pump folding mirror with a space after the prism of 75 mm. In this
configuration the calculated GVD was -368 fs^ although the laser produced 330 fs
pulses at a repetition frequency o f ~ 400 MHz (see Figure 5.31). An output coupler
(OC) could not be used in this configuration so the output power was limited to
1.1 mW. The footprint of the laser cavity was reduced to 15 x 6 cm and implemented
using Tiny Mounts^^ and

inch (12.7 mm) optics on a small bread board on which a

compact version of the pump laser diodes were included (see Figure 5.32 and Figure
5.33).
t-ao.48
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¥igure 5.31 (a) Intensity and (b) Interferometric autocorrelation of —3 3 0 fs
pulses m th a repetitionfrequency o f—400 M H ^ and an average output power
of 1.1 m W obtainedfrom the compact single prism cavityfo r 76 m W pump.
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M1

p: w
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I

Power supply

- 28 cm
Figure 5.32 Schematic of the compact single prism femtosecond laser on a self
contained breadboard, P —SF 10 prism, F —50 mm R O C pu??7p focusing
lens, PBS —polarising beam splitter cube, H W P —halfwave plate,
S-A-FPSA.

Figure 5.33 Photograph of the compact single prism femtosecond laser on a self
contained breadboard, the batterp power supply fo r the diodes is also included
(as well as the infamous St. A ndrews golf ball!).
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5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter a number of highly compact femtosecond lasers have been demonstrated
with footprints substantially smaller than the majority o f commercially available short
pulse sources. The lasers were based on a symmetric compact laser cavity design with a
dispersion-compensating prism in each arm suggested by Aoshima et

Combining

the compact design and the highly asymmetric lasers modelocked with a SESAM
presented in the previous chapter 133 fs pulses were produced with cavity frequencies
as high as 400 MHz. Average output powers were limited due to alignment issues in the
compact cavities caused by the prism in the tightly focussing short arm. Dispersive raypulse matrix analysis was shown to describe the behaviour o f the prism and lead to the
conclusion only one prism was necessary. A compact laser with a single prism was then
described which produced pulses as short as 160 fs were obtained with average output
powers greater than 5 mW at repetition frequencies greater than 430 MHz. This
represented an improvement in both repetition frequency and output power over the
original compact cavity design obtained with over a magnitude less pump power. A
version of this highly asymmetric single prism incorporating an SFIO prism was
constructed on a tiny breadboard with a cavity configuration that produced ~ 300 fs
pulses at an output power o f 1.1 mW and a repetition frequency ~ 400 MHz.
With the demonstration of such simple, compact and portable femtosecond lasers, new
applications may now be realised. Advances in diffraction limited AlGalnP laser diode
sources will only improve the efficiency and output powers o f short pulses o f this type.
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Chapter 6: Concluding remarks
6,1 Summary and conclusions
The work described in this thesis was concerned with the design and operation of
directly-diode-pumped, all-solid-state femtosecond laser sources having low pump
thresholds. The laser systems were based on the Cr^^:doped colquiriites, Cr:LiSAF and
Cr:LiSGaF, and were optically pumped using AlInGaP laser diodes. By reducing
intracavity parasitic losses

and

optimising laser resonator configurations

for

modelocked performance^ cw and modelocking thresholds were reduced to a level that
permitted efficient pumping with low-cost, low-power, narrow-stripe laser diodes.
These laser diodes produced beams that were diffraction limited in both planes thereby
allowing collimation and tight focussing o f the pump beam with simple coupling optics.
The use o f these efficient low-power pump sources meant that no active or passive
cooling o f the gain medium was necessary. A number o f laser systems using this novel
pump source were designed and assessed, and these had progressively smaller
footprints.
The noise properties of the low-threshold femtosecond lasers were investigated and
found to be the best yet reported from free-running passively modelocked lasers without
active stabilisation^. In chapter 4 the use o f a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror
improved the modelocking stability o f the low-threshold lasers, producing pulses as
short as 57 fs and average output powers as high as 9 mW for only 70 - 80 mW o f
incident pump power. This level o f performance could be sustained for over fourteen
hours using six AA-type batteries, highlighting the efficiency o f the laser and permitting
ultra-low noise operation^. The low noise operation has enabled the evaluation o f a
number of prototype streak camera systems and the best temporal resolution from a
camera in synchroscan operation reported to date has been demonstrated.
A number o f highly compact low-threshold lasers with novel dispersion compensation
schemes were then presented in chapter 5. It was shown that by placing a prism on each
side of the gain medium the necessary interprism separation could be distributed within
the cavity and the cavity length significantly reduced. Dispersive ray analysis'^ o f this
cavity revealed that the major contribution to dispersion was the space between the
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folding mirrors surrounding the gain medium and the prisms in each cavity arm and also
that the distance between the folding mirrors did not significantly contribute to the net
cavity dispersion. Finally a laser using a single prism in one cavity arm was shown to
provide femtosecond pulse operation with cavity frequencies as high as -450 MHz.
This represented the most compact femtosecond laser geometry ever reported using
standard low-insertion-loss ‘off the shelf optical components.

Table 6-1 below

summarises the most significant results obtained during the course o f this project.

Laser

4-mirror
Cr:LiSGaF

CW
threshold

Pulse
duration

Average output
power

Pump
power

Pump power
required for
sub-1 oofs
pulses

Rep. rate

page

150 mW

~ 100 mW

86 MHz

2-45

1 .5 % 0 C (H R )

10 mW

43 mW
87 fs

(1.5 mW)

(22 mW)

comments

Plane/Plane crystal
HR mirrors

3-mirror
CnLiSGaF

14 mW

3-mirror
Cr:LiSAF

8.5 mW

65 fs

1 mW

130 mW

45 mW

172 MHz

3-11
Plane/Plane crystal
HR mirrors

60 fs

1.5 mW

76 mW

30 mW

172 MHz

3-17
Brewster-angled crystal
1.5 % 0 C (HR)

Highlyasymmetric
4-mirror
Cr:LiSAF

6.5 mW

30 mW

76 mW

57 fs
(15 mW)

- 2 0 0 MHz

4-16

A-FPSA
Brewster-angled crystal
HR mirrors

Compact
asymmetric
Aoshimatype
CnLiSAF

~20m W

Compact

26 mW

133 fs

5m W

with single
prism

(18 mW)

1601s

6.1 mW

CnLiSAF

24 mW

(1.3 - 1,5 mW)

115fs

1.1 mW

76 mW

NA

407 MHz

A-FPSA

5-11

Brewster-angled crystal
0.75 % OC (HR)
315M Hz
76 mW

5-22

NA

A-FPSA

435 MHz
Brewster-angled crystal

Table 6-1 Summaiy o f perfomiance obtainedfrom the laser systems described
in this thesis.

Although innovative and notable advances have been made into high power Cr:LiSAF
and Cr:LiSGaF lasers capable o f producing over 500 mW^, the associated thermal and
mechanical problems of these materials have meant that relatively involved pumping,
cooling and cavity configurations be used, often employing specialised components.
Recent advances in frequency-doubled diode-pumped-solid-state minilasers (DPSSL),
for the purpose o f pumping Ti; sapphire ultrashort pulse lasers, have meant that these
sources can now be made reasonably compact and have reduced the requirement for
high-power directly-diode pumped femtosecond lasers in the near-infrared. Spectra
6-2
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Physics has recently launched a new frequency-doubled Nd;YV04 DPSSL^ which gives
over 10 W at 532 nm and measures only 3 5 x 1 5 x 1 0 cm. Time-Bandwidth Products
Inc. have also recently developed a self-contained, sub-100 fs Ti:sapphire laser and
DPSSL in a single unit measuring 63 x 37 x 19 cm giving over 200 mW average output
power^. This is the largest power/footprint ratio for a short pulse laser o f this type. For
applications where limited tunability is required, advances in sub-ps fibre lasers^ have
also produced compact femtosecond pulse lasers with a greater degree o f ‘hands-off
reliability^. These groundbreaking developments, however, have led to systems that are
still relatively expensive for the end users and some have a great degree of ‘overkill’
features for many o f the applications and potential applications o f ultrashort pulses.
The Cr^^:doped colquiriites offer the most direct route to compact, tunable, low-noise
and portable ultrashort pulse sources with moderate output powers for a fraction o f the
cost of many of the presently available commercial systems. The lasers described here
offer attractive potential as versatile alternative femtosecond pulse sources for many
low-power applications including stable, noise-free, seed pulses for regenerative
amplification, or sensitive pump-probe-type experiments, jitter-free characterisation and
calibration o f pulse measurement systems and portable sources for specialist
applications in the medical and imaging fields.

6.2 Future Work
The laser cavity designs and arrangements presented in this thesis are suitable for
pumping with higher power diffraction-limited sources such as are already available in
the form of master oscillator, power amplifiers'^ and high-power tapered diode lasers^^
Recent advances in discrete semiconductor laser d i o d e s h a v e heralded higher spatial
quality and enhanced output power outputs directly from the diode chip. Using this type
of diode, as a pump source, would allow the compactness o f the systems described here
to be retained. SDL Inc. have recently demonstrated over 300 mW in a diffractionlimited beam from an a-DFB laser at 670 nm^^. Assuming a linear power scaling in the
highly compact Cr:LiSAF lasers after the inclusion of appropriate air or thermoelectric
cooling of the gain medium, output powers as high as 40 mW could be achieved with
only one o f these laser diodes as the pump source.
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The demonstration of high powers (500 mW) from broad-area AlGalnP laser diodes
with narrower stripe widths (50 p.m) means that cavity designs o f the type described
could be readily optimised for close coupling and tight focussing o f the pump beam.
Future reduction in diode stripe widths and reduction o f the radii o f curvature o f the
cavity folding mirrors will further improve the efficiency o f directly-diode-pumped
femtosecond lasers.
Work at St. Andrews University is also commencing in the design o f specific cavity
configurations that optimise the pump beam, cavity mode overlap inside the gain crystal
using broad area laser diodes and novel cavity component arrangements. In a
preliminary Cr.LiSGaF laser arrangement cw output powers as high as 75 mW have
been demonstrated for 600 mW o f absorbed pump power from two 200 pim stripe laser
diodes.
Pulse durations could also be fiirther reduced by considering carefully the second-order
and higher-order dispersions in the cavity. The resulting improvement in pulse peak
power could then be used for more efficient intracavity second harmonic generation,
and even third harmonic or sum-frequency generation, to produce a far-UV source
around 260 - 280 nm. This spectral region is not generally accessible to ultrashort pulse
lasers and is usefiil for photo-biological simulation o f the UVA and UVB components
o f the solar spectrum.
By combining these shorter pulses with the hoped for increase in available output
powers, there is also the possibility o f developing a compact intracavity or extracavity
pulsed optical parametric oscillators for the generation o f tunable, low power pulses for
a range of applications.
The increased portability o f these versatile sources will suit many emerging applications
where specialised equipment is required to be moved from one customer/patient/lab to
another. Thus, whereas many o f the applications have required that they be brought to
the laser laboratory, in the fiiture it is expected that the new generation o f compact
femtosecond lasers will be portable and available for convenient deployment at external
sites or in specialist (i.e. photo-biological) environments.
Finally, the compact laser cavities could be applied directly in other wavelength regions
using

alternative directly

diode

pumpable

solid
15

state gain

media

such

as

.16

14
Cr'^^iForsterite^'^
or the Ytterbium-doped oxaborates^^ and phosphate glasses^'’. These

and other broadband gain materials will benefit from many o f the observations and
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design considerations described in this thesis as suitable laser diodes become available.
For example work is presently underway at St. Andrews into the direct diode pumping
o f chromium doped zinc selenide (Cr^^.ZnSe)^^ which is potentially tunable from 2150
to 2650 nm.
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Summary of 4 x 4 element matrices

-

for various optical components
Based on the discussion presented in;
A. G. Kostenbauder, 7£EE J. Quantum Electron. 26, 1148 (1990).
Mirror

Free space propagation
1 L

0

0

0

1

0

u

0

0

1 0

0

0

0

r

1
-2

0

0

0]

ROC ' COS0
0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

where L is the propagation length

where ROC is the mirror radius of curvature and 0
is the incidence half angle

Dispersive slab

Lens

1 ^ 0
n
0 1 0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

_1_

0

7

0

0

^
n

1

¥

1

where / = focal length of the lens

where d - thickness of the slab

d = thickness of the lens
note: this contains the approximation that the beam
spot size « lens surface roc

Brewster prism

Brewster prism tip

0 0
1 0
dn y

Wk
0

dn

0
dn
df

0

1

0

0

0

1

where / = ±1 depending on the prism orientation

d

dn
dn y

Wk
0

dn
0

d

dn

d
0

1

where / = ±1 depending on the prism orientation
d = thickness of the prism
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Brewster slab

0
0

dn
d
- ~ y
df t î \

1

0

0

0

d

dn

0

0

d

dn

-

5Vg d

1

where / —+X depending on the slab orientation

General prism
dn

mjn.

dn

W^

^

1

0
7M^(tan (|) + tan cp)
Ig

dn

M

_dn

tan<l)H-tan(p

47^

cf tancj)

^

a / ^ myiXa

0

dm^

y — L tan CD

0

m*

c/tan(j)tancp
U /J

MXg

0

1

where / = ± 1 depending on the prism orientation
(p = internal ray to entrance face normal angle
(j) = internal ray to exit face normal angle
d = path length in glass

_

sin^(|)
COS(j)

and

11

=

coscp
sm^ (p

d
df v /
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Appendix

B

-

Programs

contained

on

the

accompanying CD ROM
Alfrey threshold prediction:
Borland Delphi 3
PAIfreyFast.exe - determines the threshold and slope efficiency o f a longitudinally
pumped solid state laser after A. J. Alffey. lE E E J. Quantum Electron. 25, 760 (1989).

cavity models:
M athsoftM ATHCAD7
Fluence*mcd - Calculates the fluence on the SESAM in the short arm o f the highly
asymmetric cavity (Chapter 4)
Spot size calc.mcd - Calculates the spot size in the short arm o f the highly asymmetric
cavity (Chapter 4)
the following thi ee algebra sheets show the symbolic working o f the stability limits in a
four-mirror resonator with equal and unequal radii o f curvature mirrors and a three
mirror resonator with unequal radii o f curvature mirrors
stb limits equal R.mcd
stb limits unequal R.mcd
3-mirr stb limits unequal R.mcd

m
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Dispersion and SPM:
M athsoftM ATHCAD?
Spm-freq.mcd - Calculates the SPM in the frequency domain to approximate it with
dispersion
Spm-time.mcd - Calculates the SPM in the time domain
LemofT and Barty ver 3 (Borland Delphi 3) - Calculates 2"^ and 3^^* order material and
geometric dispersion in a prism compensated ultrashort pulse laser and determines the
optimum prism orientation/wavelength to minimise 2"^ and 3^^* order dispersion after the
method described inB. E. LemofFand C P. J. Barty, Opt. Lett. 18, 57 (1993).
Sadao Uemura.mcd - Calculates the material 2"^ and

order dispersion from the

equations given in S. Uemura, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. 37, 133, (1998).

Kostenbauder:
Mathsoft MATHCAD 7
Kostenbauder simulation for Cr LiSAF.mcd (by G.J Valentine) Calculates the
dispersion present in an Aoshima-type Cr;LiSAF laser cavity using dispersive ray
analysis after A. G. Kostenbauder, lE EEJ. Quantum Electron. 26, 1148 (1990).

MagnijDeruiio:
Borland Delphi 3
Magni - Astig - Calculates a magni plot for a stable resonator after V. Magni, G.
Cerullo, and S. De Silvestri, Opt Commun. 101, 365 (1993).
Magni - Full 3-mirror pumped at apex after V. Magni, G. Cerullo, S. De Silvestri and
A. Monguzzi, J. O pt Soc. Am. B 12, 476 (1995).

IV
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Magni - Full 3-mirror pumped at retroreflektor after V. Magni, G. Cerullo, S. De
Silvestri and A. Monguzzi, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 12, 476 (1995).
Magni - Full 3-mirr or semi-monolithic after V. Magni, G. Cerullo, S. De Silvestri and
A. Monguzzi, J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 12, 476 (1995).
Magni - Full 4-mirror after V. Magni, G. Cerullo, S. De Silvestri and A. Monguzzi, J.
Opt. Soc. Am. B 12, 476 (1995).
Magni - Simple for plane plane after V. Magni, G. Cerullo, and S. De Silvestri, Opt.
Commun. 96, 348 (1993).
Soft app Magni - Simple for plane plane after V. Magni, G. Cerullo, and S. De
Silvestri, Opt. Commun. 96, 348 (1993).

Puises and autocorrelation:
Mathsoft MATHCAD 7
Autocorrelation worksheet.mcd -

Calculates an Intensity and interferometric

autocorrélation for a sech^ puise
Gaussian puises w chirp.mcd - Calculates the pulse and spectral profile o f a Gaussian
pulse with or without linear frequency chirp
secti2 pulses w chirp.mcd- Calculates the pulse and spectral profile o f a sech^ pulse
with or without linear fr equency chirp
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We report w h a t w e b elieve to be th e fir s t d em on stration o f a K err-lens m ode-locked C r^*:L iSrA lF g la se r th a t
is pum ped by a sin g le n arrow -strip e A lG a ln P la se r diode w ith a d iffraction -lim ited o u tp u t beam . A novel
low -loss tbree-m irror la ser cavity d e sig n is d escrib ed in w hich strong, localized K err len sin g w as exp loited
su ch th a t 75-fs-duration p u lses w ere ob tain ed for only 36 mW o f incident pum p power. T h is pum p power w a s
m ain tain ed for 18 b by ju s t th ree AA b a tteries a s th e electrical power source. We h ave show n th a t m ode
lock in g can be su sta in ed for pum p powers as low as 22 mW. © 1997 O ptical S ociety o f A m erica

Since the first dem onstration of a direct A lG alnP
laser-diode-pumped Kerr-lens mode-locked (KLM)
Cr^^zLiSrAlFg (Cr:LiSAF) laser,^ it has been the
most promising system for the development of a com
pact, cost-effective low-phase-noise source of tunable
femtosecond pulses in the near IK. To date, most
research has been concentrated on developing an
all-solid-state replacement for the KLM Ti:sapphire
laser based on pumping Cr^^:LiSAF w ith high-power
non-diffraction-limited broad-stripe laser diodes.
Unfortunately, for optimum use of the non-diffractionlim ited beam s produced by these laser diodes, extended
pump-optics schem es are required that detract from
the aim s of compactness and simplicity.
Recently a lŒ M Cr:LiSAF laser w as reported in
which a single 800-mW, 200-/tm -w ide stripe diode
laser w as used as the pump source for a novel, tightfocusing four-mirror resonator geometry.^ This ar
rangement perm itted pulses as short as 26 fs to be
produced, but the total efficiency o f this laser was
rather low, probably owing to poor overlap of the laser
mode w ith the non-diffraction-limited pump mode.
Narrow-stripe A lG alnP laser diodes (w ith stripe
widths of < 5 yam), which produce diffraction-lim ited
output beam s, offer the potential for the development
of a highly compact, low-cost pump source for a KLM
Cr:LiSAF laser. Unfortunately the low output pow
ers that are currently available from such devices
(—50 mW ) are considerably lower than the pump
thresholds that are norm ally required for KLM opera
tion with standard four-mirror laser cavités.
In this Letter we report a novel, low-pump-threshold
KLM laser^ w ith a design that builds on previous lowthreshold research.'* This research has perm itted,
for the first tim e to our knowledge, the operation
of a femtosecond laser w ith a single narrow-stripe
diffraction-limited laser diode as the pump source.
0146-9592/97/211639-03$10.00/0

The complete cavity and pumping geom etry is illu s
trated in Fig. 1. We selected the three-mirror design,
sim ilar to the cavity described in Ref. 5, to address
some of the key considerations for low cw threshold,*
most notably a rod w ith a high pump absorption co
efficient w ith the laser and pump modes focused on
the pumped end of the rod. Figure 2(a) illustrates the
difficulties associated w ith this in a standard Z or X
cavity that is configured for a Brewster-angled gain
medium. The beam can be focused on the rod end for
ju st one plane (tangential), leading to a distributed fo
cus through the crystal. In Ref. 4 a modified Z cavity
w as implemented by use of a p la n e-p la n e rod w ith cav
ity folding mirrors placed at near-normal incidence to
elim inate astigm atic effects. With this configuration
the two foci of the laser coincide in the pumped end of
the rod, giving a very tight, highly localized beam w aist
Diffraction-limited
X20 objective
narro w -strip e d i o d é ^
SDL 7311-G1
(P„„=30 mW)
f=50 mm

Cr.LiSAF

RO C=50 mm

At - 2 0 0 fs

0=0

ROC=75 mm

0-15°

prism
0

Delay /fs

„

Prism
m o d e locker

_ , P«« = 220 nW
U

Fig. 1. Schematic of the low-threshold KLM Cr-LiSAF
laser cavity pumped by a diffraction-limited SDL 30-mW
laser diode. Inset; autocorrelation trace of 200-fs pulses
obtained with this setup. ROC, radius of curvature.
© 1997 Optical Society of America
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Fig. 2. Laser beams in Cr:LiSAF crystal in different
resonator configurations: (a) Brewster-angled crystal in a
standard Z cavity, showing distributed focus, (b) P laneplane crystal in a standard Z cavity with tight focus on the
end of the crystal, (c) Brewster-angled crystal in a threemirror cavity, showing tight focus on end of crystal. Pos.,
position.
[Fig. 2( b)]. Unfortunately, even w ith high-quality an
tireflection coatings on the end faces of p la n e-p la n e
rods, their use still leads to an increase in the roundtrip parasitic losses. U sing the three-mirror geom etry
shown in Fig. 1, and hy pum ping through the curved
retroflecting end mirror, we found that the tangential
and the sa gittal foci coincide in the pumped end of a
Brewster-angled rod, as indicated in Fig. 2(c). This
coincidence is possible w hen the curved end mirror is
placed at a distance from the pumped end of the rod
equal to (for sm all beam w aists) the mirror’s radius of
curvature (ROC). The pump laser beam w as focused
onto the rod face through the 5-cm ROC end mirror hy a
5-cm focal-length lens. The 7.5-cm ROC folding mirror
w as angled to com pensate com pletely for the astigm a
tism introduced hy the Brew ster angles, giving a cir
cular beam from the high-reflecting (HR) plane end
mirror. The HR-coated mirrors (LaserOptik GmbH)
had reflectivities of 99.95% at the center w avelength
of 840 nm and >99.9% from 800 to 870 nm.
The intracavity parasitic losses o f the W cavity de
scribed in Ref. 4 were not m inim ized for a low est
cw threshold. Our three-mirror design has two fewer
HR-mirror reflections per round trip than a standard
Z cavity. In addition, a low-loss Infrasil fused-silica
prism together w ith a fused-silica prism modulator pro
vided negative intracavity group-velocity dispersion.
The use of a prism mode locker perm itted regenerative
initiation to be implemented^ w ithout necessitating the
inclusion of any additional intracavity elem ents. This
cavity is thus well suited for the mode locking of lasers
w ith media w ith low gain because the parasitic losses
are m inimal.
In addition to reducing the cw pump threshold, the
tight, localized focus that is possible w hen the threemirror design is used perm its a strong Kerr lens to
be induced for relatively low intracavity powers. The
location of this lensing (at the rod end) is also the
position at which it will have m axim um effect on
the laser mode throughout the cavity.
The total cavity length w as —85 cm , giving a pulserepetition frequency of 180 MHz. The prism sepa
ration of 51.5 cm that w as necessary for dispersion
control prevented scaling the physical size of the cav
ity down to a more-compact design. M ore-dispersive
m aterial could be employed for second-order dispersion
control, but for this laser, in contrast w ith the one de
scribed in Ref. 4, fused silica w as the ideal m aterial

for minimal third-order dispersion. The gain medium
w as a 7-mm-long Brewster-angle-cut C rU iSA F slab
w ith 1.5% Cr®^ doping.
A commercially obtained narrow-strip A lG alnP laser
diode (SDL 7311-G l) that w as p-polarization oriented
(for optim al absorption in the Cr:LiSAF) w as initially
employed as the pump source. This laser diode was
rated for 33-mW m aximum output power at 680 nm
but w as driven at only 30 mW for our laser. The laser
w as directly pumped with the elliptical (—4:1) mode
obtained from the laser diode, w ith no beam shaping or
telescoping employed, giving the ultim ate in sim plicity
for the pump geom etry.
For KLM operation, the laser w as first aligned for a
low-cw threshold. Ju st 9.5 mW of power w as required
for cw threshold to be achieved for this low-loss cavity,
which included group-velocity dispersion com pensation
and a mode-locking initiation device. Femtosecond
operation could then be achieved routinely by careful
adjustm ent of the folding mirror. W ith the m axim um
available pump power of 26 mW incident upon the
pump focus lens, stable 200-fs-duration pulses were
generated, resulting in 230 /xW leaking through each
HR mirror reflection (inset in Fig. 1). The incident
pump power could be reduced to less than 22 mW
before mode locking ceased.
Two prototype 50-mW 680-nm diffraction-lim ited
narrow-stripe laser diodes (type CQL 8 06/50) devel
oped by Philips Optoelectronics^ were also used to
pump the laser. T hese diodes, which were mounted
orthogonally, were each operated at 42-mW output and
polarization combined, giving 76 mW of power incident
upon the pump focus lens. As before, no beam re
shaping w as used, and this resulted in a cross-shaped
pump beam.
Stable, bandwidth-lim ited pulses of 60-fs duration
were readily obtained (see Fig. 3) w ith 1.57-mW output
beams that were available through each HR mirror.
It should be possible to increase slightly the useful
output power to > 3 .5 mW by replacem ent of the HR
plane end mirror w ith an output coupler of slightly
lower reflectivity {R — 99.75%); however, mode-locked
performance m ay be compromised.
Once stable femtosecond operation w as accomplished
w ith this arrangement, the regenerative-m ode-locking
At = 6 0 fs
AX = 11.9 nm

Av.At = 0.3

-210

Delay Its

210

830

850

W avelength /nm
(b)

870

Fig. 3. Characterization of 60-fs pulses obtained with
two Philips (CQL 806/50) narrow-stripe diodes as the
pump source: (a) interferometric autocorrelation, (b) cor
responding spectrum.
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Fig. 4. Phase-noise measurements on the low-threshold
Cr:LiSAF laser pumped by two Philips 50-mW laser
diodes: (a) single-sideband phase-noise spectrum, (b)
comparison of timing jitter with a free-running laser-diode
pumped Cr:LiSGAF and Ar ' -pumped Ti^sapphire lasers.
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Fig. 5. Interferometric autocorrelation of 75-fs pulses ob
tained from Cr LiSAF laser pumped by a single narrowstripe Philips laser diode.
electronics could be switched off, at which stage the
laser operated in a purely passively mode-locked
manner. To assess the stability of the pulse train, we
carried out a phase-noise m easurem ent w ith the
methodology described in Ref. 8. In our case a
BPW28 broadband silicon photodiode w as used in
conjunction w ith a microwave spectrum analyzer
to m easure the spectra of the fundam ental and the
tenth harmonics of the laser cavity frequency. The
single-sideband phase-noise spectrum is shown in
Fig. 4(a). The phase noise is slightly lower than
that of the low-noise broad-stripe laser-diode-pumped
Cr:LiSGaF laser described in Ref. 9 and significantly
better than the unstabilized Ti:sapphire laser of
Ref. 10, as evidenced by a comparison of the rms
tim ing jitter values in Fig. 4(b). Because the am pli
tude noise of the laser w as lower than the detection
lim it of our m easurem ent system , only a worst-case
am plitude spectrum could be recorded. Less than
4% rm s am plitude noise w as m easured on a secondharm onic-generated signal recorded over a 10-ms
interval. This low-noise laser is currently being used
in the evaluation of new synchroscan streak cameras
operating in the subpicosecond regime.
Finally, the s-polarized laser w as removed and the
cavity dispersion optimized for pum ping w ith one
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p-polarized Philips diode by introduction of more prism
m aterial into the cavity. Introducing more m aterial
com pensates for the reduction in the total effective
positive dispersion, as the lower intracavity power in 
duces less self-phase modulation.^ With only 36 mW
of incident pump power, bandwidth-lim ited pulses as
short as 75 fs at 7 3 0 -//W output power were obtained
(Fig. 5). To dem onstrate the potential of this lowthreshold laser system for low running costs and porta
bility, we replaced the laser diode power supply with
three AA penlight cells (Duracell M N1500) connected
in series. An adjustable, low-dropout voltage regula
tor (LP2952) allowed the drive voltage to the Philips
laser diode to be set to give the required 36 mW of
incident pump power. This efficient power supply al
lowed constant output power from the narrow-stripe
laser diode to be m aintained for more than 18 h of op
eration before excessive battery discharge occurred.
We believe that this low-loss approach to laser cavity
design should find application in achieving the aim of
direct-diode pumping of other laser m aterials for Kerrlens mode-locked operation w hen only lim ited pump
power is available.
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Abstract
We report what we believe to be the first demonstration of a SESAM (semiconductor saturable absorber mirror)-based
femtosecond Cr^"^:LiSrAlFg laser pumped by narrow-stripe AlGalnP laser diodes that have diffraction-limited output beams.
A highly asymmetric, four-mirror laser cavity design is described for which 57 fs duration pulses at an average output power
of 6.5 mW are obtained for only 72 mW of incident pump power. Pump powers of this order were maintained for over 14 h
using just six 1.5 V AA batteries as the electrical power source. We have shown that mode-locking can be sustained for
incident pump powers as low as 21.5 mW. © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In the research that is directed towards the development
of compact all-solid-state femtosecond lasers, the impact
of combining AlGalnP laser diodes with colquiriite gain
media such as Cr:LiSAF has been very significant. It has
led to the demonstration of extremely efficient sources of
femtosecond pulses and although there now exist diodepumped-solid-state (DPSS) lasers for pumping Ti: sapphire,
directly diode-pumped femtosecond lasers have obvious
advantages: not least of cost. Since the first report of such
a system [1] there have been notable developments in
mode-locked CnLiSAF lasers that incoiporate semicon
ductor saturable absorbing mirrors (SESAM) [2], SES AMs
that compensate for positive dispersion [3] and Kerr-lens
mode-locked (KLM) versions [4]. The main thrust of these
recent enhancements has been directed towards increasing
* Corresponding author. E-mail: Jh3@st-and.ac.uk

the average output powers of the lasers such that up to 500
mW has already been reported [5]. There are, however,
applications that do not require average output powers of
this scale but for which stable and low-noise pulse se
quences with average powers of the order of a few milli
watts would suffice. Tins low-power configuration has the
additional advantages of simplicity and increased overall
efficiency.
In this Letter we report a femtosecond Cr^ ' :LiSrAlF(,
laser based on a highly asymmetric four-mirror geometry
where the mode-locking is initiated and sustained using a
SESAM incorporating a GaAs quantum well [3,5]. This
cavity retains the low pump power requirements of a
previously reported three-mirror KLM laser [6] allowing
the use of diffraction-limited narrow stripe AlGalnP laser
diodes (stripe widths 4 -5 p.m) to pump the laser. The
inclusion of the SESAM permitted the use of a 1.5%
output coupler in the cavity and an order of magnitude
greater average output power to be obtained. This new

0 0 3 0 -4 0 1 8 /9 8 /$ 1 9 .0 0 © 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the low-threshold SES AM-mode-locked C rL iS A F laser cavity pumped by diffraction-limited Philips 50 mW laser
diodes. (Inset: schematic of A lA s/G aA lA s SESAM.)

resonator configuration also provided an entirely self-start
ing femtosecond pulse operation.

2.

E x p e r im e n t

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the complete cavity and
pumping geometry used for the femtosecond Cr.LiSAF
laser. A highly asymmetric four-mirror Z-cavity design is
used in which the large angle ( ~ 30°) between the long
cavity arm and the folding section compensates entirely for
the astigmatism introduced by the Brewster-angle cut gain
medium (7 mm crystal of Cr^^:LiSrAlF(, with 1.5% Cr^^
doping). Provided that the angle between the folding sec
tion and the short cavity arm is small (close to zero), the
pump and cavity modes may be tightly focused and made
to coincide on the pumped crystal facet, thereby ensuring a
low cw threshold. The highly asymmetric cavity design
allows the cavity beam waist on the SESAM to be varied
easily by adjusting the length of the short cavity arm (see
Fig. 2). This enables the saturation of the SESAM to be
optimised for variable intracavity powers. Initially the
intracavity field was focused to a 22 p,m spot radius on the
SESAM by setting the short arm length to 54 mm.
The two curved folding mirrors had radii of curvature
of 50 and 75 mm for the short and long cavity arms,
respectively, and had high-reflectivity (HR) coatings cen
tred around 850 nm (LaserOptik GmbH, T = 0.05%). The
plane end-mirror was either a HR coated mirror or a 1.5%

transmitting output coupler. A slit placed in front of this
end-mirror allowed the laser wavelength to be tuned to the
bandgap of the SESAM around 860 nm. The total cavity
length was approximately 1 m, giving a pulse repetition
frequency of ~ 150 MHz. Intracavity dispersion compen
sation was provided by a pair of low insertion loss Infrasil
fused-silica prisms separated by 51 cm. Fused silica was
chosen initially to minimise the intracavity third-order
dispersion originating from the prism pair.
The SESAM was a broadband low-finesse, antiresonant
Fabry-Perot saturable absorber (A-FPSA) which has been
described elsewhere [5,7]. The structure of the SESAM is
shown in the inset of Fig. 1 and its chirracteristics are
described comprehensively in Ref. [5]. It suffices to say
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Fig. 2. Variation of intracavity focus on the SESAM with varying
short cavity arm length.
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Fig. 3. Characterisation of 65 fs puises obtained at a pump power
of 72 mW (two Philips CQL 8 0 6 /5 0 diodes): (a) interferometric
autocorrelation and (b) corresponding spectrum.

here that this low-finesse Fabry-Perot is defined by the
Fresnel reflectivity of the sem iconductor-air interface at
the top of the device ( /? = 31 %) and the MOCVD grown
AlAs/ AlGaAs Bragg miiTor centred at 850 nm ( /? >
99.5%). The SESAM was designed to give a relatively flat

(a)

840nm

low-intensity (unsaturated) reflectivity of 98.5 ± 0.7%
across a wavelength range of 50 nm. A 15 nm thick
absorber quantum well is positioned within a half-wave
length, transparent AlAs spacer layer that satisfied the
antiresonance condition of the F -P structure. The low-tem-

(a)

A À ^ u = 9.35 nm
AuSt = 0.3

860nm

Fig. 5. Characterisation of 90 fs pulses obtained at a pump power
level of 80 mW and an output coupling of 1.5%: (a) interferomet
ric autocorrelation and (b) corresponding spectrum.
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Fig. 4. Characterisation of 77 fs pulses obtained at a pump power
of 35 mW (one Philips CQL 8 0 6 /5 0 diode): (a) interferometric
autocorrelation and (b) corresponding spectrum.

Fig. 6. Characterisation of 57 fs pulses obtained at a pump power
level of 72 mW and an output coupling of 1.5%: (a) interferomet
ric autocorrelation and (b) corresponding spectrum.
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peralure (400°C) MBE-growii GaAs quantum well had a
bandgap that corresponded to an absorption centred at a
wavelength of 860 nm. The SESAM used had a saturation
fluence of 160 jx J /c m “ at 830 nm and was not signifi
cantly different at the preferred operating wavelength based
around 860 nm. Its associated maximum reflectivity when
saturated was 99.5% giving a modulation depth of ~ 1.4%.
The two pump laser diodes were type-CQL 8 0 6 /5 0
prototype narrow-stripe AlGalnP devices supplied by
Philips Optoelectronics Research [8]. The diodes were
specified to produce up to 50 mW at 680 nm from the
diode facet in a 3:1 elliptical beam when collimated. The
use of such diffraction-limited sources allows simple cou
pling optics to be employed and a more efficient
pum p/cavity mode overlap to be obtained. No reshaping
of the elliptical mode was employed. The diode emissions
were oriented parallel and collimated using standard X 20
microscope objective lenses. The beams were then com
bined in a G lan-Thompson polarising cube using a half
wave plate to rotate the polarisation of one of the diodes.

o

This pump light was subsequently focused into the gain
medium using a 5 cm focal length spherical lens.

3. Results
The cw threshold of the laser was measured to be 20.4
mW with an HR end-mirror when pumped with a single
diode having its E-freld polarised parallel to the crystal
c-axis (p-polarised). Absorption of Cr:LiSAF for ppolarised light is approximately twice that for s-polarised
light at 670-680 nm. Tuning the laser for mode-locked
operation while maintaining optimum GVD conditions,
yielded a stable self-starting train of transform-limited 65
fs pulses from the HR end-mirror (see Fig. 3). An average
output power of 920 fxW was obtained from each of the
cavity HR-miiTors for an incident pump power of 72 mW.
With the cavity in this configuration the laser was pumped
with a single narrow-stripe pump diode (p-polarised)- giv
ing a maximum available pump power of 35 mW incident
on the crystal. At this lower pump power the laser pro-
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duced 77 fs pulses at an average output power of 460 p,W
(see Fig. 4) and mode-locked operation ceased only when
the pump power was reduced below 21.5 mW. This value
is close to (lie cw threshold of the laser and is an indication
of the higher reflectivity available from the SESAM when
saturated.
By replacing the mains electrical power supplies to the
laser diodes by a battery pack containing six 1.5 V AA-type
penlight batteries and a low drop-out voltage regulator
circuit (LP2952), the diodes provided up to 80 mW of
incident pump power. When the high-reflectivity plane
mirror was replaced with a 1.5% output coupler, tire laser
exliibited a slope efficiency of 36% and produced trans
form-limited 90 fs pulses at an average output power of 9
mW (see Fig. 5). This performance represented an attrac
tive overall electrical-to-optical efficiency of approxi
mately 1%. Mode-locked laser operation could be sus
tained for over 14 h using these six batteries.
To further reduce pulse durations with the output cou
pler in place, the spot size on the SESAM was reduced to
13 pum to increase the incident energy fluence. This was
achieved by reducing the SESAM folding mirror separa
tion to 45 nun highlighting the suitability of the highly
asymmetric cavity configuration for this purpose. The
tuning slit was no longer necessary for mode-locked opera
tion as a result of the increased cavity focussing and the
cavity produced pulses as short as 70 fs at an output power
of 6 mW for an incident pump power of 72 mW.
Using a complex matrix analysis of its multilayer struc
ture the SESAM was found to contribute a minimal amount
of group-velocity or second-order dispersion but a signifi
cant amount of positive third-order dispersion into the
cavity [9]. For this reason the fused silica prisms were
replaced with LaK31 prisms separated by 27 cm. This
prism system provided a net negative third-order disper
sion of a few hundred femtoseconds [3] that compensated
for the dispersive effect of the SESAM [10]. In this
configuration the laser produced 57 fs pulses at an average
output power of 6.5 mW for an incident pump power of
only 72 mW (see Fig. 6).
Using the methods described in Ref. [11], phase-noise
measurements of the laser output were cairied out. The
laser beam was focused onto a BPW28 fast siliconavalanche photodiode and the resulting signal displayed on
a HP7000 microwave spectrum analyser system. The sin
gle sideband phase-noise spectrum is shown in Fig. 7a.
Fig. 7b indicates the rms timing jitter for this laser as
compared to a low-noise, KLM Cr:LiSAF laser pumped
with narrow-stripe laser diodes [6], a free-running KLM
Ti:sapphire laser [12] and an actively stabilised, cavity-ref
erenced KLM Ti: sapphire laser which was coupled to a
noise-eating system [12]. The noise figures compare
favourably with these earlier system configurations, as the
mode-locking mechanism was completely passive with no
external noise reduction. A ' worst case’ amplitude noise
spectrum could only be recorded because the noise perfor

mance of this battery-operated laser was below the noise
floor of our measurement system.

4. Conclusion
In summary, a compact, efficient, ultralow-noi.se fem
tosecond laser system that is pumped directly with
narrow-stiipe, diffraction-limited laser diodes has been
demonstrated. Output powers as high as 9 mW and pulses
as short as 57 fs have been obtained with a maximum
available pump power of only 80 inW. The ability to use a
small battery pack as an electrical power source in obtain
ing these results highlights the overall efficiency of the
system. It follows that this low-threshold, self-starting type
of laser cavity design could also be used in the direct diode
pumping of other materials when either a limited pump
power is available or a modest output power is acceptable.
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